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Abstract
This thesis develops a new theory of tuning filters based on the time-domain response of the filter. These methods are shown to work very well for all-pole coupledresonator filters in particular, and may be applied to automated tuning of filters.
Numerous filter-tuning methods are reviewed, and the attributes and limitations of
each are discussed.

Key results about transfer functions, filter theory and Laplace

transform theory are reviewed as applied to all-pole filters. The Fourier Transform
theory is reviewed and a new, detailed analysis of the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
time-domain transform, including gating and windowing is presented, including new
work in area of the compensation for the masking effects of time-domain gating.
A complete description of the time-domain tuning method is presented, which includes experimental and empirical results from simulations and measurements on filters. The theoretical underpinning supporting the novel method of time-domain tuning
is developed, along with a rigorous mathematical relationship between VNA timedomain response of a simple filter, and the analytic impulse response.

The time-

domain results observed in experiments are shown to be directly correlated to the filter
transfer functions and the specific effects that differentiate the VNA time-domain transform from the analytically derived impulse response.
This thesis includes previously unpublished work that is the basis for two U.S. patents, as well as the development of a commercial filter tuning software program. An
improved method for filter tuning, which uses time-domain gating on the S 11 response
of the filter is introduced, and shown to be a key improvement for developing automated tuning techniques.
The details of a software application for filter tuning are presented, along with methods for determining and compensating the interactions from other resonators. A case
study of applying the FTS method to a complex duplex filter is described.
Areas for extension into other filter types are discussed. General guidelines for the
successful application of the new tuning method to various filter types are presented,
along with other conclusions of this thesis.
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List of symbols
The following list of symbols is arranged in their order of appearance.
DSP - Digital signal processor
SAW - Surface acoustic wave
IF - Intermediate frequency
RF - Radio frequency
RX - Recei ver
TX - Transmitter
LCX - Lossless network including constant reactance
ANA - Automatic network analyzer
RLC - Resistor-inductor-capacitor

Q - quality factor, relates to loss in a resonator
S 11 - Input reflection coefficient
S21 - Forward transmission coefficient
VNA -Vector network analyzer
CPU - Central processing unit

DFT - Discrete Fourier transform
FFT - Fast Fourier transform
X (m, B) - Arbitrary input signal as a function of radian frequency and input angle

m - Radian frequency
B - Input angle
Y(m,B) - Arbitrary output signal as a function of radian frequency and angle

H (.) - Transfer response (in frequency domain)

aCt) - Arbitrary signal as a function of time

j - Square-root of minus one
s - Complex frequency used with Laplace transforms
(j -

Real part on complex frequency representing a loss term

x(t) - Arbitrary input signal as a function of time

yet) - Arbitrary output signal as a function of time
fit) - Time response of a function
L (f (t)) - Laplace transform of fit)
h(t) - Transfer function as a function of time

o(t)- Unit impulse function

VSWR - Voltage standing wave ratio
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F(f(t)) - Fourier transform of .f(t)
F(m) - Frequency response of a function

F- 1 (H (m)) - Inverse Fourier transform of H (m)
LHP - Left half plane (in reference to poles in the complex plane)
RHP - Right half plane (in reference to poles in the complex plane)
S - Low-pass prototype complex frequency

r- Low-pass to band-pass frequency scaling factor
m0

-

Center (radian) frequency of a band-pass filter

mi

-

Lower comer frequency of a band-pass filter

m2 - Upper comer frequency of a band-pass filter
Ln - The nth inductive element in a filter
Cn - The nth capacitive element in a filter
L nBp

-

CnBP -

Zin -

The nth inductive element in a band-pass filter
The nth capacitive element in a band-pass filter
Input impedance of a network

Y;n - Input admittance of a network
H N (. ) - Normalized transfer function

Zo - Reference impedance
p - Reflection coefficient
R(m) - Real part of a Sll

X (m) - Imaginary part of SII
S12 - Reverse transmission coefficient
S22 - Output reflection coefficient

LR - Resonator inductance
CR - Resonator capacitance

Cc - Coupling capacitance
Rin - Source impedance where the impedance is real
Rout - Load impedance where the impedance is real

ZR - Resonator impedance
Lxc - Cross-coupling inductance

1FT - Inverse Fourier transform
E(m)- An even function
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o (OJ) -

An odd function

F * (.) - Complex conjugate of a function
~OJ - A small shift in frequency, or step in frequency

H BP - Band-pass transfer function
HLP -

Low-pass transfer function

hBP - Band-pass time response
hLP -

Low-pass time response

f(1')- Discrete time function
l' -

Discrete time value

F(v) - Discrete frequency function

v - Discrete frequency in cycles per sample
IFFf - Inverse fast Fourier transform
IDFf - Inverse discrete Fourier transform
CZT - Chirp Z transform

III (OJ) - Frequency sampling function
F (OJ) - Frequency response of a sampled function

s

fs (t) - Time response of a sampled function
III(t) - Time sampling function
sinc - Sinc function (sin x / x )
W(n) - Windowing function,

10 (•) - Modified Bessel function of the first kind

f3 - Kaiser-Bessel windowing factor
fsw - Time response for a sampled, windowed function
Wo - Window normalization factor
fVNA (t)

- The VNA time-domain response

fLP(t)- The low-pass time-domain impulse response

TDR - Time-domain Reflectometer
U(t) - Unit-step response
fStep

(t) - The low-pass time-domain step response

1'd (0) -

Group delay of a filter as frequency approaches DC

xr(t) - A ramp input signal as a function of time

£(s) - Difference between a two signal responses
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me - Center frequency, typically of a band-pass filter
IBP(t) - The band-pass time-domain impulse response
F BP - Band-pass frequency response
F LP - Low-pass frequency responselimp (t)

- Anal ytic impulse response of a filter

Fg (m)- Time-gated frequency response

r - Reflection coefficient
T - Transmission coefficient

r'" - Apparent reflection coefficient
S;l- Reflection response relative to the line impedance
Zeff-

Effective impedance after normalizing for change in line impedance
Line impedance

Zline -

Sl1(eff) -

Effective reflection response after normalizing for change in line impedance

V + - Forward voltage wave
V - - Reverse voltage wave
BW - Bandwidth

T(jm) - Transfer response

D(s) - Denominator of transfer function
R - Resistance

C - Capacitance
DUT - Device-under-test
FrS - Filter tuning software
RN - The ~ resonator in a filter
C NM

-

Coefficients of the resonator interaction matrix between resonators Nand M

fl.!" - Difference between the actual and the target frequency of the nth resonator
fl.!,; - Difference between the apparent and the target frequency of the nth resonator
CN - The ~ coupling element

GSM - Global Systeme Mobile; European cellular phone standard
ANT - Antenna
dB - decibel, 20 times the common log of a voltage ratio (10 times for power ratios)
RXN - The ~ RX resonator
TXN - The flh TX resonator

LNA - Low noise amplifier
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1

Introduction

Electric wave filters have one of the longest histories of any modem electronic component. Despite this longevity, the importance of their role in modem systems remains
undiminished. For many lower frequency applications, the form that these filters take
is increasingly turning toward digital techniques. However, in the area of wireless
communications, the nature and form of filters used today, especially those used for
higher power applications, would be quite familiar to engineers of a half a century ago.
One key change is that with increasing usage of the wireless spectrum, the filtering requirements are becoming ever more stringent, with less margin for error, and system
and regulatory requirements are pushing filter requirements ever closer to the theoretical performance limits.

1.1.1

Analog and digital filters

Today, filters can be broadly divided into two general classes: digital filters and analog filters. With the advent of high speed Digital Signal Processors (DSP), low frequency filtering has been largely replaced with DSP techniques. However, for many
wireless, high frequency and high power applications, analog filters remain the only
practical implementation. Analog filters can be separated into several classes [1], such
as passive filters with lumped components, active filters, and passive filters with distributed components. In large part, filters with lumped component design have been
replaced with DSP technology, due to the fact that DSP speeds have increased past the
point where elements can be considered lumped. Higher speed amplifiers have also
allowed active filter designs to be used at intermediate frequencies, and Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters are increasingly used at intermediate frequency (IF) and even
low radio frequency (RF) ranges, when power loss and power handling are not an issue.

1.1.2 Applications of coupled-resonator filters
For high power or high frequency applications, passive distributed filters are used
almost exclusively. Most of these filters can be sub-classified as coupled-resonator filters. Unlike low frequency filters, these filters are almost always doubly terminated in
the system impedance. That is, these filters are designed and tuned to match the system
impedance in the pass band. In a coupled-resonator filter, the center frequency of each
resonator must be precisely tuned. The center frequency of the filter is set entirely by
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the resonator tuning. The filter shape, such as bandwidth and return loss, is set entirely
by the coupling. The couplings between resonators must also be precisely set to achieve
the proper pass band response, low return loss (reflection), and small pass band ripple.

1.1.3

Filters used in wireless transmissions

A key application of coupled-resonator filters is for receiver (RX) and transmitter
(TX) signal separation. The TX filter must have low reflection, to avoid damaging the
TX drive stage, and low loss to avoid excessive heating and loss of signal strength.
The TX filter must have rejection in the RX portion of the band sufficient to avoid spurious signals from overpowering the desired RX signal. The RX filter must have high
rejection of the TX signal to avoid saturation of the RX front-end. Both TX and RX
paths must have good amplitude, phase and delay flatness to avoid distortion in modulated signals. This is increasingly important in wide-band digitally modulated signals.
Precise filter shapes can be determined which optimize tradeoffs between filter complexity, cost, and performance [2]. For the coupled resonator filters, much of the difficulty is ensuring that the final filter construction and tuning matches the designed filter
attributes. A new approach to solve the problem of tuning and verifying that the filter
has been manufactured to the proper design values is a key contribution of this thesis.

1.1.4

Filters used in frequency converters and multi-carrier power amplifiers

For filters used in communications systems, the filter characteristics of importance
may go beyond insertion loss and isolation. For example, in frequency converters,
where filters are used to remove mixer image products, it may very important to have a
flat delay response to avoid dispersion in the channel. Filters of these types typically
follow some minimal phase or delay distortion characteristic, such as Bessel or Gaussian type [3], and require more stringent adherence to some pass band shape, with an
accompanying increase in the difficulty of tuning.
For multi-carrier power amplifiers, the filter delay and absolute phase may need to
be set to a particular value for use in feed forward or delay compensation networks.
Current tuning techniques are a key bottleneck to achieving these exacting filter performance criteria while maintaining the high throughput needed in the growing wireless
marketplace.
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1.1.5

Filters using distributed elements

High frequency designs often use low cost printed circuit board (PCB) elements, including distributed filters such as coupled-line filters. Even though in general the elements cannot be real-time adjusted, the performance of these filters is often limited by
mistuning of the resonant elements and coupling values in these filters. Therefore, tuning methods that determine these values may be useful as an analysis technique in
modifying the design of PCB filters for improved performance.

1.1.6 The need for filter tuning
Limitations in manufacturing of these filters lead to the requirement that elements of
these filters must be tuned or adjusted to create the desired transfer function. This tuning process is often the longest and most expensive step in the manufacture of filters,
and typically requires very skilled technicians to accomplish the tuning. This thesis
looks at filter characteristics in a new way with respect to aspects of their frequency
and time relationship to lay a framework for a novel tuning technique. Several filtertuning methods are presented and the attributes of each are discussed. This chapter
provides a survey of published work in the area of filter tuning, automated filter tuning,
and determining filter characteristics derived from measured responses. The methods
used in each paper are outlined, and placed into context with other papers, and with the
work presented in this thesis.

1.2

Current tuning methods for coupled resonator filters

Coupled resonator filters require tuning due to mechanical tolerances in the manufacturing of the resonators and coupling. Tuning is required to achieve the proper pass
band shape and center frequency. For filters with adjustable resonators, and fixed coupling, only the center frequency of the filter may be changed. The optimum, or tuned
response of the filter is fixed by the coupling (for example, the pass band ripple). For
filters with adjustable coupling, the filter shape and center frequency may be adjusted.
Resonator construction may limit the amount of tuning range available. Additionally, the construction will also determine if the resonators can be shorted, or if the coupling can be shorted. This in tum can affect the tuning method used. For example,
some tuning methods require shorting one resonator while tuning another. Some resonator structures cannot be shorted, and do not have sufficient tuning range to allow mistuning the resonator far enough off frequency to consider it shorted. For filters of this
type, tuning methods based on short-circuiting a resonator will not be successful. Re-
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viewed below are various tuning methods for coupled resonator filters. These are tabulated concisely in table 1-1.

1.3 Tuning methods based on frequency response
1.3.1

Tuning based on amplitude response

Possibly the first deterministic tuning method, a tuning based on amplitude response,
was developed by Dishal [4]. This method requires that all resonators be de-tuned, or
shorted, and that tuning be applied in a specific order. This method relies on a detector
lightly coupled to the first resonator of a filter, and the realization that odd resonators
present a high impedance to the input terminal (thus giving a large signal in the detector) and even resonators present a low impedance to the input (thus giving a small signal to the detector). Also, this method does not account for "pushing" of one resonator
by tuning another. The effect of this pushing may be due to resonator coupling, or due
to the physical implementation of the tuning mechanism. As part of the development
of this thesis, a new methodology for dealing with frequency pushing is introduced in
chapter 6. Dishal' s method does not allow for tuning of coupling factors.

1.3.2 Tuning based on phase response
Williams et al present a paper [5] on calculating the inter-cavity coupling by looking
at the phase response of the filter. This describes tuning the first resonator for a symmetric response, then using the phase response to determine the inter-cavity coupling.
It is based on the short circuit response of the filter. It counts upon tuning the resona-

tors for symmetric response, then looking at the phase response to determine intercavity coupling factors.

This is an evaluation method for inter-resonator coupling,

which does not directly suggest a tuning method if the evaluated parameters are not the
desired ones.

1.3.2.1 Short-circuit tuning
For filters that are singly terminated, Chen [6] proposes a tuning method that relies
on the phase of a short-circuited filter reflection response. This work extends that of
Williams, and applies it to waveguide filters. A significant contribution is handling the
error introduced by the offset of the input aperture from the waveguide input. This
method centers the phase of each resonator (tuning in ascending order) at the filter center frequency, and sets the phase angle of bandwidth of the filter by adjusting the cou-
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pIing between resonators. Thus, for each resonator, the phase increases by 180 degrees.
This method can be related to Dishal's method by recognizing that Dishal's method
relies on the resonators input impedance changing from high (open) to low (short) and
realizing that it must also correspond to the reflection phase going from 0 to 180 degrees, as resonators are tuned in ascending order.
Atia presents a method [7] that extends his earlier work to create a tuning
method based on the short circuit phase response of a network. This paper may be the
most definitive paper on short circuit phase tuning of filters, and relies on the deriving
the singularities of an all-pole function based on the phase response of the filter. This
response configuration is based on the short circuit response of a filter, so some modification will be required to apply this to the case of a filter terminated in a matched impedance.
1.3.3

Tuning based on delay response

Recently, Ness proposed a new idea in filter tuning [8]. This method makes use of
the group delay of the input reflection coefficient to determine the proper tuning of a
coupled resonator filter. In this paper, the values for the group delay of the Sll are determined for a low-pass prototype. These values are then used to tune a band-pass filter
having the same characteristics as the low-pass filter. The calculations are done for an
low-pass prototype, and a band-pass consisting of alternating series and shunt resonators, and an inverter coupled resonator filter. The basis for this appears to be tuning the
resonators for symmetric responses across the pass band, and then tuning the coupling
for a specific value of group delay to set the coupling factor.
This tuning method appears to be closely related to Chen's method, if one recognizes that the phase bandwidth (the bandwidth or frequency separation between +90
and -90 degree phase points on the input reflection of a filter) is related to the group
delay of the filter. That is, the phase difference (180 degrees) divided by the bandwidth
is the same calculation as group delay. This method would seem easier than Chen's in
that the

f

90 degree points do not need to be found, but only the group delay at the

center frequency. Tuning for group delay essentially tunes the coupling factor. Ness's
method for tuning resonators is essentially the same as Dishal's.
This method appears to require tuning resonators in a specific ascending order.
Chapter 4 describes a time-domain method for tuning filters, and there may be an interesting correlation between the group delay response presented by Ness and the timedomain response.
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1.3.4 Tuning resonators singly
Accatino presents a method [9] of tuning a coupled resonator filter by accessing
resonators individually, and looking at the short circuit response of each in the context
of what he calls an LCX network (lossless network including constant reactance). This
method requires a filter structure in which resonators can be put in a "stand-alone" configuration.
The key measurement is extending the work of Williams and Atia [5], [10] which
determined the singularities of a short-circuited network based on the phase response.
This method is not suitable for a filter without a method for individually accessing
resonators. This paper does address the case of a multi-pole filter where individual
resonators are not accessible, for example, it does address the issue of multiply coupled
filters for the 6 pole case presented. But the tuning is done individually, and may only
be applicable in filters such as waveguide filters where they resonators may be reasonably disassembled. At the 4-pole stage of assembly, a "pattern search optimization"
is noted as being used to set the de-tunings of each resonator, but no further information is given on the pattern search methods.

1.4 Model matching and optimization methods
The methods above rely on knowledge of the input response of a filter, and correlate
a measurement (amplitude, phase or delay) to some aspect of the input response (high
and low impedance points, for example). Other methods of tuning rely on optimization
techniques to provide a fit between a measured response of a filter, and a simulation
model of the filter, or even more generally, create an error function, and a mathematical
formulation that generates a relationship between tuner settings and an error function.
Some of these methods are described below.

1.4.1

Optimization based on models

One of the earliest papers on using optimization of models is from ThaI [11] which
describes using an Automatic Network Analyzer (ANA) to make measurements on filters, transferring the data to a computer program, then fitting the best circuit-model response to the measured parameters. There are no details on the fitting methods, and the
model for the circuit responses is a simple resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) model
with mutual coupling between and across resonators. Examples are given for a 6-pole
and 4-pole filter. Information is provided on calculating sensitivity of tuning element
changes. This is not a real-time procedure (limited by computing power available and
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measurement instrument speed) but does provide an early example of using computer
techniques to address the filter tuning process.
Ishizaki, et ai, presented a paper [12] describing an optimization procedure for tuning resonators of cellular band filters. In this paper, an error function was derived from
the difference between SII and S21 modeled and measured results. The paper appears to
assume the resonators have identical Q, and the coupling between resonators is fixed.
There is some discussion of calculating the Q and coupling based on a single resonator
measurement, and determining the correct reference plane for calculating something he
refers to as admittance slope. His method appears to make several calculations with
different coupling capacitances. For each capacitance, the reference plane is varied
(presumably using port extensions in the network analyzer) and a curve is drawn. By
overlaying the curves, he finds one position of reference plane where all curves cross.
He refers to a paper by Kajfez [13], which provides the extraction of Q factor and coupling based on the admittance slope.
The tuning is achieved by optimizing a model to minimize the error function, and
then reading the resonant frequency of the resonators based on the model. This is compared to the desired resonator frequency, and displayed as a normalized frequency. The
filter resonators are then trimmed according this estimated frequency, and the process is
repeated. This process does not appear to handle the cases of adjustable coupling, nor
does it handle cross-coupled resonators. Also, it relies on a good model of the filter. It
is not real-time (as the optimization process is the limiting factor). However, its chief
advantages are it does not require any prescribed tuning order, the filter can be properly
terminated, and it can start with a filter that is partially tuned. This is not the case with
the previous methods discussed.

1.4.2 Other optimization based tuning
Kahrizi, et al recently presented a paper [14] that describes using a filter modeling
approach, which uses model-based parameter extraction to locate the zeros of Sll and
S21. These values are used in a multi-level modeling approach to generate element val-

ues for a model of the filter under test. A mapping of the determined values with the
desired valued is obtained.
What is interesting here is in the determination of loop equations of matrix form that
relate the offset from center frequency of each resonator, and the coupling between desired resonators, which may be a useful representation for evaluating filter tuning. This
paper assumes defects of the filter tuning in the form of noise effects and coupling per-
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turbations. Unfortunately, no results were shown for real filters, only mathematical
models of filters. The paper did not discuss the real world effects such as multiple undesired coupling, and resonator detuning due to coupling tuning. Neither these effects,
nor the their consequences on the tuning method are discussed.

1.4.3

Sensitivity based tuning

Marshall and Tissi present an algorithm [15] developed for a sensitivity analysis of
the network response with respect to the adjustable elements, and does not require
knowledge of the network model. They point out that a fault of model-based algorithms is the limit of being able to derive a network model in which all adjustable elements are accurately represented. This refers to the fact that particular tuning elements
may affect several parameters at once. A good example of this is a metallic coupling
screw, which is used to short-circuit electric field coupling in a coupled resonator filter,
that can also affect the shunt capacitance of the adjacent resonators, thus affecting the
resonator tuning. The method presented uses a sensitivity analysis of the measured
network to adjustable elements in terms of a defined error function. The key aspect of
this method is in casting the problem as an optimization problem, where one portion of
the solution is determining the sensitivity responses of individual tuning elements. This
method has been demonstrated on several filters, but only in the case where they are
partially aligned. Also, one step requires the adjustment of each element over a range
of settings to determine a sensitivity function, which would not be practical for many
filter implementations, such as ceramic or dielectric resonator filters. This work appears to be very general, and does not require complex test equipment (for example,
they use a scalar network analyzer).
Yu et al present a paper [16] that describes different optimization algorithms and
their effectiveness in obtaining a solution, with the focus on a technique called Simulated Annealing. This paper relied on computer modeling instead of experimental tests,
and essentially compared different search algorithms. They cited using an in-circuit
element measurement or other parameter identification techniques to determine actual
parameter values, but gave no details. It was assumed that filters were constructed of
fixed capacitors and tunable inductors. The problem to be solved was tuning the inductors to get a desired response given a spread of 2% in the capacitor values. Thus, in
some ways, this was a synthesis problem and not a tuning problem (synthesize a set of
inductors which with the given capacitors, provides the desired frequency response).
This paper does not address the problem presented by microwave filters of not knowing
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the effective values of the elements, but rather, assuming that the element values are
knowable, presents an optimization technique to generate proposed tuning values to
satisfy a prescribe tuning result. This might be more applicable to a design phase of a
microwave filter.
In a recent paper by Harscher and Vahldieck [17], a technique using both optimization and sensitivity analysis of tuning elements versus an model was presented. In this
paper a tuning procedure is described which consists of pre-tuning a filter to a basis position, and measuring the filter response. From this response element values are extracted, using optimization to match to a model. Next sensitivity of each element in the
model determined for each tuning screw by measuring the response and extracting the
values as each tuning screw is singly adjusted. This allows interactions such as coupling screws affecting resonator tuning to be captured. The tuning screw positions are
adjusted and values are again extracted to allow an analysis of the tuning screw position to model element correspondence. Finally, the tuning screw positions for proper
tuning are calculated and the screws adjusted. If this does not yield a sufficiently good
result, the process is repeated. This method has the distinct advantage of accounting
for actual interactions between tuning screws and each filter element. However, the
experimental results were provided only for a 3-pole coupled resonator filter. While
the results showed the filter could be tuned, one might question the extraction and
model-matching optimization process efficacy for higher order filters or filters with
cross-coupling. Tuning times quoted for a 3-pole filter were 5 minutes, but there is no
suggestion of how one might extrapolate tuning times to more complex filters.
In a follow-up paper, Harscher, Vahldieck and Amari [18] provided additional experimental examples for 4 and 6-pole filters with cross coupling, but without the details
of tuning time or accuracy when compared to the desired prototype response.

1.4.4

Tuning methods using fuzzy logic

Recently, a new technique for tuning filters employing fuzzy logic has been presented by Miraftab and Mansour [19]. Fuzzy techniques differ from normal optimization techniques in that they do not need to compare circuit model characteristics directly to measured results, but rather, can have an inference system that maps input
fuzzy sets to output fuzzy sets. The input sets come from afuzzifier that maps the crisp
input numbers into fuzzy sets. Combinations of these inputs are passed through the inference system, which produces output results based on logical rules set for combining
the fuzzy inputs. The inputs are measured results and the desired output is a coupling
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matrix in the fonn described by Atia [2]. Comparing this to the desired matrix will
yield a tuning method that identifies mistuned elements. The results described give approximately (within 5%) correct values for the matrix elements, but from the results
presented, it does not appear that this method would be successful for final tuning of
filters, as the errors in extracted elements would not enable sufficient accuracy in tuning filters. Also, this paper uses only simulated results, so the errors associated with
spurious cross-couplings and system noise are not accounted for. Still, it might be an
interesting technique when combined with other techniques, including using the timedomain response as one of the inputs to create the fuzzy sets.

1.4.5

Rational-polynomial-function fitting techniques

A recent improvement in optimization techniques was presented by Ibbetson [20]
where measured data was fitted to rational-polynomial functions. Band-pass filter data
is translated to a low-pass prototype response, and matched to rational-polynomial
functions that are allowed to have complex coefficients to account for non-hermitian
low-pass functions. This technique has advantages of being over-determined in the solutions for the polynomial coefficients, based on the frequency response data taken.
Thus, effects of noise are reduced in the process of least-squares-fit calculation of the
polynomial coefficients. More recently, Ibbetson presented newer results [21] where
the order of the polynomial functions is increased by one for both numerator and denominator, allowing a much closer fit to the measured data. The resulting pole-zero
diagrams show one pole-zero pair that are quite close together, and typically far away
from the filter center frequency, but allow for a better fitting to occur. This technique
appears to be well suited to the problem of cascaded triplet filter configurations used by
Ibbetson's company, Filtronic PLC. This technique has some limitations which include
the fact that the polynomial function is only an approximation for distributed filters
found at microwave frequencies, measurement error and noise can lead to difficulty in
extracting coefficients, and limitations of the filter manufacturing can mean that it is
not possible for a given filter to match the desired rational-polynomial function due to
the inability to tune some elements, such as the input and output coupling elements.

1.4.6

Fully robotic tuning

The goal of providing a fully automatic robotic tuning application was demonstrated
by Wu at a recent conference [22] showing a tuning process for a duplex filter. The
techniques used for tuning were not revealed, but stated to include combinations of
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coupling matrix extraction, time-domain cloning, and phase cloning.

The results

showed an average tuning time of about 30 minutes for an 8-pole filter with two crosscouplings. This can be compared with the results of this thesis in the case study of
chapter 7. Interesting aspects of this paper include the details on tuning screw selection
and locking, as a part of a practical manufacturing tuning system.

1.4.7

Performance criteria for filter tuning

Since various tuning methods have been described for tuning coupled resonator filters, it is natural to compare the various methods. Jervis presents a paper [23] that
compared some optimization techniques, and provides criteria for comparisons. However, this paper was written with respect to low frequency filters, and does not account
for a range of difficulties presented with microwave filters, some of which are described below.
The criteria for evaluating filter-tuning methods will depend upon the structure of
the tuning element, and how the tuning is accomplished. For manual (human) tuning,
the response of any tuning indicators must be updated with sufficient rapidity such that
the tuner will not overcompensate while waiting for an update. Experience, and discussions with manufacturing managers of several well known filter companies, indicate
that about 0.25 seconds is the maximum acceptable cycle time for human tuning. For
machine (automated) tuning, the cycle time is not important, but longer cycle times can
limit the speed benefit of machine tuning. A major difficulty to overcome in machine
tuning is hysteresis effects in the tuning elements. These tuning elements, typically
screws, can have backlash, and the grounding point of the screw can change. This
causes discrete discontinuities in the tuning response of these screws, and the nonlinear
behavior can cause machine-tuning programs to fail. For example, when turning a
screw in, the grounding is on the bottom of the thread, but when turning the screw out,
the grounding can be on the top. Thus there can be a discrete change in the resonator
tuning with no change in the screw position. Humans can account for this without difficulty, but machines must be programmed to look for such discontinuous responses. A
tuning criteria that assumes perfect tuning elements is not a realistic criteria for determining the best algorithms to use on a manufacturing floor.

The table presented below summarizes the various tuning methods described above:
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Table 1-1: Summary of Filter Tuning Methods
Filter Tuning Method

Ref.

Date

Author

Notes

Amplitude Response

4

1955

Dishal

Prescribed tuning order, interactions not accounted for, requires
additional probe port.

Phase Response

5

1983

Williams

Good for inter-cavity coupling

Phase Response Short circuit tuning

6

1977

Chen

Requires short circuit, prescribed
tuning order, interactions not accounted for

Phase Response extracting pole/zeros

7

2000

Atia

Requires short circuit at output, no
tuning order needed, cross coupling
solution not shown, commented on

Delay Response

8

1998

Ness

Prescribed tuning order, similar to
Dishal's, does not account for interaction, cross coupling

Optimization

9

1986

Accatino

Optimizes a model to match a response

Optimization

11

1978

Thai

Optimization to extract model elementvalues

Optimization

12

1990

Ishizaki

Applied to a small number of resonators, no coupling tuning.

Rational Function

14

2000

Karizi

Optimizes a pole/zero model to
match a response

OptimizationSensitivity based

15

1991

Marshall

Optimizes on performance goal,
model independent, treats tuners as
unknown inputs to the optimizer

Optimization
ISynthesis Simulated
Annealing

16

1996

Yu

Synthesis technique to account for
component difference; new set of L
values for given variations on C

Optimizationl
Sensitivity

17

2001

Harscher

Using optimization and sensitivity
to match models to tuning pOSition

Sensitivity

18

2001

Harscher

Same as above, extended to crosscoupled filters

Fuzzy Logic

19

2002

Miraftab

Uses Fuzzy logic to extract coupling
matrix values

Rational Function

20

2000

Ibbetson

Optimize coefficients of rational
functions to fit measured data

Rational Function

21

2002

Ibbetson

Extend above by increasing the order of rational functions used

Multiple/
Robotic Tuning

22

2003

Tang

Use multiple methods in a commercia I robotic tuner
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1.5

Limitations of current tuning methods

Each of the previously described methods suffers from limitations that render them
less than optimal for filter tuning applications. Some require a specified order of tuning
filter elements, or require extensive computation (in the form of optimization) to determine the status of tuning elements. The interactive nature of coupled-resonator filters makes it difficult to determine which resonator or coupling element needs to be
tuned. While most of the tuning methods described above can achieve approximately
correct filter responses, final tuning often requires the seemingly random adjustment of
each element until the final desired filter shape is obtained.
The solution to these difficulties would be a tuning method that is simple, flexible
and deterministic, where the individual adjustment goals for each tuning element would
not depend upon the other elements in the filter. The response to each tuning and coupling screw would be immediately seen and accounted for. Ideally, each tuning screw
would only need one adjustment. This thesis details a solution approaching that ideal,
and provides a theoretical justification for the results demonstrated.

1.6 New contributions to filter tuning
An entirely new tuning technique, using the vector network analyzer (VNA) timedomain response of a filter, is the core topic of this thesis. In 1999 the author presented
a novel filter tuning method [24], [25], [26] based on the time-domain response of a
filter. References [25] and [26] are included at the end of this thesis as published papers 1 and 2, respectively. The technique, which was empirically developed, describes
a method of tuning coupled-resonator filters by looking only at the time-domain response using the built-in time-domain function of a VNA
The first filter for which the time-domain response was documented was a 5-cavity
all-pole filter. The filter was being tuned in the frequency domain on one channel of a
VNA while the time-domain was active on another channel, for the purpose of evaluating the effect of enhanced CPU speed on overall tuning response. Activating the timedomain function, which requires significant CPU time, posed a good challenge to the
new CPU. During this testing, the author noted that turning a tuning screw on the filter
caused a change in just one portion of the time-domain trace, and turning a different
screw caused a change at a different point. It appeared that the time-domain trace could
separate the effects of the tuning screws, whereas the frequency response showed no
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Figure 1-1: Frequency response (S21 and SII) of a 5 pole filter (upper plot) and
time-domain response of SII (lower plot).
such direct cause-and-effect relationship. An example is shown in figure 1-1, with the
frequency response of

Sll

and

S 21

in the upper plot, and the time-domain (band-pass

mode) shown in the lower plot. Note the characteristic dips in the time-domain plot, as
indicated by the markers.
This effect is illustrated in figure 1-2, where only the tuning screws associated with
second and third resonators have been individually adjusted. The upper plot shows the
frequency response of the filter with only resonator 2 mi stuned (in the blue), and onl y
reson ator 3 mistuned (in the green) . The original respon se is shown in li ght red for reference. The lower plot shows the time-domain response, for th e same condition s. Note
th at in the case of mistuning onl y the second resonator, leaving all oth er resonators untouched, the time-domain response is nearl y unc hanged near marker 1, but the null in
the time-domain res pon se near marker 2 is very di stinctl y changed.
marker 2 are affec ted as we ll , but to a somew hat lesser amount.

T he nu lls past
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Figure 1-2: Frequency (upper) and time-domain (lower) response with resonator 2 (blue) and resonator 3 (green) individually mistuned respectively
For the case of mistuning only resonator 3, note that the time-domain trace is not
changed near marker 1 or marker 2.

Only the null near marker 3 shows a distinct

change. Thus, it appeared that the tuning screw adjustment was in some way linked to
the associated nulls in the time-domain. Finally, if the mistuned resonator was adjusted
while monitoring the associated null , and tuned until the null was deep, the filter frequency response would show

that a properly tuned filter results.

Further investigation demonstrated that coupling screws also had a distin guis hable
effect on the time-domain response, resulting in a complete tuning method for all-pole
filters using the time-domain response. What is remarkable and unexpected about this
new technique is that for these filter types, the filters may be optimally and detenninisticall y tuned looking at only the time-domain response.
Much investigation and extensions beyond the previously published work has been
unde11aken, resulting in even newer techniques that takes advantage of aspects of ti medomain gati ng, and two U.S. patents have been granted for thi s new tunin g meth od, fi-
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nally resulting in a commercial filter tuning software program that has been created
based on the techniques developed for this research and presented in this thesis. This
thesis documents the investigation into the time-domain response of filters, and the
steps taken to build a theoretical basis to explain the reported time-domain effects.

1.7

Outline of the present work

In the discussion of filter tuning and filter response verification, it is helpful to collect the important and appropriate results from the vast amount of work on filter theory
and transfonn theory to support the proposed new ideas. Chapter 2 and chapter 3 contain these results, organized in such a way as to provide a sufficient background for the
material in the chapters that follow. The following outlines the flow of this thesis.

Chapter 2 develops the results from transfer functions, filter theory and Laplace
transfonn theory, as applied to all-pole filters. In particular, the frequency response
and time response are defined for use later. The results presented represent a small but
key fraction of the concepts of filtering, which will be referenced in the chapters that
follow. This chapter also provides the reference for applying the filter theory results to
the case of microwave filters, and introduces some of the special details that are important in measuring and tuning microwave filters. Those skilled in the art of filter design
and network theory will find the material in chapter 2 is substantially review.

Chapter 3 departs from filter theory to introduce Fourier transfonn theory and the relationships between the DFf, FFf, and data sampling, as well as introducing the ChirpZ transfonn. It provides for the first time a detailed analysis of the Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA) time-domain low-pass and band-pass transfonns, including gating and
windowing. A key point to note is that the VNA time-domain transfonn differs significantly from the analytically derived impulse (time) response of a filter. Importantly,
this difference is shown in later chapters be the key factor which makes time-domain
filter tuning work. New work is presented in area of the effects of time-domain gating
and masking, and compensation for these effects, as well as uncertainty estimates.
Time-domain gating will be cited in chapters 6 as an important enhancement to the
time-domain tuning method
Chapter 4 presents a complete description of the time-domain tuning method briefly
outlined earlier in this chapter. This description includes experimental and empirical
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results from simulations and measurements on filters. The empirically derived techniques are applied to all-pole filters with some extensions to filters with cross-coupled
resonators as well. The tuning method described here is done entirely by looking at the
time-domain response (with the exception of setting the transmission zeros of crosscoupled filters). The examples shown in this chapter include real filters as well as the
response from simulated filters. Practical considerations, including the effects of loss,
are included in the discussion. Some of this material was first introduced in a peerreviewed conference paper [25] written by the author.

Chapter 5 presents the results of work to determine a theoretical underpinning supporting the novel idea of tuning filters in the time-domain.

This chapter provides a

rigorous mathematical relationship between VN A time-domain response of a simple
filter, and the analytic impulse (time) response. A mathematical argument is presented
which shows that the time-domain results observed in experiments can be directly correlated to the filter transfer functions and the specific effects that differentiate the VNA
time-domain transform from the analytically derived time-impulse response, as outlined in Chapter 3.

Chapter 6 of the thesis includes previously unpublished work that is the basis for
two U.S. patents, as well as the key technology used in the development of a commercial filter tuning software program. This chapter uses the new material on time-domain
gating and masking developed in Chapter 3, to show that the masking effect is a key
source of the apparent interactions that make filter tuning so difficult.

A superior

method for filter tuning, which using time-domain gating on the Sil response of the filter is introduced, and shown to be a key improvement for developing automated tuning
techniques.

Chapter 7 describes the details of a software application for filter tuning utilizing the
work of chapters 4, 5 and 6. Many practical aspects of filter tuning and human interface issues are discussed. A new method for determining and compensating the interactions between resonators is presented, and detailed examples showing improvements
from resonator compensation are presented. One example demonstrates nearly ideal
deterministic tuning of an 8-resonator all-pole filter utilizing this software. The time
required to tune this filter, which has adjustable couplings and resonators and which
experienced tuners could adjust in 15 minutes, is reduced to less than 3 minutes using
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the filter tuning software. Limitations or difficulties in applying the time-gated tuning
are discussed, and a method using phase pre-tuning is presented to overcome these difficulties. Important user-interface aspects of the filter-tuning program that affect tuning
time are also presented. A case study of applying the filter tuning software method to a
complex filter type, a duplex filter with 8-poles and two cross-coupling on each side, is
described.

Chapter 8 concludes by describing areas for extension into other filter types (such as
filters with strong cross-coupling and closely spaced duplex filters). Limitations of the
new tuning method are discussed for several filter types. From this general guidelines
for the successful application of the new tuning method to various filter types are presented, along with other conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Filter Fundamentals
2.1

Transfer functions and Laplace transforms

The new work presented in this thesis relies on previously unknown relationships
between the frequency response and time-domain response of filters, under certain
conditions. As described in the introduction, a primary purpose of a filter is to pass
signals from the input to the output, applying a desired change to the signals. For convenience the response can be described as the collection of changes that occur to any
particular single-frequency sinusoidal signal, where the change is different for different
frequencies of input signals. This is the well know frequency response of a filter, and
can be determined experimentally by applying a sinusoidal signal to the filter input, and
measuring the response of the output, comparing the magnitudes and phase of each, and
is repeated for as many frequencies as desired.
The most common filtering function is to pass some signals with little or no attenuation over a defined pass band, and to attenuate signals over a defined stop band. A
transfer function is the function that describes the relationship between the input and
output signals. Plotting the magnitude of the transfer function on a log/log scale yields
the familiar Bode Plot. If the input signal is represented by

=1 X 1cos(OJt + 0)

(2.1)

=1 Y 1cos(OJt + ¢l(0))

(2.2)

X (OJ, 0)

and the output signal is represented as
Y(OJ, 0)

then the transfer response of the filter is defined as
Y(OJ, 0) = H(X(OJ,O))

(2.3)

For linear, causal, time invariant networks (the response of which depends only
on the frequency of the applied signal), the output signal is linearly related to the input
signal, and time shifting the input signal causes a similar time shift in the output signal
[27]. Mathematically, we can write this as:
Y(OJ) = H (OJ)' X (OJ)

(2.4)

and it follows that the frequency response can be defined in terms of the input an output
signals as
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H (w) = Yew)

(2.5)

X(w)

Note that the input and output signals may be defined to be voltages, currents, powers
or other signal attributes that are desired. This definition of a transfer function is particularly useful in that the frequency response of a network may be determined by
measurements of output response signal and the input stimulus signal, and many measurement instruments, such a Vector Network Analyzers (VNAs) provide such signals
and measurements. The definition of the particular signal attribute determines the particular transfer function. For example, input impedance is the transfer function of the
current measured at the input in response to the voltage applied at the input. An alternative transfer function, the reflection coefficient, is related to the power reflected from
the filter as a function of the power incident to the filter. For filters such as waveguide
filters, this transfer function is more useful than the input impedance, where voltage
and current may be ambiguously defined.
The above provides a quantitative result in describing a filter response based on
measurements of the responses of sinusoidal signals. We will see below that the theoretical analysis of filters is made more convenient using sinusoidal analysis as well, and
the frequency response function described by measurements above is exactly analogous
to the transfer function derived by mathematically analyzing the network, as described
below.

2.1.1

Frequency response of a network expressed as a transfer function

The use of sinusoids to define a measurement of a filter can be traced to the wide
range of analyses that have been applied to the field of electric circuits and networks.
Introductory circuit theory [28] provides the basic nomenclature and symbols for representing signals and transfer functions. Sinusoids are represented by complex notation
as follows:
.

aCt) =1 AI cos(wt + (}) =Re[Ae J W

t

],

(2.6)

where A =1 AI e j (} , and jw is sinusoidal frequency

.
.
jwt ,an d"It IS un ders t00d
For convenient computatIOn, SIgnals are represented by Ae
that only the real parts of this signal are to be considered.
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A transfer response function defined as equation (2.5), and with input and output
signals of the fonn in equation (2.6), will have the fonn [29]
H(jOJ)

=1 H(jOJ) 1ejrjJ(OJ)

(2.7)

with an amplitude response that depends upon frequency, and a phase response that
also depends upon frequency. Together these comprise the frequency response of the
network.
In filter analysis, the frequency response is often represented by the more general
transfer response, H (s) with s representing the complex frequency s = a + jOJ, and
where the special case of s = jOJ (a = 0) represents the frequency response, as described by the Laplace transfonn below.
The Laplace transfonn provides a useful representation of the transfer function. If
the input signal is of the fonn x(t), and the output signal is y(t) , then the input signal
can be represented by X (s) in the complex frequency domain, and the output signal by
Y(s), where Xes) and yes) are the Laplace transforms of x(t) and y(t) , respectively.

The Laplace transform [30] is defined as

f f(t) e

00

L( f(t)) =

-sf

dt

(2.8)

-00

and is the two-sided Laplace transfonn. For functions which are causal, the one sided
Laplace transform is used, where the lower limit of integration is replace by a O. Looking at the previous definition of the transfer function, rewritten now as
Y(s)=H(s)·X(s), we can see that if Xes) is identically 1, then Yes) is identical to

the transfer function H(s).

Xes) = 1 is equivalent to applying all frequencies to the

input of the filter, with uniform amplitude and zero phase. The resulting output signal
detennines the transfer function. This is in fact what a vector network analyzer attempts to do in characterizing RF filters.
The Laplace transfonn is valid for a large variety of signals, both sinusoidal and
transient.

Additionally, the Laplace transform provides a convenient method for solv-

ing problems involving transient input signals x(t). If H(s) is known, then the output
signal for any input signal can be computed by simply taking the Laplace transform of
x(t) , multiplying by H (s), and taking the inverse Laplace transform of the resulting

Yes) .
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An alternative definition of the transfer function to that represented by the frequency
domain in equation (2.7) can be derived. If h(t) is defined as the inverse Laplace
transform of H (s) , then if follows that [31]
t

y(t) = fh(T).x(t-T)dT
o

(2.9)

yet) = h(t)· conv· x(t)

(2.10)

or

For the case of a stimulus X (s) = 1, x(t) is the unit impulse function 8(t) [32]. The response yet) can be determined from the definition of convolution, with the result
yet) = h(t); thus h(t) is called the impulse response or time-domain response of the
network.
For RF filters there are two important transfer functions: input response, and transmission response. The input response may be viewed as the input impedance, reflection coefficient, VSWR, etc. depending upon the definition of the input and output signals. Likewise, the transmission response may be the voltage transfer function, the current transfer function, power transfer function, etc. These functions may be derived
mathematically, if the network construction is known, from the network equations that
describe the response of the network to sinusoidal responses. This is the analytically
calculated transfer response or frequency response.

2.1.2

Relationship between Fourier transform and Laplace transform

The Fourier transform, defined as [33]
00

F(f(t))

= F(w) =

f f(t)e-

jaJt

dt

(2.11)

--00

is a special case of the Laplace transform, with s = jw, provided that the jw axis is in
the region of convergence of the Laplace transform [34]. There are some limits on the
functions that are Fourier transformable, but in general these are functions for which
00

flf(t)ldt<oo

(2.12)

Even functions for which this integral does not exist may be transformable in the
limit, with some very useful functions among these, such a sine, cosine and U(t) [35].
This limitation is in general not applied to the Laplace transform, which has the extra
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exponential portion e-C7I, and which makes Laplace transfonnable those functions
which are of exponential order [36]. The inverse Fourier transfonn can be defined (see
equation (3.2» , and represents the time-domain response of that signal. If H (j())) is
the frequency response of filter, then h(t) =F-1(H(()))). The time-domain impulse response calculated from the inverse Fourier transfonn is identical to the impulse response described above for the inverse Laplace transfonn of H(s).
Thus, to describe a filter function, it is sufficient to describe the frequency responseH(j())).

However, it is often more convenient to use the transfer function

H(s). While either the transfer function or the frequency response of a network can be

calculated directly from the network equations, synthesis techniques that are used to
create a network with a specified frequency response are more readily adapted to the
transfer response H (s) [37]. The relationship between the Fourier transfonn of a network, and the VNA time-domain transfonn will be discussed at length in Chapter 3.

2.1.3

Transfer functions viewed as pole-zero responses

Transfer functions H(s) for a network may be represented in the fonn
H(s) = c(s-sl)(s-s3)(s-s5)···
(s - s2)(s - s4)(s - s6)···

(2.13)

where c is a real constant and s is the complex frequency variable s =

(J'

+ j()) .

Cir-

cuits constructed of lumped elements will have a finite number of poles and zeros. Circuits constructed of distributed elements require an infinite product of poles or zeros to
represent the associated transcendental functions [38]. This thesis will be limited to the
case of lumped or quasi-lumped element analysis. As such, all derived transfer functions will be of the fonn in equation (2.13).
The magnitude of the frequency response IH(j()))1 may be obtained from the transfer response by
(2.14)
Alternatively, the transfer function may be obtained from the frequency response by
replacing

())2

with

-i, factoring the numerator and denominator,

left half plane (LHP) poles with H(s) [39].

and identifying the
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2.1.4

Hurwitz Functions

Finding H(s) from IH(jm)1 does give some degree of freedom in choosing H(s).
Choosing zeros in the LHP ensures a minimum-phase function [40]. For a filter to be
realizable, the transmission response poles must be in the LHP or lie on the jm axis.
Additionally, if H(s) is a rational function in the form of equation (2.13) , it is possible to use partial fraction expansion to put R(s) in the form of
H(s)=

A
(s-s2)

+

B
(s-s4)

+ ...

(2.15)

which is more easily transformed into the time-domain through the inverse Laplace
transform. A special class of filters, called all-pole filters, are described by functions in
the form of (2.13) where the numerator contains only a constant, that is, where the
function has no zeros except as s ~ 00. While the transfer function can be of arbitrary
complexity, many very important filtering functions can be achieved while limiting the
transfer function to all-pole functions.

2.2 Low-pass transfer functions
2.2.1

All pole networks

All-pole networks can be synthesized using lumped elements through the transfer
function by using standard techniques [41]. These networks will lead to Low-pass
transfer functions. For all-pole responses, it is sufficient to study low-pass functions, as
additional transformations can be applied to the networks to generate band-pass functions [42]. Additionally, though these low-pass networks are normalized, they may be
scaled to any frequency and input impedance.
An interesting point [43] is that more than one set of element values can realize the
same transfer function, based on the fact that reflection coefficient zeros are not unique.
All pole networks result from having one reactive element in each arm of a ladder network. Low-pass all-pole networks have inductive series elements and capacitive shunt
elements. The all-pole design can place reflection zeroes in either the LHP or RHP,
yielding different filter elements that realize the same transfer function. Choice of the
element configuration (series first element or shunt first element) determines the configuration. The low-pass filter in figure 2-1 has a shunt first element, and as such will
have an impedance with tends to 0 as m ~ 00. A filter with a series (inductive) first
element creates an input impedance that tends to +00 as m ~ 00. Both filters will have
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the same VoutNin transfer function.

However, when these low-pass prototypes are

transformed into a specific configuration of band-pass filter, such as the coupledresonator filter using capacitive coupling, this degree of freedom will be constrained.
The filter transfer function is controlled by the element values. For a given filter
bandwidth, many filter factors may be traded off. Among these are filter flatness (in
some sense), cut-off, return loss, phase response and group delay response. Some
common filter functions with the attributes that are optimized are listed below.

2.2.1.1 Butterworth
Butterworth, also known as maximally flat response, optimizes the filter response in
the sense that nth order derivatives at

(J)

= 0 are zero, where n is the number of elements

in the filter. The values can be found by using a Taylor approximation of transfer response and making nth order terms of the Taylor error function expanded about

(J)

=0

go to zero [44].

2.2.1.2 Chebyshev
The Chebyshev response is also known as the equal ripple response. This response
minimizes the deviation of a function over some interval. The Chebyshev polynomials
possess the equal ripple property, and coefficients for these may be found using a recursive formula [45]. The Chebyshev filters trade off maximum flatness for steeper
stop-band slope. Many filters designed for RF work are based on an equal ripple response.

2.2.1.3 Bessel
The Bessel response generates maximally flat group delay response. This is flat in
the sense that the first 2n -1 derivatives of the filter delay are zero at
R1

L2

(J)

= 0 [46]. This

LN

Figure 2-1: Low-pass Filter with a series first element
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filter is commonly used in the design of RF amplifiers where feed-forward or other
techniques are used to create better non-linear response. In these cases, it is important
that the delay of the filter be constant over some specified bandwidth.

2.2.2

Networks with poles and zeros

Though the focus of this thesis is on all-pole networks, equation (2.13) indicates that
the transfer response can have zeros as well as poles. Properly placing these zeros in
the stop band of the filter can result in steep filter skirts without much compromising
the pass band results, or zeros can be used for delay compensation [47]. Examples of
these filter types are the elliptic or Cauer filters, that have equal ripple pass band responses and equal ripple stop band responses. For low-pass filters, this means that
resonant structures are needed in either the series or shunt arms of a ladder network.
The synthesis of the zeros to achieve desired pass band or stop band responses has particular application to microwave filters, and their structures as described in section 2.5.

2.2.3

Determining filter structure from Transfer Function

The transfer function of a ladder network is determined using nodal or mesh analysis, and the result can be equated with the set of coefficients for a particular desired
transfer function. Other techniques can be used to more directly determine the element
values, in particular, looking at the input impedance as a continued fraction, and determining the values of the elements from inspection of the expansion [41].

2.2.4

Input impedance of an all pole network

For a simple ladder network, the input impedance may be derived as continued fraction starting at the output Z. This will generate the input impedance transfer function,
which can be used to calculate the input reflection coefficient. Transfer functions related to the input impedance are used extensively in many filter tuning methods, as described in Chapter 1, and is used in the new tuning method described in Chapter 4.

2.3 Low-pass to band-pass response
All the tuning methods described in this thesis relate to band-pass filters. All-pole
band-pass filter designs are usually based on low-pass prototype filters. Thus, one may
say that a band-pass filter is optimally tuned when its band-pass characteristics are
identical to those of the low-pass prototype. Band-pass filters can be derived from lowpass filters using well know transformations:
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(2.16)

where S is the low-pass prototype complex frequency, s is the band-pass complex frequencyand

r = ({()2- {()I)

where {() 0 is the filter center frequency

(2.17)

{()o

and

{()2' {()I

are the upper and lower cut-off frequencies, respectively. This transforma-

tion allows easy manipulation of the low-pass network to create a band-pass network.
In general, the transfer response is not a perfect translation and scaling of the low-pass
response, but results in distortion of the frequency skirts, and pass band response. The
distortion is inversely proportional to the bandwidth, and is quite good for narrow band
filters.
This transformation is demonstrated in figure 2-2. Each series inductive element is
replaced with a series resonant circuit. Each capacitive shunt element is replaced with
a parallel resonant circuit. If a low-pass network has elements Ln and Cn, the transformations on the network elements are as follows: replace the S in SLn with equation
(2.16) to find that the normalized inductor is replaced with a series resonant circuit
(2.18)

with series inductance and capacitance given by the bracketed quantities in equation
(2.18). Replace the S in lISCn by equation (2.16) to yield a parallel resonance circuit

~n

~n=s· ( YWo

)

+ s.(

1
y

)

(2.19)

~nWo

with shunt capacitance and shunt inductance given by the bracketed quantities in equation (2.19). Figure 2-2 shows the result of transformations of (2.18) and (2.19) on the
network from figure 2-1. These transforms in general give unrealizable element values;
therefore the network must be transformed again to a network that is more conducive to
RF realization [48].
For RF filters, the band-pass response may be achieved by using coupled resonators.
One example for transformation from low-pass to band-pass, which also results in the
coupled resonator configuration, for all pole networks is presented in [49] for example.
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Figure 2-2: Band-pass filter derived from a low-pass prototypes using transformation

2.4 Time-domain response of band-pass fIlters
The time response of band-pass filters can be found by solving the network equations using differential equations in time, but this becomes difficult for any complex
networks. To simplify calculations, the impulse response may be calculated by applying an inverse transform to the band-pass transfer-function or frequency response after
it is derived from the low-pass prototype. However, the band-pass transfer functions
will be of 2n order for an n order low-pass prototype, again yielding a more difficult
computational problem. An alternative method for generating a band-pass impulse
(time) response can be achieved by recognizing that the band-pass frequency response
can be viewed as translation and scaling of the low-pass frequency response; the effect
of these operations can be applied to the time-domain response of the low-pass network
to yield the band-pass time response, as described in section 3.1.3.

2.5 Microwave characterization of fIlters
A common set of transfer functions and filter configurations have been developed to
apply basic filter theory for filters used in RF and microwave applications. The traditional voltage and impedance transfer functions are not typically used due to the difficulty of comparing design objectives to measured results. New measurements are introduced, which take into account the difficulties of operating at high frequencies, as
discussed below.

2.5.1

S-parameters

The characterization of RF filters is almost always done in terms of the S-parameter
response. This response was developed from a wave-based analysis of a network, but
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is easily applied to lumped element analysis [50]. This resulting S-parameter matrix is
defined in terms of power delivered to a matched load vs. power available to a matched
load, where the matched load is defined by a reference impedance Zo. These parameters can be related to the more common voltage transfer function and input impedance.
One result of this formulation is that for a loss-less network, it can be shown that
(2.20)

which follows from power conservation, where power must either be transmitted to the
load or reflected back to the source [51].

2.5.2

Transmission Response and Reflection Response

The transmission response may be related to S21 by

S21 (jm)

= 2· HUm) where

H(jm) is defined for an impedance matched, doubly terminated network. HUm) is

sometimes taken as normalized to the DC loss,
(2.21)

H ('m) = HUm)
N ]

H(O)

which makes H N (jm) = S21 Um) .
The reflection response, Sl1, may be related to the input impedance through the wellknown formula
(2.22)

where

Zin

is the input impedance and Zo is the reference impedance, provided that the

network is terminated in the reference impedance [51]. This is the same as the reflection coefficient, pes) or p(jm) .

2.5.3

Phase Response

The phase response of the S-parameters of a filter can be readily determined from its
response polynomial. The phase response can be applied to any of the S-parameters of
a filter. The phase of the S11 of a filter is
Phase(SIl ({O» = tan -1 (

where Re(Sl1 (m»

~~:~)

= R(m) and

(2.23)

Im(Sl1 (m»

= X (m)

For input impedance in the form of equation (2.13), the poles and zeros of the input
impedance produce SII phase values of 0 degrees and 180 degrees respectively [10].
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2.5.4

Delay Response
The group delay response of a network is defined as -d(J/d{J), and can be cal-

culated from the transfer response by taking the derivative of the phase response. This
can be applied to any of the S-parameters. The delay response of S21 of a filter is a
common figure of merit in measuring and tuning filters. Typically, the absolute group
delay is not as important as its deviation over the pass band. For some applications,
such as feed forward networks, the absolute delay response is important. The delay response of Sll of a filter is used by Ness in his development of a tuning method (see section 1.3.3).

2.6 Microwave filters design considerations
The design of filters for RF and microwave applications must deal with the high frequency effects of distributed elements and parasitic effects. While low frequency bandpass filters can utilize a variety of network configurations, for the most part RF and microwave band-pass filters follow two main configurations: coupled resonator design
and distributed transmission line design. For narrow band filters, coupled resonator
designs are most commonly used.

2.6.1

Loss vs. Match and Isolation

For filters described by polynomial transfer functions, larger isolation (stop band attenuation) is achieved by increasing the number of poles. The filter return-loss is determined by the given bandwidth, and number of poles of a filter, and shape of the stop
band skirts. There exists a relationship between the filter ripple and return loss, for
loss-less filters, and can be expressed in S-parameters by equation (2.20). Descriptively, any power reflected which appears as non-zero Sll, is removed from transmission and decreases S21. The ripple of a filter is directly related to the minimum and
maximum Sll. Assuming the filter is sufficiently matched to give zero reflection at
some frequency in the pass band, the maximum Sll sets the ripple in S21.
For an all-pole filter response, the cutoff or isolation of the filter is similarly linked
to the return loss of the filter. For example, in the Chebyshev transfer function there is
trade off between filter ripple and the cutoff steepness. Since this filter ripple is directly related to return loss, there is a similar relationship between cutoff and filter return loss.
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Loss in filters can be represented as a resistive element in the resonator, or equivalently, as a non-infinite Q in the resonator where Q is defined as [13]
(2.24)
In a loss-less filter, equation (2.20) holds true, but with loss in the resonators, the equation becomes an inequality. It is still true that S21=SI2, but ISul may no longer equal
IS221, due to loss effects.

2.6.2

Power Handling

Filters used for the transmit path in communications systems must handle high
power, up to 200 watts typically for cellular applications. The loss in these filters must
be quite small, typically less than 0.8 dB. The "re-entrant" cavity configuration provides for very low loss when high Q elements are used [52,53]. In general, the larger
the volume of the resonator, the higher the Q and smaller the loss. Often, the tuning
mechanism, such as a screw coming close to a post, is the limiting factor on power
handling, as it provides a high field area where breakdown can occur. For this reason,
these filters are designed to be very near the desired frequency and tuning is made quite
small, allowing the gap in tuning elements to be larger.
For receive filters, low loss is necessary as the loss directly affects the noise figure
of the communications receiver. The same attributes that give good power handling
also give low loss. In many cases, the isolation requirements of receive filters are much
higher than for transmit filters, in order to reject the transmit signal during duplex operation.

2.7

Coupled-resonator filters

For most low-loss, narrow-band applications, coupled-resonator designs are used.
Occasionally the resonators may be stripline or microstrip structures, but they are more
commonly structures such as coaxial cavities or dielectric resonators in the case of RF
filters, and waveguide cavities in the case of microwave filters. Planar transmission
line structures are typically much more lossy than cavity type structures, and exhibit
large spurious pass bands at multiples of the desired pass band.

2.7.1

Coupled resonator filter design

A design process for an all-pole coupled-resonator filter proceeds by choosing a
low-pass prototype with the desired attributes, then transforming it to the band-pass
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fonn as shown in figure 2-2. From this form , there are two main transform ation forms
that yield coupled resonator structures [54, 55] . The transformation method consists of
recognizing that a series-resonant circuit can be transformed to a shunt-resonant circuit
by adding admittance inverters at the input and the output, and shunt-reson ant ci rcuits
can be transfonned to series-resonant circuits using impedance in verters. Thus, either
the series or the shunt resonators in figure 2-2 can be replaced with its dual. Impedance
or admittance inverters can be implemented in a variety of ways [56]. A common representation to use in narrow-band cases is the three capacitor version of as an admittance inverter to replace the series-resonant structures in figure 2-2 with shunt-reson ant
structures, and absorb the negative capacitance into the capacitor portion of the shunt
resonator, as shown in figure 2-3. For capacitively coupled filters , the frequency distortion tends to make the lower skirt steeper than the upper skirt, as the coupling zero
occurs at

(jJ

= 0 on the lower side, and as (j) ----t

00

on the upper side.

Figure 2-3: A representation of a coupled-resonator filter in the form of
capacitively-coupled shunt resonators.
If the input is directly coupled to the resonator, the resonator impedance, defined as

ZR = ~ LI C

(2.25)

is set to the desired system impedance. In other cases , where the resonator has an impedance other than the system impedance, the input and output connections are commonly modeled with transformers magnetically coupled to the input and output resonators, with the transformer ratio providing the impedance match to the reson ator. It is
also possible to add a series capacitive input coupling which can be chosen to pro vi de
the desired impedance at the input from any resonator impedance [54].
As a result of these re-configurations, the value of the capacitance in each resonator
is reduced by the value of the coupling capacitors connected to th e same node. Since
each coupling capacitance may be different , this configurati on gives the appearance
that the reson ators are tuned to different frequen cies. Th is is a conseq uence of absorb-
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ing the negative capacitance of the admittance inverter. As far as the design process is
concerned, each resonator is designed be exactly on the desired center frequency of the
filter.

2.7.2

Cavity filter realizations

For applications where low loss is required, the resonators are often re-entrant coaxial cavities. These consist of short lengths of transmission line created by fonning an
outer conductor from a shield, and an inner conductor by a post. The center frequency
of this type of filter is set by the equivalent effective impedance of the transmission line
(typically inductive) in parallel with a shunting capacitance from the top shield of the
filter structure. This shunting capacitance is often created by a screw in the top shield,
and can be adjusted by bringing the screw closer to the center post. For even more adjustment range, the center post is made hollow, and the tuning screw is allowed to go
down inside the center post, creating a capacitance proportional to the length of the
screw in the center post.
These filters have coupling between elements by creating a gap in the wall between
adjacent elements. The coupling is both magnetic and electric, with the magnetic coupling being predominant. The electric coupling is out of phase with the magnetic, and
is easily adjusted by "shorting out" the coupling gap from the ungrounded side of the
center post, through the use of a "coupling" adjustment screw. As the screw is lowered
into the gap, the electric field coupling is reduced, increasing the effect of the magnetic
field coupling. In general, the magnetic field coupling is increased if the center posts
are closer, or if the gap in the shield between posts is wider. One difficulty with tuning
these types of structures is for strongly coupled filters, which are required for wider
bandwidths, the shunt capacitance from the coupling screws can add significantly to the
resonator center post, causing a change in center frequency as the coupling is changed.
Thus, the coupling tuning interacts with the resonator tuning.

2.8 Filters with cross coupling
Coupled resonator filters with coupling only between adjacent resonators produce
all-pole frequency responses. If, however, coupling occurs between non-adjacent resonators, then transmission zeros will occur in the transfer response [57]. An example
schematic is shown in figure 2-4.
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While the tuning method described in this thesis focuses on all-pole filters, the effect
of transmission zeros on the response will be illustrated as well, and modifications to
the tuning methods to account for these effects will be described.

Rin

Cc II
--1---""'1 I---""'T'"---t I---+-

-

---1 J---r-------,

Vin

Figure 2-4: An example of a schematic of a filter with cross coupling (Lxcl), in
this case from resonator 1 to 3.
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Chapter 3 Fourier Transform Study
3.1

The Fourier analysis of fIlters

While a filter network is mathematically characterized by its transfer function, the
frequency response of a network provides the physically measurable response of a network, utilizing sinusoidal signals as the stimulus, and measuring the response as magnitude and phase changes in the stimulus signals. Fourier analysis is ideally suited to represent the physical response, and can provide for useful analysis of a filter network.
However, measurement systems are limited to measuring finite frequency points over
specified bandwidths, so any interpretation of the measurements must include these
limitations. A somewhat unexpected result of these limitations is described in chapter
4 of this thesis, which provides very useful information on the nature of the filter being
measured. This chapter provides some important details of Fourier analysis as applied
to filter measurements using vector network analyzers (VNAs).

Since the data is

measured in the frequency domain, the transformation we are most interested in is the
Inverse Fourier Transform (1FT), generating the time-domain response from the frequency domain data. Most statements about the 1FT have corollaries in the forward
transform.

3.1.1

The continuous Fourier transform

As cited in chapter 2, the Fourier transform can be interpreted as a Laplace transform with the special case of s = j w. Many of the significant theorems of the Fourier
transform are quite similar to their Laplace counterparts, and those that are particularly
useful in the study filter networks are presented here. When data is measured in the
frequency domain, an inverse Fourier transform is used to determine the time-domain
response of the filter. If the data represents the frequency response of the filter, then
the inverse transform represents the impulse response of the filter. Since the Fourier
Transform plays such a key role in the VNA time-domain transform, it is appropriate to
review some of its details, as well as standardize the nomenclature. The Fourier transfonn pair (forward and inverse) are defined as
F(f(t)) = F(w) =

OOf
-00

f(t)e

-jOlt

dt

(3.1)
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F-1(F(m)) = f(t) =_1 . oofF(m) e jmt dm
21l

(3.2)

applied to analytic functions f(t) and F(m) over all time and all frequency, respectively [58], [59]. The careful reader will note that nomenclature used in the forward
transform by electrical engineers differs slightly from the commonly defined transform
[59], where here (3.1) and (3.2) use m = 21ls.

3.1.2

Even and odd functions and the Fourier transform

Functions are even if F(m) = F( -m), and are odd if F(m) = -F( -m). All functions
can be represented as a sum of an even function and an odd function. Evenness, oddness, and other types of symmetry can simplify calculating transforms, and is often assumed for cases of some transforms. A function f (t) = e (t) + 0 (t) has the Fourier
transform
00

F(m)

= 2 f e(t) ·cos (mt)dt -0

2j f 0 (t)· sin (mt)dt

(3.3).

-0

From this result many Fourier transform relationships can be deduced. For modeling
physical functions, a key relationship is that for a pure-real time function, then
F[f(t)] = E(m)+ jO(m)

(3.4)

that is, the Fourier transform of a pure real time function has an even real part and an
odd imaginary part [59].

3.1.2.1 Hermitian functions
Functions such as those described in equation (3.4), which have a transform with an
even real part, and an odd imaginary part are called hermitian. This can also be written
as F(m) = F*(-m). Time functions which are real and symmetric (even) have pure
real transforms. Time functions that are real and non-symmetric have hermitian transforms. Note that all physically realizable networks have non-symmetric real impulse
responses, due to causality, and thus must have hermitian Fourier transforms.
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3.1.3

Modulation (shift) theorem

Many filter derivations are based on low-pass to band-pass transfonnations. This
represents a shift in frequency. The shift or modulation theorem can be derived from
the definition of Fourier transfonn:
1

if F- (F(m») =J(t), then F- 1 (F(m +!1 m») =J (t) e- j!HJJt

(3.5)

Note that this is in general a complex function, so pure shift in frequency is not
physically realizable. To transfonn a low-pass prototype to a realizable band-pass filter, one must replicate a positive shifted response and a negative shifted response.
Thus, if HLP (m) is a low-pass filter's frequency response, then
H BP ( m) = HLP ( m + mo) + HLP ( m - mo )

(3.6)

is the band-pass filter frequency response and the inverse transfonn of this is
hBP(t) = hLP(t) e- jav + hLP (t) e+ jWot

(3.7)

expanding the complex exponential we find that
hBP(t) = hLP (t) cos (mot) - j ~ + hLP (t)cos(mot) + j ~ (3.8)

with the result
(3.9)

The sum of these two shifts results in the imaginary tenns canceling. The real portions add and the result is than if hLP(t) is the low-pass prototype time (or impulse) response, the impulse response of the band-pass filter will be a cosine wave at the center
frequency of the band-pass, with an envelope of two times the low-pass prototype's
impulse response. This band-pass time response is not the same as the response obtained from the band-pass mode of a network analyzer time-domain transfonn. The
differences are key to applying transfonns to the time-domain tuning of filters.

3.2

The discrete Fourier transform

Since measured frequency response of networks consists of discrete data, it is appropriate to discuss the discrete version of the inverse Fourier transfonn to detennine
the associated time response. The inverse discrete Fourier transfonn, which is defined
only at discrete time points, for a discrete frequency data set, is
N-I

J(T)

=I

,,=0

F(v)e j21t (VIN)T

(3.10)
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where (v I N) is analogous to frequency in samples per cycle, Tis the discrete time increment, and F(v) is the discrete frequency data set [60]. The inverse Fast Fourier
transform (1FFf) is a very efficient way to compute f(T) over the entire discrete time
set. It might appear that the conversion of VNA frequency domain data to the timedomain can be simply accomplished with an IFFf for computational efficiency. However, the IFFf limitations on the flexibility of the data (time) output can hide important
effects that occur between calculated time samples, as described below. Further, much
more conditioning is done in the VNA transform to enhance its applicability to practical problems.

3.2.1

FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform)

The FFT and IFFT are well-known algorithms for calculating the Fourier transform
pair of a discrete data set as described in (3.10). If the discrete data set is generated
from a sampled data set of a frequency response, and the data is sufficiently sampled as
describe below, then the IFFr generates the time response of the network associated
with the sampled data. FFTs and IFFTs have the attribute of greatly reducing the numbers of computations needed to compute a Fourier transform, but are limited in the data
that is used and presented. One common limitation on FFf/IFFf transforms is that the
number of points in the transformed domain must be equal to the number of data sample points. Some transforms also require that the number be points be in the form of
2n.

3.2.1.1 Fine structure response
If an IFFf is applied to a frequency response, the resulting time response must have

the same number of points, and the time intervals must evenly span the time period. A
consequence of this is that fine grain time response is not necessarily evident in the

IFFf data. The IFFf is equivalent to the analytic inverse Fourier transform (IFf) sampled evenly over a time period with the number of sample points equaling the number
of frequency response points. Thus, any time-domain response information that is present between these points is not evident in the IFFr data. This is also true of the FFf
of a time-sampled signal.
It is illustrative to use a familiar example to demonstrate this fact. Take a time func-

tion consisting of a cosine signal of known frequency (8.5 Hz), as shown in figure 3-1
(left). If several cycles of the time signal are sampled at higher than the twice the highest frequency, it is sufficiently sampled to avoid aliasing. One might naively assume
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that the FFf of this time signal should return the original frequenc y of the time waveform. However, if the frequency of the signal is not synchronous with the sampling,
the FFf does not have an output at the frequency of the cosine, and the FIT appears to
have two main output signals as the spectrum of the sampled time waveform shows in
figure 3-1 (middle), neither of which is the correct amplitude of 0.5 based on the time
function. Thus the fine grain nature of the signal is not revealed by the FFT. A Fourier
transform can be performed at discrete frequencies over the range of the two largest
FFf outputs, using the same time data set, from which the correct magnitude of the
original frequency of the signal is revealed, figure 3-1 (right). In fact, since the time
data is a finite set of discrete sampled points, the frequency response must be a periodic
and continuous function with an infinite response to represent the transitions at the start
and end of the data set. The FFf is exactly a sampled version of this continuous frequency function. The non-zero values of the FFf for all the other frequencies is a consequence of the taking the time data over a finite time. Reducing this effect is a key
attribute of the VNA time-domain transform.
In order to get faster computation speeds, FFTs are often used instead of direct calculations of the DFT. However many commercially available signal analysis tools take
further short cuts in calculating the FFT. One common short cut is to assume that the
time response is real. From this the frequency response must be hermitian, and therefore only half the FFT need be calculated to obtain the full frequency response. With
an IFFT, it is common to assume a hermitian frequency response input, and only calculate the real portion of the output time signal. Thus, the IFFT is simply 2 times the
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Figure 3-1 (left) Cosine of frequency 8.5 Hz, (middle) FFT of the waveform in the
left plot, (right) Fourier transform of the waveform around the frequency 8.S Hz
IFFT of the positive half of the real part of the input frequency response , plus the DC
term. However, chapter 5 shows several cases where it is useful to consider frequency
responses that are not hermitian , and in these cases , care must be used in consideling
the shortcuts that are permissible when calculating IFFTs.
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3.2.2

Calculating the DFT

3.2.2.1 Direct calculation
The fine structure of a time response can be determined if an inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT) is used, in which the time axis can be arbitrarily small. If this same
time spacing were used for the FFT, an extremely large number of frequency points
would have to be used as the input, greatly slowing measurement time to generate the
frequency response terms. However, the DFT takes considerably longer to calculate
than the FFT, and therefore is also not satisfactory where real time transformation is
needed. Fortunately, if the transform is needed over a relatively small portion of the
time response, the Chirp-Z transform is an attractive alternative for high speed, and
high-resolution transformation [61].

3.2.3

Chirp Z transform

The Chirp-Z transform (CZT) makes use of the relationship between convolution
and transformation to create a transform that is nearly the speed of an IFFT, but has the
arbitrarily small resolution of an IDFT. If the IDFT is performed over a time span with
a uniform time spacing, the IDFT can be re-written as a convolution of two equal
length inputs, with the inputs and outputs multiplied by scaling factors. Convolution
can be accomplished by transforming the inputs, multiplying them together, then transforming the output. Since each input is equal length, FFTs may be used for the transformation, and an IFFT used for the transformation back. Thus an N-point IDFf can
be computed with 3 N-point FFTs, with a dramatic reduction in computation time.

3.2.3.1 Fixed point transforms
The standard CZT or ICZT uses a fixed size input array and a fixed size output
array. The input is complex and the output is complex as well. In configuring the
ICZT, the input array consists of the frequency response to be inverse transformed, plus
the start time and stop time of the inverse array. The time spacing will be the time span
divided by the number of points minus one. However, there are no restrictions on the
start
tstart

or

stop

times.

If the

start

and

stop

times

are

chosen

= 0 and tstop = II dOJ , then the ICZT will return the same values as the IFFT.

to

be
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3.2.3.2 Flexible transforms
Inspection of the derivation of the CZT shows that the restriction of similar size inputs and outputs is not absolute. It is possible to configure the CZT or its inverse to
create an output array of a size either larger or smaller than the input array. One might
want a larger output if finer resolution is desired over the same time span. However,
repeating the CZT over two time spans may yield similar computation times [61].

3.3

Fourier transform (analytic) vs. VNA time-domain transform
The limitations of the IFFf as applied to microwave measurements required

other techniques for analyzing these networks. The time-domain transform of vector
network analyzer measurements was first introduced in 1974 [62] and has been widely
used since its real-time commercial introduction with the HP 8510A (1984), which allowed increased accuracy and real-time gating [63,64]. This VNA provided the capability to calculate the time-domain response of the frequency domain data, using a form
of the inverse Fourier transform. However, there were several modifications that are
important to note, which causes the time-domain response of the VNA to be different
than the actual inverse Fourier transform of the frequency response of a network, that
is, different from the impulse response of the network being measured. These differences come from the mode of the VNA transform (Low-pass Step, Low-pass Impulse
or Band-pass Impulse), data windowing and truncation, window re-normalization, and
data gating. For much of this time, the principal use was in low-pass-impulse mode for
fault location, and much has been written about the interpretation of the low-pass stepmode time-domain response [64]. Recently, the time-domain response has been applied to solving the problem of filter tuning, using the band-pass mode [25,65].
A rigorous analysis comparing this time-domain mode to the analytically derived
impulse response may be obtained by applying appropriate functions to the analytical
frequency response until the inverse Fourier transform of this modified response exactly matches the VNA time-domain response. Each of these functions applied to the
frequency response can be evaluated in the time-domain, and their associated timedomain effects can be individually determined. This approach differs from [62] in that
Hines and Stinehelfer develop the time-domain response from assuming a periodic time
function, the Fourier transform of which reproduces the measured frequency response.
Here, a continuous analytic frequency response is assumed, and modifications are applied to account for discrete frequency sampling and windowing to directly obtain the
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VNA time-domain transfonn in tenns of the original frequency response and these
modifications.

3.3.1

Defining the Fourier Transform

The 1FT in equation (3.2) of a function provides directly the impulse response of
that network and is the same result, in time, as driving the network with an impulse,
o(t), and determining the time response. Figure 3-2 shows the analytically derived

transfonn of a 3-pole Butterworth filter (meaning the reflection frequency response is
calculated using standard network theory, and the inverse Fourier transfonn from (3.2)
is calculated to get the time response), along with a VNA time-domain transfonn of the
same function. Clearly they are not the same. The differences will be reconciled in the
following sections by describing the way in which each aspect of the VNA measurement must be accounted for with the appropriate mathematical transfonnation to
achieve the same result as the 1FT.

3.3.2 Effects of discrete sampling
The Fourier transfonn operates on continuous functions, while the VNA timedomain transfonn must operate on measured (discrete) data. One approach is to assume
the measured data is a sampled version of a continuous analytic frequency response.
Since the data applied to the time-domain transfonn is discrete, the time-domain trans-
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Figure 3-2 Analytically derived impulse reflection response vs. VNA timedomain response for a 3 pole Butterworth filter
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form must differ from the analytically calculated IFf of the network, but an equivalent
discrete representation of an analytic function can be obtained by a mathematical representation of the sampling process. Note that such a time function would be identical to
one determined in [62] but this approach is more readily applicable to the problem of
comparing the VNA time-domain transform to the analytic impulse response of a network.
A frequency sampling function can be represented as /II(m) , which is defined as
[66],
00

II/(m) = /).01·

L

J(m-n/).m)

(3.11)

n =-00
and can be visualized as a collection of delta functions with /).01 spacing. The effect of
discrete data in the measured frequency response can be analyzed by forming a sampled function composed of the analytic frequency response multiplied by the sampling
function, such that its value is zero between measured points, and the scaling factor of
the delta function at each frequency is the measured value of the frequency response.
The IFf of the sampled function, Is (t), can now be represented analytically by multiplying the original frequency response function by a sampling function:

1

I (t)=F- 1 (F (01))=-·

s

s

21l

f F(m)·/).m· n=-oo
L J(m-n/).m)·eJ{J)tdm

00

00

•

(3.12)

-00

or, through the operation of the integral on the delta function:

_\
1 ~ (A) A
jnt1{J)t
Is(t)=F (Fs(m))=-· ~ F num ·um·e
21l n=-oo

(3.13)

This operation can also be understood by noting that multiplication of two functions
in the frequency domain is the same as convolving the inverse transforms of functions
in the time-domain. Convolving a function by a delta function returns the original
function, at the origin of the delta function. Thus, the inverse transform of the sampling function returns another sampling function,

1

00

L

1

/II(t) = _ .
J(t-n-)
/). 01 n=-oo
/). 01

(3.14)

Sampling in the frequency domain is the same as convolving the original timedomain response by the sampling function II/(ll /).01). Therefore the transform of an
analytic function can be related to the transform of the discrete sampled version by con-
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volving the inverse impulse response of the original function with the sampling function of (3.14). The effect of discrete data sampling can be seen to create images of the
original function (sometimes called aliases) spaced at the inverse of the sampling spacing. The time range of ±1I2dW is referred to as the alias-free range of the inverse
transform for sampled data. Many commercial products display a maximum range of
±1I dW. If the impulse response of the original function does not tend to zero by
±1I2dW, then the appearance of the inverse of the sampled function in the alias-free

range will be distorted by effects from previous and subsequent images. Figure 3-3 up-
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2

per shows a frequency plot of the sinc function, along with the sampled data points.
The lower plot shows the IFf of the continuous function, and also the IFf of the sampled function.
The inverse transform of a sampled frequency response must have an infinitely repetitive (periodic) time response. Even if the frequency response is discrete, the time
response may still be continuous. Only if the frequency response is discrete and periodic will the time response be discrete. Since any real sampled frequency response
must be sampled over a finite frequency span, the time response associated with any
measured frequency response will be continuous and periodic [67].

3.3.3

Effects of truncated frequency

Another consequence of taking a transform of measured data is that the frequency
response must be truncated, rather than extend to plus and minus infinity. For transmission responses, this does not present much of a problem, as the response of most
filters gets arbitrarily small at high frequencies, and its contribution to the inverse Fourier integral is negligible. However, for reflection responses, the value of the response
remains large at high frequencies. In fact, these responses are not strictly Fourier transformable, as they do not satisfy equation (2.12). However, most reflection functions
can be represented with the help of the generalized function, 8 ( t ). But, if the response
is truncated, and the response data is finite, then the Fourier transform of the data
strictly exists.
Truncation of the frequency response data of a network is mathematically equivalent
to multiplying the data by a rectangular window. In the time-domain, this can be represented as convolving the impulse response of the network with the inverse transform of
the rectangular window, which is a sinxl x function. In this way, the inverse transform of truncated data will always have a response with "side-lobes" if the original data
does not go to and remain zero sometime before truncation occurs. These side-lobes
can be so large as to obscure the impulse response, and much work has been done to
reduce this effect. For the most part, side-lobes, or ringing as it is sometimes called,
can be controlled through the appropriate use of windowing. In chapter 5, truncation
will be shown to be of primary importance when explaining the time-domain response
of band-pass filters.

Taking the 1FT of the product of the original function and a rec-

tangular window can represent the effect of truncated data in the VNA time-domain
transform. Referring to equation (3.12), this truncation is equivalent to redefining the
limits of the integral to be the endpoints of the measured data. Figure 3-4 shows an ex-
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ample of a I-pole filter response with the analytic function F(s)=l/(s+I), or
F(w)

= II (1 + jw)

where s = jw, figure 3-4 (upper, grey trace) along with its truncated

frequency response, figure 3-4 (upper, black trace). Figure 3-4 (middle) shows the time
domain response of the truncation function, which is IFf of a rectangular window,
which is a sin x/x function . The filter response has an analytic time response of
t

I(t) = e- ·V(t) (whereV(t)is the unit step function) as shown in Figure 3-4 (lower,

grey trace). The truncation effect on the analytic time response can be obtained by
convolving the 1FT of the original function with the sin x / x function, and is shown in
figure 3-4 (lower, black trace).
w

For a sampled data set, over the range of

= -N flw to +Nflw, the IFf becomes

f

Is(t) = flw.
F(nflw)·e jll t:!.wt
21& lI=-N

(3.15)

Equation (3.15) might be called the sampled inverse Fourier transform. Note the
similarity to the inverse discrete Fourier transform of equation (3.10). The sampled
inverse Fourier Transform of equation (3.15) can calculate the inverse transform for
any time, but for a given series of time values, the computation of I (t) is quite inefficient using equation (3.15) directly.

However, for a given set of equally spaced time

samples with arbitrary start, stop and time spacing, equation (3.15) can be very efficiently computed using the Chirp-Z transform [68].
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3.3.4 Windowing to reduce effects of truncation
Data truncation is shown above to have the effect of convolving the original transform with a sin x / x function. The side-lobes of this function are quite high, and continue for a substantial extent, often obscuring the desired response of the original function. The effects of truncation are minimized if the original function tends to zero at
the frequency endpoints. A windowing function may be applied that gradually reduces
the frequency response, thus controlling the side-lobes created during the truncation
process.
However, the windowing process tends to reduce the sharpness of the original response, spreading pulses and stretching out slopes, thereby reducing the resolution of
the transform, and distorting the transitions of the original function. This makes it difficult to assess the true nature of the transformed function. Thus, there is a trade off between side-lobe height and resolution when determining the windowing function.
Window functions have been extensively described [69]; a window function used commonly in commercial products is the Kaiser-Bessel function, defined as

(3.16)

where 10 (.) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, f3 is a constant that controls the amount of roll-off of the window function [70], and the window is centered on
the data at n=O, taken from n=-N to N. Higher values of f3 will increase the endpoint
roll-off of the original function, thereby reducing the height of the side-lobes. Figure 35 (upper) shows various window factors, figure 3-5 (middle) shows these applied to a
I-pole filter response. Figure 3-5 (lower) shows the time response of windowed functions for f3 =0 and 6, along with the analytic impulse response.
In order reconcile the analytic impulse response with the VNA time-domain transform, the effects of finite frequency, sampling and windowing on the analytic 1FT can
be mathematically represented below as fsw (for sampled, windowed)
Aw ~
~M
fsw(t) = _ . ~ F(nAw)·W(nAw)·e
2ft II=-N

where W(w)

(3.17)

is the windowing function, and the function is sampled over

w = -N Aw to +N Aw. This response includes the all the obvious changes to the ana-
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lytic function but there is one final modification that must be included such to completely match the VNA time-domain transform, as described below.

3.3.5

Scaling and re-normalization

The value of the time-domain transform has to be re-normalized such that it retains
its physical meaning. For example, the frequency response of the Sl1 of an ideal open
circuit, with no delay, has a value of 1 for all frequency; its inverse transform is a delta
function. However, when the data is sampled and windowed, the time-domain transform of the response of an open circuit will be spread by the windowing function and
does not return an impulse of unity height. It would be preferable if the time-domain
response of the open circuit had a value of unity at time t=O. Taking the sum of the
windowing factors provides the correct scaling factor for subsequent transforms:
/),.m

Wo

=- .
2:r

N

I

W(n/),.m)

(3.18)

n=-N

and the re-normalized transform becomes
fVNA (t)

1

/),.m

I

N

.

= - ._.
F(n/),.m)· W (n/),.m)· eJlIMJJt
Wo 2:r n=-N

(3.19)

Note that this scales the transform to always return 0 dB for a unit frequency input,
regardless of windowing factor. If the data that is being transformed already tends to
zero at the band edges, the windowed response will appear higher after this normalization, when compared to an analytic time response. Since the window scaling always
maintains a unity peak amplitude, regardless of how wide the window has made the
response, it is in effect amplifying the DC and low frequency responses. For some
data, such as a low-pass filter response, this can result in a windowed response that is
higher in amplitude than the corresponding analytic impulse response.

3.4 Low-pass transforms and band-pass transforms
Since measured data has a finite frequency sampling, some assumptions are made
about the behavior of the sampled function. Vector network analyzers offer alternative
assumptions, which yield two different modes of transformation: low-pass mode and
band-pass mode.
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3.4.1

Low-pass impulse mode

The assumption for low-pass-impulse mode is that the underlying frequency response is that of a real network. As such, the frequency response is hermitian [59] and
the time-domain response is pure real. Also, it is assumed that the network response
becomes asymptotic at low frequencies and that the frequency response beyond the
measured frequency range contains no important information about the network. In
other words, everything of interest occurs over the frequency of measurement. The
data points must be linearly spaced over the range of (J) = n~(J) from n=1 to N. Thus,
the frequencies must be harmonically related. For this transform, the windowing function is centered at (J) = 0, and extends to the max frequency (J) = N· ~(J). From this, it
follows that the complex sum in (3.19) becomes [59]
fLP(t)

~(J)
W(O)
1 ~(J)
[ N
=-F(O)
+---2· Re I
21l

Wo

Wo 21l

.

F(n~(J))· W(n~(J)) ·eJnt!(J).t

]

(3.20)

n=l

Given a hermitian function, the imaginary parts of the negative and positive transform cancel, and the real parts double. Further, it is clear that a value must be determined for F(O), which is done with DC extrapolation. From equation (3.20), it can be
seen that the time-domain transform consists of sums of sines and cosines, and that the
highest frequency measurement point determines the highest frequency element. Thus,
the rise time is determined by the maximum slope of the highest frequency measured.
The transform will repeat itself at intervals determined by the frequency step value,
which is the same as the lowest frequency point.

3.4.2 DC extrapolation
In addition to being limited in upper frequency response, measurement equipment is
limited to its minimum frequency response. However, the Fourier transform includes
effects of the DC value on the frequency response. Since VNAs do not commonly
measure the DC response, DC extrapolation is used. DC extrapolation requires the assumption that the network response approaches DC asymptotically. If the function has
linear phase, and the phase shift is small, the DC extrapolation can be simply the real
value of the first measured point. As the phase shift between points gets large, choosing a good algorithm is not trivial. The DC response can be extrapolated by assuming
the first two frequency points lie on a circle with a center on the real axis, that cuts the
real axis at DC. The original algorithm in the HP8510A, used this method, but gave
unexpected results for negative delay, or for very long delay. This would result in
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traces with a ramp in the DC base line, or a jumping trace from sweep to sweep. Negative delays can occur with errors in calibration, or un-calibrated measurements, or when
the delay exceeds the alias free range as described above. Newer algorithms generate
better values for DC terms given large, or even negative delay in the device being
measured, by using the phase shift between the first two pairs of points to determine the
sign of the delay. Problems may still exist if the first three data points lie exactly 120
degrees apart, but in that case a positive delay is assumed. Alternatively, the reference
plane can be extended to ensure a positive delay.

3.4.3 Low-pass Step Mode:
The step response of a network can be useful in directly determining the network
characteristics, particularly in the case of concatenated transmission lines, and evokes
the normal mode of operation of a Time-Domain Reflectometer (TDR). The step response U (t) is defined as
0 for t < 0
U (t) =

(

-t for t = 0

(3.21)

1 for t > 0

and from this its Fourier transform may be determined [71] as
F[U(t)] =1(8(0)- j~
0)

(3.22)

The time step-response may be found by multiplying the Fourier transform of the
step response by the frequency response, F(O) , of a network and taking the inverse
transform:

J

1 ooJ
(
1
'OJt
F(O)
j ooJ F(O)
joJtd
(t)=- F(O)· 1(8(0)- j - e 1 dO)=---e
0)
f Step
21(
0)
2
21(
0)

(3.23)

-00

-00

Taking the derivative of the step response in (3.23) yields the desired impulse response
of the network.
The low-pass mode of the VNA time-domain transform has two forms: low-pass
impulse, which is defined by equation (3.20), and the low-pass step, which is essentially the integral of the low-pass impulse response, with respect to time and with some
particular choice for the constant of integration. The step response of the VNA should
retain the property that its derivative is the VNA time-domain impulse response, and
since the sampling function creates a periodic time-domain, with a period of 1/ flO), the
step response should retain this aspect of the periodicity.
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Figure 3-6 shows the step-response stimulus (labeled "VNA Unit Step Response")
that meets the properties of having a periodic impulse response for its deri vati ve. This
response differs from the square-wave response described by Hines and Stinehelfer,
and from the plot, it is obvious that this function cannot have a Fourier transform.
However, it may be written as the sum of two functions, the first one being periodic
(labeled "Periodic Portion" in figure 3-6) and the second being a ramp function (labeled
"Ramp Portion in figure 3-6).
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Figure 3-6:VNA Unit Step response comprised of a periodic portion (which is
Fourier transformable) and a ramp portion
The time step-response can be determined from the network function and the unit
step stimulus by applying the appropriate Fourier transform to the periodic portion, and
some appropriate Laplace transform to the ramp portion. From equations (3.20) and
(3.23) the step response for a sampled, truncated, windowed function can be proposed
to be

!Step(t) ={F(O)
2

+ ~m
21l

.2.Re[f F(n~~)'W(n~m)
n=1

Jn~m

.eint!OJ.t]}+F(O)'

~: ·t+C

(3.24)

Differentiation of equation (3.24) clearly results in equation (3.20), except for the
window normalization factor of Wo, which is not used in the step response. For the
case of F(m) = 1, W (m) = 1, C = 0, the equation (3.24) produces the unit-step stimulus.
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The portion in the braces pertains to the periodic portion, while what remains is the response to the ramp function, with C being a constant associated with the ramp function
response, and is determined from the DC group delay, Td (0), of the network as
~m

C =-F(O)·-·T (0)
21l

(3.25)

d

An argument for this choice of constant is can be developed from an argument on the
response of the network to a ramp input signal of the form xr(t) = k· t, as shown in figure 3-6. The Laplace transform of the output signal obtained by applying a ramp to a
network with a response of H(s) is in the form of
yes)

= H(s)

(3.26)

S2

The output time signal is assumed to be in the form of y (t) = k . H (0)· t + C ; the difference between the transform of this assumption and equation (3.26) can be stated as
£(s) = k ·H(O) + C _ k .~(s)
S2

S

(3.27)

S

and the final, steady-state value of the difference can be found by applying the final
value theory [72] to equation (3.27) as
lims· £(s) = lim (
s~o

k. H(O)-k· H(S»)

s~o

S

+C

(3.28)

which, after applying L'Hospital' s rule, becomes
lims· £(s) = lim ( -k· H '(s») + C
s~o

(3.29)

s~o

and making this final value difference zero finds
(3.30)

C =k·H'(O)

To evaluate H '(0) it is assumed that the amplitude response of H (s) is nearly constant
near DC, such that
H(s)1
llearDC

Recognizing that j. fjJ '(s)1 0

=IH(O)lej·~(S), so H'(s)1 =H(O)· j.fjJ'(s)

= dfjJ / dml 0 = -Td (0),

(3.31)

0

where Td (0) is the group delay near

DC, we find
~m

C = -k· H(O) ·Td(O), where k = 21l

from ramp driving function in equation (3.24).

(3.32)
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Thus the step response can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transfonn of
the frequency response divided by j times the step frequency, and adding to this a linear
time ramp. The time-domain step response is only available in the low-pass mode.

3.4.4

Band-pass mode

The band-pass mode provides an alternative method of time-domain transfonn that
may be used when the low-pass mode assumption of hannonically related frequencies
cannot be met. This might occur, for example, in the measurement of a network that is
band-pass or high-pass filtered. The output of a VNA measurement is typically an oddnumbered set of points, linearly spaced in the fonn of m = me + n/),.m from n= -N12 to

N12, and me is the center frequency of the data. The inverse Fourier transfonn is calculated only on the data points measured, rather than taking the negative frequency response to be the conjugate of the measured data. Windowing is applied, where the center for the windowing function is the center frequency of the data set. (In contrast, the
center of the windowing function in low-pass mode is centered on the DC tenn, or the
first point of the data set). The inverse band-pass transfonn is defined by
1

/),.m

L

N 12

fBP (t) = - _ .
FBP ( mc+ n/),.m)· W(n/),.m)· e j (aJc +1IilaJ) t
Wo 21l lI=-N 12

(3.33)

This is an important difference between the VNA band-pass mode and that described by Hines and Stinehelfer [62] which results in a pure real time-domain response. In contrast, the VNA band-pass response is complex, and this choice of transform is key to the results described in chapter 5, and in earlier papers [25,65]. To illustrate the band-pass transform mode, consider the frequency function of a band-pass filter. The frequency response tends to zero away from the center frequency, so the windowing function will have little effect on the transfonn. If the frequency response FBP
represents a band-pass version of a low-pass prototype response [73], such that
FBP(m)

=FLp(m-mC ) and thus

FBP(m C )

=FLP(O) , the relationship between the time-

domain band-pass transform of band-pass filter and the low-pass prototype's frequency
response can be established as
(3.34)

or in terms of the low-pass time-domain response
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(3.35)
From this it follows that the band-pass time-domain mode always returns a complex
time-domain response. This effect is due removing the assumption that the frequency
response is hermitian. The magnitude response of the band-pass transform is the same
as the low-pass prototype
(3.36)
Thus, the band-pass mode response of the time-domain transform is quite different
from the analytic impUlse response of the network. Consider a network, such as a filter, that has a low-pass response fLP (t). If this filter is used as a prototype for a bandpass filter, and is shifted to create a band-pass response [74], the band-pass filter will
have an analytic impulse response of
flmp (t) = 2fLP (t)· cos(co c . t)

(3.37)

which is pure real as would be expected of an analytic transform of a real network. So,
the band-pass mode transform has, in addition to the windowing, sampling and frequency truncation effects, an effect due to the data being taken as though the network
has a single-sided (positive frequency only) response. Also, since the windowing function is centered on the center-frequency of the transform, it forces the function to zero
at the lowest as well as highest frequency; there is no point in extrapolating the DC
term.
One consequence of the band-pass transform is that the resolution is half that of the
low-pass transform.

This can be seen from equation (3.33), which shows the maxi-

mum frequency in the complex exponential is one-half of the frequency span (since the
data ranges from n= -N/2 to N/2). The alias-free range for this transform remains the
same as the range of the low-pass transform.
With this introduction to the time-domain transformations used in VNAs, the
concept of time-gated measurements can be better understood.

3.5 Time-domain gating
Time-domain gating refers to the process of selecting a region of interest in a portion
of the time-domain, removing unwanted responses, and displaying the result in the frequency domain. Gating can be thought of as multiplying the time-domain response by
a mathematical function with a value of one over the region of interest, and zero outside this region. The gated time-domain function can then be forward transformed to
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display the frequency response without the effect of the other responses in time. The
gating effects, however, are somewhat subtle in their response and there are consequences of the gating function that are not readily apparent.
In practice, the gating is not a "brick-wall" function. This is because a sharp transition in the gate function causes a similar sharp transition in the gated time function. As
such, the frequency response will have ringing associated with the sharp transition (as
the frequency response is limited to the measured data region). Because of this, the
gating function is windowed in the frequency domain before being transformed to the
time-domain.

For a rectangular time gating function centered at t = 0, the Fourier

transform can be calculated analytically, with the result that the gate frequency response will have a sin(w) / W or sinc(w) function. The width of the sinc main-lobe is
inversely proportional to the width of the time gate. If the center of the gate time is not
at t

= 0,

the resulting Fourier transform produces a response that corresponds to the

sinc function multiplied by a complex exponential factor, namely sinc (w)· e

jwtc

•

This

is windowed in the frequency domain by a Kaiser-Bessel window that sets the maximum gate transition slope in the time-domain. The gate function is then transformed to
the time-domain and multiplied by the time-domain response, before being transformed
back to the frequency domain. Alternatively, the time-gated frequency response may
be determined by convolving the gate frequency response by the measured frequency
response, and this view of the gating allows a more intuitive understanding of one of
the subtle gating effects, described below.
A curious effect of the gating function occurs at the endpoints of the time-gated frequency-domain response: these endpoint regions are lower by 6 dB. The 6 dB offset
can be understood by comparing the center point and last point of a gated frequency
response of a unit function F(w)
function, f(t)

= 8(t).

=1. The time-domain response will approach a delta

In the convolution of the gate frequency response G(w) with the

original frequency response F(w) , the gated value at any frequency

WI

can be deter-

mined by multiplying the original frequency response by the reverse of the gating frequency function centered at that frequency, and summing the result (this being the
definition of convolution):
N

Fg(w I )=

L F(n·Llw)·G(w1-n·Llw)
II=-N

(3.38)
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For the center point (zero frequency, or DC) of a gated frequency response where
the time gate is centered at t=O, the response is the sum of a multiplication of the sinc
function (which is the gate frequency response as described above) with the original
measured frequency response. For the case of the last frequency point (highest), the
sinc function is centered on the last data point, and half the gate function is multiplied
by zero (for frequencies above w = N . /}.w), and does not add to the sum. Thus, the
last data point will be one-half the value of the DC point, or 6 dB lower. This creates
the unfortunate result that any gating will distort the last points (and first points in
band-pass mode) of the gated frequency response.
The VNA time-domain compensates for this roll-off through a post-gate renormalization. The post-gate renormalization is determined by creating a frequency response that is unit magnitude. A pre-gate window is applied to this unit-response that
is the same as the pre-transform window applied to the normal frequency response data.
This unity-magnitude frequency response is convolved with the gate frequency response, to generate the final normalizing frequency response. The time-gated frequency response is divided by this function to remove the roll-off effects of the time
gating. This normalizing function works perfectly for a unit time response at the center
of the gate. If the gate is not symmetric around the time function, there will be show
errors in the gated response when compared to the original frequency response.
It is instructional to view the actual gate shape in the time-domain, which can be

done using a function not normally available in commercial VNAs. The gate shape
may
(F(O)

be

= 1;

generated
F(w)

by

= 0 for w * 0),

creating

a

delta-like

frequency

response

applying gating, and transforming the result to the

time-domain to see the actual gate shape. This is useful in understanding how the gate
shape affects the gated response.
Figure 3-7 (upper) shows the gating function for various gate center times. Figure 37 (middle) shows a unit frequency response (F(w) = 1) in the time-domain, with gates
applied at various gate times. Note that the peak of the time-domain response is nearly
unchanged as the time-gate fully encompasses the impulse at all three center times, but
there is some difference in the side lobes for the shifted gates. Figure 3-7 (lower)
shows the frequency response after gating. Here there is a substantial difference in the
response at high frequency for the different gate center times. It is clear that normalization is optimal when the gate is centered on the response being gated.
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Figure 3-7 (upper) Time gates at 3 center times; (middle) time response of
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edge (only positive frequency shown).
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The gated time-response may be viewed in time-domain by taking the IFf and displaying the result. In fact, it is almost always required first view the time-domain response to assign proper gating start and stop values: the transform function is turned on ,
and the resultant time-domain response is displayed, and the gate start and stop are set.
Next gating is turned on. Finally, the transform is turned off, and the time gated frequency response is shown in the frequency display.
A study of the time-domain response of several examples of composite responses of
several component elements will show how time gating can be used to separate the responses in time and display the individual frequency responses of the component elements, but with some distortion due to masking effects [75]. From this a method is developed that compensates for these effects.

3.6 Examples of time-domain transforms of various networks
3.6.1

Time-domain response of changes in line impedance

For ladder networks, that is, networks that consist of series connected elements, the
time-domain transform provides very good insight into the nature of the discontinuities
by which the frequency response is generated. As a first example, consider a network
in figure 3-8 (upper) of a short Zo line followed by a ZoI2 impedance line segment terminated in a Zo line. Note that there will also be re-reflections if the time scale is extended. There are two main reflections from the impedance steps at the beginning and
end of the ZoI2 line segment. The impedance value of a discontinuity caused by a step
in impedance of a transmission line can be directly related to the time-domain step response, which shows reflections as a function of time. The reflections are relative reflection coefficient, so for a 50 ohm reference impedance, a 1% reflection relates to approximately 1 ohm change in impedance, as
r =

z-z0 ,and for Z == 50, r(%) ==~, where ~ = Z -Zo

(3.39)

Z+Zo
Care must be used in this interpretation, as other factors such as loss in the transmission line, changes in line impedance, and previous reflections can affect the apparent
reflection being investigated. For the lines in figure 3-8, the step in impedance is quite
large, and the reflection coefficient of each step is the same,
apparent reflection coefficient of the second transition,

r 2,

Irl = 0.33.

However, the

is only 0.30, as shown in
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figure 3-8 (lower). Also, the impulse response shows a similar "masking" effect in the
second reflection response.
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Figure 3-8 (upper) Model of concatenated lines of different impedances,
(lower) Step (black) and Impulse (gray) response of the lines in time.

3.6.2

Time-domain response of Discrete Discontinuities

As a second example, concatenated transmission lines with discrete discontinuities
between sections are evaluated with a time-domain transform of the frequency response, and the values of the various discontinuities are individually determined. Figure 3-9 (upper) shows a schematic of a Zo reference, followed by a first capacitive discontinuity, and followed by a Zo line then a second identical capacitive discontinuity
terminated in a Zo load.
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The time-domain response of this network is shown in figure 3-9 (lower). This is
the low-pass step response, which shows capacitive discontinuities as negative dips in
the time-domain. The reflections of the discontinuities repeat at the spacing of the discontinuities, and these repetitive reflections should ideally continue on, at diminishing
levels, for infinite time (though actually they get added to all the aliased responses).
Also, note that even though the responses are caused by identical discontinuities, the
response of the second discontinuity appears smaller than the first. The second response is somewhat masked by the first, though by a different amount than in the example of figure 3-8, indicating a different masking mechanism.
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3.7

The effects of masking and gating on measurement accuracy
The concept of time gating above refers to mathematically removing a portion

of the time-domain response, and viewing the result in the frequency domain. The intent is to remove the effects of unwanted reflections, say from connectors and transitions, leaving the desired response of the device being measured. This should improve
the quality of the response, that is, the gated response should more closely resemble the
device response as if it were measured with no other reflections. However, the effects
of previous reflections can have an effect on the time-gated measurement. Previous
work has reported on the compensating for the effect of loss [76] but ignored the effect
of previous reflections. Others have proposed an error associated with previous reflections [75] but have not provided for compensation methods, or for errors associated
with change in impedance. These effects are mathematically described below, along
with new compensation methods, and with an uncertainty analysis on the time-gated
frequency response, applied to several particular examples.

3.7.1

Compensation for changes in line impedance

For the lines in figure 3-8, the apparent reflection coefficient of the second transition,

r 2, is only about 90% of the actual value. To understand this, consider that at the

interface of the first reflection, the reflection coefficient is calculated as defined in
(3.39).

However, the signal that continues down the transmission line structure is

changed by the transmission coefficient defined as [77]

Ii =

2· ZI

(3.40)

ZI +Zo
where Zo is the input line, and ZI is the second section of line. The reflection apparent at
the input due to the second step in impedance,

r 2, is further changed by a second (re-

verse) transmission coefficient, T2 as defined by
(3.41)

The total apparent reflection,

'"

i\, due to the second step is now computed as

r 2 = r 2 'Ii .T2 =

(Zo - ZI)' (4Z1Z0 ),
(ZI + Zo

)3'

h r
were 2

= (Zo - ZI)

(Z + Z )
1

0

(3.42)
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recognizing the reference impedance for

r 2, is the Zl line. For the example of Figure 2,

['2 = +0.30. This precisely matches the measured value in figure 3-8.
Further, for the case of a response following a change in line impedance, where the
first line impedance is not the reference impedance, two compensations are required.
First the reflection response must be compensated by dividing the apparent response by
the transmission coefficient term product, Ii .T2 to produce a reflection response relative to the line, S;l

= SlI IIi .T2 , (derived from ['2

as shown above). The second com-

pensation is re-normalizing the response by the impedance of the line just before the
desired response. The frequency response assumes a reference impedance of the system impedance, typically 50 ohms. The re-normalization consists of converting the
reflection response to an effective impedance Zeff' using the line impedance Zline just
before the desired response (S{l), as the reference impedance.

This is then re-

converted from the resulting effective impedance back to effective reflection response
(Sll(eff) ) using the system impedance:
Zeff - Zo
lI(eff) - Z + Z

S

----=~
eff

3.7.2

(3.43)

0

Compensation for discrete discontinuities

Figure 3-9 shows the time-domain response of two capacitive discontinuities. The
second discontinuity, which is caused by an identical element in the circuit, has a different time-domain response from the first element. The most noticeable aspect is the
magnitude of the response is smaller, which is consistent with the first example. However, in this case, there is no change in reference impedance to account for the difference. Instead, the first reflection removes some of the energy from the forward (incident) wave, such that there is less energy available at the second discontinuity. A similar effect occurred in the first example, and was accounted for by the transmission coefficients. For a localized discontinuity, with the same impedance on each side, the effect
on the transmitted wave must be determined in a different manner.
From power conservation, the magnitude of the voltage wave incident on the second
reflection,

jv +j, (assuming the first reflection is loss-less) is
2

(3.44)
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where

"t+ is the incident voltage wave and r 1 is the first reflection.

the reflected voltage,

The magnitude of

IV -1, from the second reflection is
2

(3.45)

The signal V2- reflects again off
the signal from

r2

r 1 with a portion transmitted,

V3- (the portion of

that is actually measured at the input port), which is reduced in the

same manner as equation (3.44) to yield the effective value of the second reflection as
(3.46)

This result only applies to the magnitude of the reflection as the power conservation
argument does not apply the phase of the transmitted signal, and while consistent with
the result described by Lu [75], goes further to provide a means to remove the effects of
the first discontinuity.

3.7.3

Gating the first of two discontinuities
The effectiveness of gating can be evaluated using the circuit from figure 3-9.

Figure 3-10 shows the original frequency response in light gray, with the characteristic
ripple pattern found from two discontinuities separated by a length of line. The thin
black trace is the result of computing the ideal Sl1 of just a single capacitive discontinu-
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ity, terminated in

Zo. Gating around the first capacitive discontinuity yields a response

(Fig. 10-3, dark grey) nearly identical to the frequency response calculated for only the
first discontinuity. The difference is seen only at the high frequency of the response,
most likely due to the errors in the re-normalization, as described in figure 3-7 (lower).
Clearly, gating about a first discontinuity terminated in Zo is very effective in removing
effects of other elements. However, if the gate is applied to the second discontinuity,
the response is not similar.

3.7.4

Gating the second of two discontinuities

The time-gated response of the second discontinuity is quite different from the underl ying response as shown in figure 3-11 , (thin dark trace, labeled "2nd Cap, Gated,
No Comp."). The frequency response of the gated measurement of the second discontinuity may be compensated by taking the gated response of the first discontinuity, and
applying equation (3.46) as compensation. This compensation has been applied in figure 3-11, with the result showing remarkably good compensation over most of the frequency range (thick black trace, labeled "2nd Cap, Gated & Comp."). However, the
band edge response deviates because of the normalization does not completely compensate the error due to the gate, as described in the figure 3-7.
Also shown in figure 3-11 is the un-gated
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(light gray), and, for reference, the

S11

of just a single discontinuity (dark gray, labeled

"Ideal Cap."). This shows the effectiveness of the compensation method, where there
is substantial deviation from ideal of the un-compensated gated response of the second
capacitive discontinuity. Also note that this is a very large discontinuity, having a frequency response return loss value of nearly 0 dB over much of the frequency range.

3.7.5

Compensation for a combination of discontinuities and line impedance
changes.

Many practical applications of time-gated measurements include effects of both discrete discontinuities and impedance steps. For example, the measurement of a connector at the far end of a cable is affected by the cable's near end connector, and the impedance of the cable. Figure 3-12 (upper) shows a circuit diagram and (lower) timedomain response of a 55-ohm cable with a 20 dB return loss (at 1 GHz) input and output mismatch due to capacitive loading, terminated in 50 ohms. The cable itself has a
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5% reflection, and each discontinuity is approximately 10% at 1 GHz.
Figure 3-13 (upper) and (lower) shows the time-gated frequency response of the first
and second discontinuity as a result of gating about each respectively. In the case of
gating the first discontinuity, there is only an impedance step to be accounted for.
A normalization of the first case can be performed by recognizing in the step re-
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sponse that the value of the step after the gate represents an offset impedance in the
termination. The effective reflection results in
(3.47)
which, using

1
-x

2

-1-=I-x-x ... for x<1

(3.48)

r 1 , for small reflections, as

can be reduced to find the value for

(3.49)

Here

r2

is the reflection coefficient of the 55-ohm cable that forms the termination af-

ter gating, and there is assumed no delay before

r 1•

Figure 3-13 (upper) shows the

first discontinuity, after gating and gating plus compensation. If there is delay before
the first discontinuity, the phase of

r2

must be shifted to account for the delay.

The masking of the second discontinuity is more difficult to account for. There
are three effects: first masking due to signal loss in the first discontinuity as described
by equation (3.46), and second, by the change in reference impedance as described by
(3.42), and finally, by the change in terminating impedance, relative to the modified
reference impedance, as described by equation (3.49). Thus three compensations are
required. First, the effective reflection after the first discontinuity is found by applying
the first compensating equation, then the effect of the impedance transformation is
compensated by applying the equation (3.42) to the result of the first equation, which in
this case is a small effect, and finally, compensating for the step in impedance from the
at the termination. Also, as this compensation includes an additive element associated
with the terminating impedance, phase becomes important. Both

r 2 and r3

are phase

shifted by the delay of line ZI, which may be determined directly from the time-domain
"-

response. Thus, the effective impedance

r2 = r 2.(4Z1Z~) .

r2 is

(l_lrI12).ejWo2Td(Z\)

+r3 ·ejWo2Td(Z\)

(3.50)

(ZI + Zo)
where

f\

is the gated response of the second discontinuity,

the second discontinuity,

r3 is the reflection from

r1

r2

is the reflection of only

is the (gated) first discontinuity, ZI is the 55 ohm line,

Zl to the terminating impedance,

Zo,

and 'd(Zl) is the delay
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corresponding to the length of the line ZI. The compensation is determined by solving
equation (3.50) for

r2:
(3.51)

Figure 3-13 (lower) shows the results of gating the second discontinuity, and applying the compensations as described in (3.51). Also shown is the frequency response of
a single (ideal) discontinuity associated with the first capacitance as though it were on a
matched line, and the original response of the 2 discontinuities with the offset impedance line in between. In figure 3-13, for both the (upper) and (lower) plots, there is remarkable improvement in the gated measurement, especially at low frequencies, when
evaluated against the ideal response. In this example, the compensated result is quite
sensitive to the delay selected for the 55-ohm line. This delay was determined by
choosing the delay displayed at the peak of the second discontinuity. These compensations are appropriate for single discontinuities that are loss-less and non-distributed.

3.7.6 Estimating an uncertainty due to masking.
The proposed compensations described above may generate some error, in part due
to lack of consideration of loss in the network, and due to inability to totally separate
responses. In some cases it may not be necessary to actually compensate the network
for gated response, but rather to establish an estimate of uncertainty associated with the
response that is gated out. This uncertainty can be derived from equation (3.46), for a
second gated response on matched line. Additional uncertainty will come from nonmatched lines leading up to the reflection of interest, and following the reflection of
interest. The magnitude of the uncertainties can be determined in a manner similar to
(3.42) and (3.50) with the resultant total uncertainty after gating determined as

M'2 = r 2G /IrZ1zoI' +Ird' /4Z,Zoi2 J+ r
1-lr1

where

r1

(3.52)

ZI +Zo

is the first (gated out) discontinuity and ZI and Z2 are the lines before and

after the desired reflection

r ZlZO and r Z2Z1
r 2G

l

Z2Z1

r2,

respectively, and Zo is the system impedance, and

are the reflection between lines ZI & Zo and Z2 & ZI respectively, and

is the value of the gated response.
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3.8 Conclusions:
The exact relationship of time-domain transform used in vector network analyzers to
the analytic impulse response of measured networks has been described for the first
time with mathematical rigor, and details of the time gating function have been presented. From this background, the effects of time gating on measured results have been
explored, and a method is given for compensating for undesired masking effects, yielding superior time-gated measurement results. Additionally, the uncertainty of timegated measurements has been quantified, and qualitative errors due to the subtle effects
of gate properties and renormalizations have been presented. The results of this masking investigation will be useful in understanding the resonator interactive effects of tuning filters in time domain.
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Chapter 4 Filter Tuning Using Time-Domain Transforms
In 1999 this author presented a novel filter tuning method [24-26] based on the timedomain response of a filter. References [25] and [26] are included as published papers
1 and 2, respectively, where the first contains an outline of the method, and second reports details on applying the tuning method. The technique, which was empirically developed, describes a method of tuning coupled resonator filters by looking only at the
time-domain response using the built-in time-domain function of a VNA. The following sections document the experimental investigation into the time-domain response of
filters.

4.1

The invention of the time-domain tuning method
The first filter for which the time-domain response was documented was a 5-

resonator all-pole filter. As noted earlier, the discovery of the relationship between the
VNA time-domain response and the proper tuning of a filter was serendipitous, but
provides good motivation for a broad basic training for all electrical engineers, as well
as good observational skill, and provides some insight into why this relationship between a filter's tuning and its time-domain response had not been previously noted.
The author was tasked with evaluating improvements in network analyzer measurements resulting from an enhancement of the CPU speed. Until this time, full two-port
calibration [78] required significant post processing time that slowed the real-time
sweeping of components, such as filters, and filter tuning was often done without full
calibration. Since filter tuning was a key application for the network analyzer, a 5-pole
band-pass filter was chosen as a test device. Turning on time-domain was done solely
to add an additional computation burden to the CPU. Figure 4-1 shows the

S21

and

S 11

frequency response of the filter in the upper plot, and the S 11 time-domain response in
the lower plot. While tuning the filter, and evaluating the real-time "feel" of the trace
response, the author noted that turning a tuning screw on the filter caused a change in
the time-domain trace over one region of the trace, and turning a different screw caused
a change at in different region. Thus, the time-domain appeared to separate the effects
of tuning screws, with the tuning screws closest to the test port affecting the earlier portions of the time-domain trace, and tuning screws farther from the test port affecting
latter portions of the time-domain trace. This in itself was surprising, as conventional
wisdom held that the time-domain function was not useful when looking at band-pass
filters. The reasoning was that the time resolution of the time-domain function is in-
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Figure 4-1: Frequency response (S11 and S21, upper plot) and time-domain response (lower plot) of a 5-pole band-pass filter
versely proportional to the frequency span. With a wide frequency span (to get narrow
resolution) almost all the energy is reflected from the filter, so the time-domain response shows essentially the response of a short- or open-circuit, depending upon the
first element of the filter.
Consider the circuit of a 3-pole Butterworth filter shown in figure 4-2. This is a 50
MHz wide filter, centered at 1 GHz, and is one of the filters used throughout the rest of
the thesis to illustrate several aspects of time-domain tuning.

Figure 4-3 shows the

frequency response for S21 and SII of this filter. From this frequency response one can
see that the filter is not ideally symmetric due to the fact that capacitors are used as
coupling elements. One might note the unusual frequency settings for the measurement. These were chosen to be consistent with the requirements for the lo w-pass mode

50

2.251 pF

2.251 pF

61.411 pF
61.411 pF

59 .16pF
0.398 nH

Figure 4-2: Schematic of a 50 MHz wide, 1 GHz center frequency band-pass filter used to illustrate time-domain tuning effects
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time-domain transfonn as described in section 3.4.
From the frequency settings shown, one can calculate a time-domain resolution of
about 500 psec, or about 75 mm in air. The time-domain transform for this filter is
shown in figure 4-4. It is clear that there is a nearly unity response at time zero, with
what looks like a substantial ringing response that follows. Since almost all the energy
reflected is in the first peak, at time t=O, there does not appear to be any useful information in the time-domain response with respect to filter tuning. The band-pass mode,
which may be used over a narrow range, was considered unsuitable as the frequency
span used to view the filter, perhaps 2 or 3 times the filter bandwidth , would yield a
time resolution of about 7 nsec, or roughly 2 meters in air, which is many times longer
than the physical length of the filter.
However, the fact that the tuning screws appeared to have some relationship to the
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time-domain response was not the only or even the key observation from whi ch th e development of the time-domain tuning method was set in motion . Another feature of
modem network analyzers is the ability to change frequency , and interpolate th e errorcorrection arrays that are used in the 2-port calibration . On older models , the interpolation takes about 10 seconds , but on the faster CPU, the interpolation takes less th an 1
second. To test interpolation, with the time-domain on, the display was changed to
time-domain only, and the center frequency of the network analyzer was changed by
about half the filter bandwidth.
Figure 4-5 shows the resulting time-domain response of the original 5-pole filter of
figure 4-1, after shifting the network analyzer center frequency (dark green), as well as
the time-domain response before shifting the center frequency (light blue) as a reference. It was noted that the nulls in the time-domain were no longer deep. Adjusting
the tuning screws affected each null in tum, and starting with the first null , the tuning
screws were adjusted until the time-domain trace looked about the same as the reference. While there was some interaction, each null was substantially affected only by its
associated tuning screw. After the time-domain response was lined up, the transform
was turned off to see what, if any, affect there had been in the frequency domain . The
author was surprised to note that the frequency response was identical to the original
frequency response in shape, but was now tuned exactly to the new center frequency!
It was this observation that convinced the author that there was a substantial opportunity for investigating new filter tuning techniques using time-domain transforms.
From this beginning, extensive testing was performed, both on real filters and in
simulations, to understand the time-domain tuning process, and to try to explain why it
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should work. The results of these experiments are reported below.

4.2

Experimental and simulated results on the effects of tuning on the
time-domain response of filters

The tuning relationship between resonator tuning and the time-domain response can
be illustrated with the following example of tuning the original 5-pole filter, startin g
from an un-tuned state (all the resonator screws turned out - all resonators hi gh in frequency). This filter had fixed coupling, so only the resonators were adjustable.

4.2.1

The relationship between time-domain dips and resonator tuning

The 5-pole filter was tuned by adjusting the first resonator, and looking for a deep
null. This was repeated for the second, third, fourth and fifth resonators. Figure 4-6
shows as overlaid traces the five responses in frequency domain in the upper plot, timedomain for tuning the first two resonators in the middle plot, and time-domain for tunCH1
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ing resonators 3 through 5 in the lower plot.

Each labeled trace corresponds to each

It was noted that there was some difficult y in tunin g the

tuning screw adjustment.

fourth and fifth resonators for deep nulls, as they seemed quite interacti ve, th at is , tuning the fourth resonator for a deep null, then tuning the fifth, resulted in the null disappearing somewhat for the fourth. Re-tuning the fourth for a null caused the null associ ated with the fifth to be affected as well. Iterating between the two allowed deep nulls
to be achieved for both tuning screws. The final result of tuning the fifth resonator is
seen in the upper plot as a symmetrical return loss , of about 15 dB , centered nearly perfectly on the center frequency of the network analyzer.

Further tuning allowed the

nulls to be deepened, and after tuning, the filter was very nearly perfectly symmetric
about the center frequency of the analyzer sweep.
Whether the nulls associated with the tuning screws in the time-domain transform
are inherent in a properly tuned band-pass filter is a key question to answer. In an attempt to discern this, the 3-pole filter of figure 4-2 was evaluated by simulation over a
narrower range, corresponding to approximately five times the bandwidth. The frequency response of S 21 and the band-pass mode time-domain response of SII of the narrow sweep is shown in figure 4-7. From this simulation it is clear that there are nulls in
the time-domain response. A further simulation was performed on the low-pass prototype filter used for the design of this band-pass filter, and the low-pass time-domain
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response was taken and compared with the band-pass time-domain response of figure
4-7. Thi s is shown in figure 4-8 . Note that the band-pass version and the low -pass prototype response are nearly identical. The time-domain responses were generated by
downloading the simulated frequency response of the filter into the VNA, and usin g th e
VNA band-pass impulse transform function to perform the IFf. The built in time series function of Agilent's Microwave Design System (MDS) simulator was used at
first, but this function generated a transform assuming that the frequency response represented a real time-periodic function, and interpreted the frequencies similarl y to the
low-pass mode of the VNA, thus , did not give the same representation as the VNA
time-domain band-pass mode.
From the result of equation (3.36), it is expected that the magnitude of the VNA
band-pass transform and low-pass transform are the same. Since the nulls also appear
in the low-pass prototype, they are likel y due to some fundamental aspect of the filter
structure.
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4.2.2

Verifying the time-domain effects of tuning resonators

To verify that the tuning effect was not some artifact of the parti cul ar filter, si mulations of the model of a 3-pole, capacitive coupled filter were conducted usi ng Agil ent 's
Advanced Design System (ADS, a replacement for !vIDS) simul ation software. In th e
simulation, the filter was analyzed by tuning only the capacitor in the las t (third) resonator by +-2% , and viewing the results in (figure 4-9 top) for several va lues, with the
time-domain (right) and frequency (left).

Note that the third null shows substanti al

change, with the null being deepest only when the resonator is tuned to the center frequency, but the first two nulls show very little change. Also note the effect of vari ation
on the frequency response, where the deepest response is with the reson ator tuned.
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Next, the third capacitor was mistuned 50% low, and the capacitor of second resonator
was tuned over +-2% (this is the reverse of a normal tuning process, in that the resonators are sequentially un-tuned). The result is shown in figure 4-9 middle. Again, the
second null is only deep with the resonator tuned. Finally, both the second and third
capacitors are tuned +50%, and the capacitor of the first resonator is tuned +-2% ,
shown in figure 4-9 bottom. Here, only the time-domain plot is shown, as the frequency response shows an essentially flat response at 0 dB, due to the nearly total reflection from the second and third resonator. Once again, the null is deepest with the
first resonator tuned.
From these results one can conclude that tuning the resonators does appear to have a
direct effect on the depth of the nulls, and suggest a tuning process, namely reverse the
process shown in figure 4-9 to achieve a properly tuned filter. This simulation essentially verifies the experimental results shown earlier, and confirms that the results were
not merely due to some peCUliarity of the particular 5-pole filter used.

4.2.3

Changes of the time-domain center frequency of a tuned filter

One of the first experiments with the original filter was to change the center frequency of the VNA. It was noted that all the nulls disappeared. The result of this experiment is shown in figure 4-5, above. In this case, the center frequency was changed
by about half the bandwidth of the filter. Many coupled-resonator filters are designed
with very wide ranges of coupling and resonator tuning. This allows a single mechanical structure to be mass-produced for low cost, and custom tailored to a variety of applications at the time it is tuned. Occasionally, one filter is retuned to a different center
frequency, while trying to maintain the same filter shape. This can be easily accomplished by setting the VNA at the current center frequency of the filter, and storing a
trace into the analyzer's display memory. With both data and memory displayed, the
VNA center frequency is changed to the new desired frequency, in incremental
amounts. If this is a large change, it may not be possible to see any dips in the timedomain, so the size of the frequency change is chosen to maintain a time-domain response with recognizable nulls. The filter is tuned to the new, incremental center frequency, and the process is repeated until the desired frequency is reached. A more direct tuning method is demonstrated below that removes the need for the incremental
changes.
If the procedure for changing the center frequency as described above is followed, it

may be noted that the bandwidth of the filter (and the time-positions of the resonator
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nulls) will not match those of the originally tuned filter. This is readily understood by
realizing that the coupling factors of the filter, from which the filter bandwidth is determined, are always detennined from a ratio of the bandwidth to the center frequency.
If the center frequency is changed, without changing the coupling values, the resultant

filter bandwidth will change as well.
Thus, several simulated and real experimental examples all support the conjecture
that by observing the nulls associated with each resonator, and tuning for deep nulls, a
properly tuned filter will result, for the all-pole type filters tested. A theoretical basis to
underpin this conjecture is presented in chapter 5.

4.2.4

Compensating for resonator interactions

When starting with a completely un-tuned filter, and sequentially tuning the resonators, there is an interactive effect of one resonator on another. This can be noted by observing, for example, the first null of the band-pass filter in the middle plot of figure 46. When the second resonator is tuned, the first null becomes less deep. This is also
observed in the third null of the lower plot of figure 4-6. The depth of the null is
changed when tuning the fourth and fifth resonators. The interactions follow certain
behavioral patterns. For example, if all the resonators are tuned too high, and the first
resonator is tuned down, to create a deep null in the time-domain, and then the second
resonator is tuned also for a null, the first null will no longer be deep. It is necessary to
return to the first resonator and tune it further (in the same direction) to get a deep null
again. This has some small effect on the second resonator, which must be re-tuned as
well. The effect diminishes as the tuning becomes closer but the interactions do result
in more iterations. Experimentally, it appears that if the preceding resonator is tuned
high in frequency, it has the effect of making the resonator which follows appear
somewhat lower in frequency, so that the following resonator is not tuned down low
enough while it is being tuned.

4.2.5 The relationship between time-domain peaks and coupling tuning
Since the response of a band-pass filter is set almost entirely by the coupling factors,
assuming the resonators are properly tuned, it is often necessary to tune couplings to
achieve the desired pass band shape. The coupling principally affects the bandwidth,
ripple, and skirt steepness in all-pole filters. In an effort to understand if the timedomain response would show the effects of changes in coupling, several simulations
and experiments were perfonned.
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In one simulation of a S-pole filter, the values of indi vidual couplin g elements were
changed, and the results recorded. An ex ample is shown in fi gure 4-10 . Here , the co upling between resonators 1 and 2 is increased by 10%, in the blue trace. No ti ce th e
second peak in the time-domain trace has been reduced, and every peak after the sec ond peak has increased. Also note that the first peak is essentially unch anged. Thi s is
consistent with the intuitive idea that increasing the coupling between reson ators 1 and
2 will cause more signal to couple into resonator 2, thus less is reflected, causing th e
peak to be reduced. Since more energy is coupled into resonator 2, more is avail able to
reflect off the other coupling elements, thus the peaks of all the rest of the couplings are
increased. Also note that the second peak occurs at a slightly earlier time value. Thi s
is consistent with the results of Ness [8] , which utili zes the group delay of the reflection response to tune the coupling values of a filter. In this case, the peak value of the
coupling appears to give a better resolution than using the delay value, but both values
might reasonably be used in tuning method. Unlike the method proposed by Ness , it is
possible to determine which coupling element is mistuned even on a nearly tuned filter.
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Figure 4-11 shows a similar experiment, where the coupling between resonators 2
and 3 has been decreased by 10% . Following the insight of the previous result, decreasing the coupling results in an increase in the reflected signal associated with th at
coupling (the peak between nulls 2 and 3), and a decreasing of all the peaks to follo w,
as there is less energy entering resonator 3, to be available to reflect off the rem ainin g
coupling elements. Note also that the time associated with the peak is sli ghtl y lon ger
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change with the associated peak in the time-domain If a target f'lt
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by the VNA in memory (from a "golden" filter or from a simulation), another filter
may be tuned to the same response by tuning the coupling to match the peaks, and
tuning the resonators for nulls.
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Figure 4-11: Response of a 5-pole filter after changing the second coupling capacitor (Cc23) by -10% (blue) vs. the original (red)

4.2.6

Interactive effects on coupling peaks from tuning other couplings

The tuning of any coupling has interactive effects on the couplings that follow. This
is illustrated very clearly in figures 4-10 and 4-11. This interactive effect must be considered when using time-domain to tune filters. Experimental tests indicate that it is
necessary to properly adjust the outer couplings before attempting to adjust the couplings for inner resonators. Misalignment of the outer couplings will cause increasing
misalignment of the center couplings. Note how well the time-domain separates one
coupling from another, in that changes in Cc23 (the coupling between resonators 2 and
3) has almost no effect at all on the peaks that come before it (figure 4-11, right). Also
note from figure 4-10 and 4-11 that the frequency response appears almost the same; it
would be very difficult to know what has changed between the two frequency responses.
However the time-domain makes the difference very clear. For some filters, the input and output coupling is fixed, so that the associated first and last time-domain peak
does not align with that of the target filter shape; thus proper tuning of the remaining
couplings becomes in doubt. An area for further study is the interacti ve effect, whi ch
may allow for compensation techniques that remove the restriction of tuning the cou plings in order from the outer resonators to the center resonators , and provide guidance
as to how to compensate for misaligned but fixed input coupling .
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4.2.7

Examples of tuning filters with adjustable coupling

An example of the coupling tuning process is shown in figure 4-12 below, startim!
v

with an un-tuned (red) and tuned (blue) 8-pole filter shown in the time-domain (l eft)
and frequency domain (right). From this figure we can see that the filter is not properl y
tuned in frequency (notice the nulls are not deep in the red trace as compared to the
blue trace), due to resonator mistuning.

The resonators are first tuned by making the

nulls associated with each as deep as possible. For this filter, the first four resonators
were tuned looking at S\\, and the last four resonators were tuned looking at S22. (Only
SI\ is shown in the figure, S22 plots are similar).
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Figure 4-12: Time-domain (left) and frequency response (right) of a "golden"
or reference filter (blue) and an un-tuned filter (red)
Figure 4-13 shows the results after tuning all the resonators, The filter response is
well centered, but the return loss does not match the target return loss. Notice in figure
4-13 (left), that the coupling must be mistuned, as the peaks do not align. The next step
is to tune the coupling elements, so that the peaks associated with the couplings line up
with the peaks of the target or reference filter.

During the process of tuning the cou-

pling, it is necessary to start by tuning the outside elements first, and proceeding to the
center elements. For this tuning, the couplings 1-4 are tuned from S\\, and couplings 58 are tuned from the S22 side. In this filter, tuning the coupling changes the resonator
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Note the frequency response is not the same, and the peaks in the time-domain
trace do not line up.
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tuning, so that each resonator must be re-tuned such th at its assoc iated null is main tained. This process is continued until all the peaks in the time-domain trace are lined
th

up, as shown in Figure 4-14. Note that the 5 peak, (which represents the co uplin g between resonator 4 and 5) is slightly off, as are the peaks that follo w. This is because it
was adjusted to be a compromise between its response as seen from SII and S22. The
peaks that follow the fifth peak are more than halfway through the filter. It was not
possible to exactly match the peaks on both sides, as the input coupling (first peak in
the time-domain trace) is not adjustable, and it's not perfectly aligned. Thus , it will
affect all the other peaks and cause the overall response to be slightly different. Ho wever, after the real filter's couplings were adjusted to align the peaks in the timedomain response to the best extent possible, the resulting frequency domain bandwidth
and return loss levels were nearly identical.
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Figure 4-14: An 8-pole filter tuned after aligning the coupling peaks, and tuning
for deep nulls in the resonators. Note that this filter does not line up perfectly
with the target filter, probably due to differences in the loss between the fixed
input couplings
4.2.8

Tuning to a simulated target response

The filter above was tuned to a target filter response created by measuring a prevIously tuned filter. The application note [26] included at the end of this thesis as paper 2
shows a example where a simulation was used to create a target response for a filter
with a 60% wider bandwidth than the filter above. This target response was used to
reset the filter couplings, and allowed the filter to tuned to match the desired specifications over a wider bandwidth . The application note includes other exampl es of fi Iter
tuning which are not repeated here.
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4.2.9

The effects of loss on the time-domain response

One effect of non-ideal resonators is that of loss in the reson ators, whi ch res ults in
non-infinite Q in the filter. The effect of loss may become important when attempti ng
Fi gure 4-1 5

to create a target time-domain response from a simulated ideal filter.

shows that loss causes each subsequent coupling peak to become progressi vel y small er.
This makes intuitive sense if one considers the couplings as reflecting some energy,
and passing some along. If energy is lost in each resonator, then one might expect the
effect of the loss to be greater farther into the filter. Figure 4-15 shows just such behavior. If an ideal filter simulation is used as a template for tuning a real , lossy filter,
then the coupling tuning process described above will result in the couplings towards
the center of the filter being to small (because the peak associated with the coupling
would be higher than intended, to accommodate the loss in the real filter), thus yi eldin g
a filter with a bandwidth that is narrower than intended.
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4.2.10 Synopsis of time-domain tuning method for all-pole filters
The time-domain tuning process is outlined in table 2 below.

Table 4-1: Synopsis of Time-domain Filter Tuning for All-Pole Filters
1. Set the center frequency of the network analyzer equal to the desired
center frequency for the filter.
2. Set the frequency span to be 2 to 5 times the bandwidth of the filter.
3. Use 201 pOints in the sweep for a good compromise between sweep
speed and resolution.
4. Measure S11 on one channel and S22 on the other channel. If desired, a
4-parameter display can be used to view both the frequency and timedomain responses at once. Viewing both domains while tuning may
provide better insight for optimizing the filter's response.
5. Select the band-pass mode time-domain transform.
6. In the time-domain, choose the start limit to be about one resonator delay on the minus side; approximately t = -(2h'iBW). Choose a stop limit
of about 2 to 3 times the full filter delay; approximately
t = (2N+ 1)/(1'iBW), where N is the number of filter sections (resonators)
and BW is the filter 3 dB bandwidth in Hz.
7. Use log magnitude format (dB), and set the reference position to 10
(top of the graticule) and the reference value to 0 dB.
8. If the filter has tunable coupling, set the coupling screws approximately
correct; for example, by adjusting them to the same physical height as
those on a IIgolden filter.
ll

9. Tune the resonators first, adjusting for deepest dips in the time-domain
trace. Start with the resonators at the input and output sides and work
towards the middle.
10. Tuning one resonator may cause the previous resonator to become
slightly un-tuned. In this case, go back and retune the previous resonator, then optimize the current resonator again.
11. Tune the coupling apertures from the input and ou~put sides first ~nd
work towards the middle. After adjusting each coupling screw, readjust
the resonators on each side to make the dips as low as possible.
12. Repeat the tuning process at least once to fine-tune, or as needed to
achieve desired response.
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4.3

Filters with transmission zeros

For many communication applications, it is necessary to make a filter skirt response
steeper than normally obtained by all-pole type filters.
(where the

S 21

Discrete transmission zeros

goes to zero) can be obtained in the filter stop band by adding cross-

coupling (coupling between resonators other than nearest neighbors). Filters are often
designed with transmission zeros to sharpen the stop band rejection . The transmission
zeros can be generated by a variety of means. Common among these are using cross
coupling between non-adjacent resonators to create a transmission zero [57,79] , or using additional resonators to create a notch in the stop band [80] . Typically, the number
of resonators over which the coupling crosses will determine the characteristics of the
transmission zeros. Crossing over an odd number of resonators, as seen in Fig. 2-4,
results in an asymmetric frequency response, with a zero on only one side of the pass
band. Crossing over two resonators results in transmission zeros on both sides of the
pass band. Filters with cross coupling present additional difficulties compared to tuning all-pole filters, especially if the value of the cross coupling is also adjustable .

4.3.1

Time-domain response of filters with cross-coupling

The time-domain response of filters with cross coupling to create transmission zeros
may be useful in tuning these filters [65,81] (included as published papers 3 and 4 at
the end of this thesis). The time-domain response of these filters differs from all-pole
filters, in that tuning the characteristic nulls to be as deep as possible does not result in
the filter being properly tuned. Fig. 4-16 shows the frequency and time response of the
4-pole filter with asymmetric cross coupling from resonators 2 to 4. The filter, in this
case, had coupling adjustments for only the input, output and cross coupling. The cou10
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Figure 4-16: Time-domain response (left) and frequency respo~se (right) of a 4pole fi lter with cross-coupling between resonators 2 and 4. Notice the null
associated with the second resonator is not at all deep.
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pIing between resonators was fixed. The filter was optimized for return loss in the pass
band and rejection in the upper stop band. Note that the level of the two peaks in the
return loss over the pass band are the same, even though the shape of the two are different, showing that the filter is properly tuned.
Interestingly, the time responses of the nulls are not deep for many of the resonators,
especially resonator 2. To understand why this is, and how to tune these filters, one
must first look back at the design methods for the simple, all-pole filters.
With cross coupling added to the filter, the time-domain response no longer has the
simple relationship to filter tuning.

Further, especially in filters with asymmetric

transmission zeros, the tuning of the filter is not optimum when each node frequency is
centered at the filter center frequency. (The node frequency is here defined to be the
resonant frequency of the node with all connected couplings -- including cross coupling
-- grounded). The resonators are often "pulled" to compensate for the effect on the
pass-band of the transmission zeros in the stop-band, thus achieving the desired passband return loss specification. This results in an asymmetric shape to the return loss, as
demonstrated in Fig. 4-16. Tuning for deep nulls results in a filter that does not meet
the return loss specifications. However, the tuning of these filters may be addressed
using time-domain techniques as described below.
Assume that argument still holds that the time response of any particular node of a
filter displays a deep null when the node frequency is exactly centered on the network
analyzer center frequency. The difficulty with these complex filters is that the node
frequencies are no longer easy to determine. But one can use the network analyzer itself, on a properly tuned or "golden" filter, or on a simulated filter, to discover the individual node frequencies. This is done setting up the vector network analyzer in dual
channel mode, with one channel on frequency domain and one on time-domain. The
center frequency of the VNA is adjusted while looking at the null associated with a particular resonator. When the null is maximized, that frequency is recorded as the node
frequency for that resonator. Fig. 4-17 illustrates the time response of the filter tuned at
the filter center frequency, and then tuned to a frequency that maximizes the null associated with resonator 2 (one of the resonators with cross coupling).
This process is repeated for each of the filter's resonators, adjusting the VNA center
frequency until each null is maximized. For best sensitivity, the VNA frequency span
is reduced to just two times the bandwidth. Table 4-2 below gives the node frequencies
determined for each resonator for the filter from Fig. 4-16. Armed with this informa-
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tion, and using the measurement from Fig. 4-17 as the tuning tern p Ia te, alter
fOI tun ma
o
0

process for complex fi lters can now be defi ned.
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Figure 4-17: The time-domain response of a cross-coupled filter, with the center
frequency of the VNA changed to give the maximum null for resonator 2

TABLE 4-2: Node Frequency for Each Resonator of the
Filter from figure 4-17
Resonator No.

4.3.2

Node Frequency

1

836.25 MHz

2

833.85 MHz

3

834.55 MHz

4

836.45 MHz

Tuning method for filters with cross-coupling

The experimental results on all-pole filters demonstrate that nulls in the time-domain
have a correlation to an associated resonator, and when the resonators are tuned such
that the nulls are deep, the filter is properly tuned in the time-domain. However, if the
same simple tuning method is used on filters with cross coupling which result in transmission zeros, the filter is not properly tuned.
The experimental results on tuning filters with cross coupling are described below.
The key result is that cross coupling causes the nulls to be not deep, when the filter is
properly tuned, perhaps because the cross coupling alters the effec ti ve reso nant fre quency of any particular resonator so th at it is not exactl y on th e center of th e fil ter pass
band, as shown if figure 4-16. The effecti ve value of the resonators are fo und by sh ift ing the center frequency of the VNA while monitorin g th e time-domai n response of the
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input and output match, as shown in figure 4-17 . W hen the nu ll associated wi th any
particular resonator of a properly tuned filter is deepest, the value of the VNA center
frequency is recorded, and assigned to the associated resonator, see table 4-2 .
A tuning method was developed using these values as a templ ate fo r an un-tuned fi I_
ter. An example of using the time-domain method for tuning cross-coup led fil ters is
shown below , for the 4-pole filter depicted by the responses of fi gure 4-16 . Figure 4-18
(left) shows (in red) the time-domain response of the un-tuned filter as well as the target or "golden" filter response (black). The filter is initiall y tuned fo r deep nu lls associated with the resonators (blue). Also shown (right) is the frequenc y response of S I I
and

of the un-tuned filter (red) and the filter tuned for deep null s (blue) and the tar-

S21

get response (black).
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Figure 4-18: Time-domain response (left) and frequency response (right) of an
un-tuned -pole filter (red), a filter tuned for deep nulls (blue) and the target or
"golden" filter (black)
Next, the main couplings are adjusted to match the values of the peaks of the target
filter, just as in the simplifi ed tuning method, as shown in fi gure 4-19. Duri ng thi s
process, the resonators are re-tuned to maintain deep nulls.
The cross coupling value is tuned to set the transmi ssion zero to the proper fre quency in the stop band, by observing

S 21

in the frequency domain , as shown in figure
10
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4-20.
Finally, the center frequency of the VNA is reset for each resonator, in tum , to the
value in table 4-2, and the associated resonator tuned for a deep null. Each resonator is
tuned for a deep null at its respective frequency, starting from the outside in. Because
of interactions between resonators, this is an iterative process, repeated until the null for
each resonator is maximized at its respective target frequency as listed in table 4-2.
Figure 4-21 shows the final result of this tuning: the filter is tuned almost perfectly to
match the target response.
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Figure 4-21:Time-domain response (left) and frequency response (right) of the
filter after final tuning of each resonator (red), to create a maximum null at its
respective target frequency. Target filter is in black and S21 of the tuned filter
is shown in blue
Many questions remain with respect to filters with transmjssion zeros , such as ho w
to predict the value of the resonator frequency based on the filter structure, and altern ative methods for tuning the cross coupling. This cross coupling may be used to fl atten
the group delay responses of filters [47], but the effect of thi s cross coupl ing on the
time-domain response has not been investigated.
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4.3.3

Filters with zeros from adjacent coupled resonators

As an alternative to cross coupling, it is also possible to create a transmission zero
by adding a notch filter resonator, typically coupled to the input or output of the filter.
The effect on the time-domain response of a filter of adding a notch resonator has not
been investigated, but may be closely related to tuning duplex filters.

4.3.4 Filters with arbitrary resonator tuning
The experiments described above demonstrate a key hypothesis with respect to the
time peaks and resonator nulls. For all-pole filters, each resonator is tuned to the center
frequency of the filter. For filters with transmission zeros, the apparent resonator frequency may be different than the filter center frequency. This can even be extended to
filters that are not designed to mimic exactly some low-pass prototype filter. For example, some filters used in communication systems must have a specific phase requirement at the center frequency, but not have tight control on the return loss. In tuning these filters, the return loss is tuned to achieve a good response, then one or more of
the resonators are adjusted to create the correct phase value (often this is the outside
resonator). In this case, an all-pole filter tuned to meet the phase specification will not
have all resonators set at the filter center frequency. However, using the techniques
from section 4.3.2, the resonator values can be characterized using time-domain techniques and subsequent filters can be deterministically and successfully tuned to match
the response of the initial filter.

4.4

Time-domain resolution with respect to filter tuning

Section 4.1 noted that the time-domain transform of filters had not previously been
considered useful with respect to band-pass filters, as the narrow frequency span used
to measure band-pass filters would result in a distance resolution many times the filter's
length. However, the experiments described above clearly show that there is sufficient
resolution to resolve individual filter tuning elements. These apparently conflicting
views can be brought together by realizing that filters exhibit what is known as "slowwave" behavior [82]. That is, the electrical delay through a filter is many times more
than expected from its physical length. The delay is approximately given by [82]

n
delay=-

(4.1)

BW

where n is the number of resonators in the filter and BW is the bandwidth of the filter
(in Hertz). Thus, any single resonator has an approximate delay of lIBW, with the re-
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flection delay being twice as much, as signals travel forth and back. The time-domain
resolution also goes as approximately 1IBW, so if the frequency span is significantly
more than the bandwidth of the filter (say, 2 to 5 times more) then the resolution of the
time-domain transform should be sufficient to resolve resonators for a filter with any
arbitrarily small bandwidth.
There are further questions as to the maximum number of resonators that a filter
may have and still have the time-domain tuning method apply, and why there are such
interactive effects seen on the last resonators in the filter when tuning from only one
end. As to the first question, the time-domain tuning method has been effectively used
on up to 17 -pole filters, where both S 11 an

S22

were used to tune the resonators at the

inputs and outputs. The practical limit may be due to losses in the filter. As to the second question, experimentally it appears that one can effectively tune a filter to N/2+ 1
resonators in from one side of the filter, or, halfway through the filter plus one resonator. This makes sense due to the nature of most filter coupling coefficients as described
below.
Most filters used are of the equal-ripple, Chebyshev or Butterworth form. All of
these filters have the attribute that the coupling factors are largest on the outer elements
and smallest on the inner elements. One way to view coupling elements is as coupling
bandwidths between resonator sections [5]. Thus, one may consider these filters as a
series of one-pole filters, getting progressively narrower as one proceeds from the outer
filter elements to the center elements. For a time-domain response from the outermost
element (with the largest bandwidth) there should be sufficient resolution to resolve the
first resonator as long as the frequency sweep is on the order of 2-5 times the filter
bandwidth. Considering the waveform that passes through the first filter and impinges
on the second resonator, one may note that the filtering of the first section narrows the
effecti ve frequency span of this waveform. Thus, the frequency content might not have
sufficient resolution for resolving the second resonator, but as the bandwidth of second
coupling is narrower than the first, thereby having longer delay, less frequency span is
needed to resolve the second resonator. This argument holds up until the center resonator is reached. At the center resonator, all the coupling bandwidths that follow are progressively wider (i.e., have shorter delay) such that it becomes increasingly more difficult to resolve resonators from one-another as one passes beyond the center resonators.
From this one can propose that filters should be tuned from both sides, tuning each side
up to the center resonator. Practical experience has shown that trying to use timedomain tuning from only one-side results in substantial interactions between tuning
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resonators beyond the center resonator. This is apparent in the tuning of resonators 4
and 5 from figure 4-6 in section 4.2.1.
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Chapter 5 Theoretical Analysis of Time-domain Filter Tuning
Time-domain tuning has been empirically shown to be effective in tuning many
common filter types, particularly all-pole filters. The experimental results described in
chapter 4 provide compelling evidence that a relationship exists between the timedomain response nulls and resonator tuning, and between the time-domain response
peaks and coupling value.

However, there has not been any mathematical study that

shows why this should be so. In an attempt to justify and quantify this relationship,
several avenues of theoretical work were pursued.

An analysis of the VNA time-

domain response of the input and output reflection of filters, as compared with the filter
impulse time-response, is presented which provides a theoretical basis for explaining
the success of the time-domain tuning technique. Below, a three-pole band-pass filter
is first analyzed analytically, with the result that the analytic impulse response is found
to be quite different from the VNA time-domain result, though this example did not
provide any intuitive understanding of the cause of the difference or for the behavior of
nulls in the time-domain tuning method. A simpler case, that of a one-pole filter, is
completely examined in terms of its analytic impulse response and VNA time-domain
response, from which a complete understanding of the source of the nulls in the timedomain response, and their behavior with tuning is ascertained. This simple model is
then extended to the multi-pole case through an analysis of simulated results on a
multi-pole filter.

5.1

Calculating band-pass time-domain responses from low-pass prototypes

The first effort in providing a theoretical basis for time-domain tuning was to demonstrate that a properly tuned all-pole band-pass filter must have deep nulls in the timedomain response. Chapter 3 of this thesis illustrated that the band-pass response of a
filter can be related to the low-pass prototype filter, using the shift theory. The timedomain response of band-pass filter calculated analytically would always be a sinusoidal waveform with an envelope that follows the low-pass prototype. This sinusoid
would make determining nulls in the time-domain very difficult. Figure 5-1 illustrates
the transmission responses of a 3-pole low-pass filter (left) and similar band-pass filter
(right) in linear (upper) and log magnitude (lower) formats. (The peaks of the low-pass
and band-pass responses are made to be the same in this figure). From the dB plot, it is
clear that while low-pass plot has a few distinct nulls, the band-pass has many nulls as-
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sociated with the carrier term. However ' a VNA takes only on e-Sl'd e d f requency data.
and thus its time-domain response has both real and imagi nary parts . The magmtu
. de 0 f
the time-domain response is identical to th at of the low -pass prototype as shown

In

equations (3.35 ) and (3.36), and figure 5-1 (left, lower). If one can show that the low 2
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Figure 5-1 (left) Low-pass impulse response of a 3-pole filter in linear (upper)
and log magnitude (lower); (right) band-pass impulse response of 3-pole bandpass filter in linear (upper) and log magnitude (lower) formats
pass prototype must have deep null s in the time-domain response, it would foll ow th at a
band-pass filter based on this prototype would also have deep null s. The nex t secti ons
provide calculations on low-pass filters to show th at such null s must ex ist, and th e
depth of the null depends on the tunin g of the filter resonators.

5.1.1

Time-domain reflection response of 3 pole Butterworth filter

A 3-pole Butterworth low-pass filter was chosen for the first calcul ati ons, due to its
relatively simple transfer function. Once the time-domain respon se of the low -pass fil ter is known , the envelope for a 3-pole Butterworth band-pass filter is determined.
The transfer response of a normalized 3-pole Butterworth filter is [83 ]
(5. 1)

From thi s S-parameters can be detelmined from
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(5.2)
From direct calculation, or [83],
l

H(s)=

D(s) =

d

2

S3
S3

+ 2S2 + 2s + 1 an so,

(5.3)

+ 2S2 + 2s + 1

The input impedance for an all-pole Butterworth filter can be written directly as [84]
Z 11 ()
S

_D(s)-sll
----

(5.4)

D(s) + s"

and from equations (2.22), (5.3) and (5.4)

-s"

S11(S) = - D(s)

(5.5)

and from equation (5.5), Sl1can be computed as
(5.6)

Replacing s with jm results in,

S (. ) - -m 6 + 2m4 - J'(2 m5 - m3)
11

1

Jm -

+m

(5.7)

6

and
(5.8)

To verify this result, power conservation is used to compute 1SII 12 from
(5.9)

The frequency response of

SII (m)

of the 3-pole Butterworth is shown in figure 5-2.

The time-domain response can be found from the inverse Laplace transfonn of SII(S)
in equation (5.6) (see appendix 1 for the detailed calculation):
S11 (t) = -get)

+{ e +e
-t

-t/2

((coscvi t)

-1 sin(1 t) )}.

U (t)

(5.10)

III

The magnitude of the S II impulse respon se is shown in figure 5-3 (left) , for co mparison with the VNA time-domain transform of the frequency response 5 (m) , figure
11

5-3 (right). This is also shown in the linear magnitude format, as it is a complex result.
Clearly, the SII impulse response that was calculated analytically does not match the
time-domain transform of the frequency response, such that one must conclude there is
some special attribute of the VNA transform that causes the differences in responses
shown in figure 5-3. In particular, there is a null near t = 0 in the VNA transform that
is not in the impulse response. Unfortunately, this does not give good insight as to why
the nulls in the VNA time-domain transform become less deep when the resonators are
not properly tuned. Further analytical analysis of the three-pole filter is mathematically
difficult, therefore an even simpler circuit will be used to further explore this aspect of
the VNA time-domain transform.
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Figure 5-2: Frequency response of a 3-pole Butterworth low-pass filter, in dB
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5.2

Analytical calculations based on a single-pole low-pass filter

A single pole low-pass filter will be used to examine the rel ati onship between the
VNA time-domain transform and its impulse respon se, which may then be ex tended to
band-pass filters. A single pole low-pass filter con sisting of a seri es inductor (or shu nt
capacitor) can represent the single pole band-pass case.

Band-pass filters, though, can

be mistuned from their desired center frequency, reSUlting in a non-symmetri c response
about that center frequency. Low-pass filters consisting of ph ysi call y realizable parts
(e.g., inductors and capacitors) must always have symmetric responses about the ori gi n.
However, if the use of non-realizable elements is allowed, then it is possible to "tune" a
low-pass filter to have a non-symmetric response about the origin. Adding a fi xed reactance, of value

m 0, will provide the non-symmetric low-pass response that can be used

to investigate the band-pass response of a mistuned single-pole band-pass filter.

5.2.1

Modeling a low-pass response centered about frequencies other than zero
Hertz.

Figure 5-4 shows the frequency response with m 0= 0 for a filter with a cutoff of
(J)

= 1.

For a 1 pole RC filter, the analytical calculation of the frequency respon se

yields

S ({J)--l+
II

For a comer frequency of

-

(J)

22

.
2{J)RC
- }--=----=22 + (mRC) 2
22 + ({J)RC) 2

(5.11 )

= 1 and R= 1, then C=2. The frequency response of the

network is shown, with the frequenc y span equal to 2 times the bandwidth . (Note, thi s
is equivalent to a band-pass filter with a bandwidth of 2).
The impulse response of the network can be calculated analyti call y (see appendi x 1)

o
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Figure 5-4 Frequency response of a I-pole low-pass flit
the radian frequency.
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to obtain the result

(5.12)
where Vet) is the Heavyside (or unit) step function . Thi s result is plotted in figure 5-5
(left). Since the frequency response is hermitian , the resulting time response is pure
real. Equation (5.12) is also plotted in log magnitude (dB ) format in figure 5-5 (ri ght),
however the delta function is not shown on this plot. Note that the response forms a
straight diagonal line when displayed in log magnitude.
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Figure 5-5 Impulse response of a I-pole low-pass filter in (left) linear, and (right)
log magnitude (dB) formats. Note the negative delta function at time t=O.
If the VNA time-domain transform is performed on the frequency response data, the
time-domain response can be plotted. Figure 5-6 shows the time-domain respon se plotted (red) in dB , as is the custom with VNA displays, since the data is often complex
and ranges over large values. The analytically calculated result from figure 5-5 (right)
of the impulse response is plotted on the same plot for comparison (blue, das hed).
Clearly, there is a substantial difference.

This difference becomes more interesting

when the center frequency of the response is changed.
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Figure 5-6 VNA time-domain response of a 1-pole filter (red) and impulse response (blue) both in log magnitude (dB).
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The time response for a frequency-shifted network can be determined analyticall y
from the Fourier transform shift theory to be:
S]](t)=[e- t .U(t)-5(t)} e-}cu

Q

t

(5.13)

Figure 5-7 (right) shows the frequency response with OJ 0= -0.2. A VNA time-domain
transform is performed on the shifted frequency response data and the resulting trace is
plotted in figure 5-7 (right, red trace), along with the magnitude impulse response from
equation (5.13) (blue trace), (the negative delta function is not shown in the blue trace) .
There is a change in the magnitude of the time-domain transformed signal, but no
change in display of the analytically calculated impulse response. The latter result is
evident from equation (5.13) as the complex exponential factor has no effect on the
magnitude of this function. This discrepancy leads to questioning the validity of the
VNA time-domain transform, and is further investigated in the next section.
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Figure 5-7 (left) Frequency response of a I-pole filter offset tuned; (right) timedomain (red) and analytic impulse response (blue) of a 1 pole filter tuned offset.
(Negative delta function at 1=0 not shown on the impulse response)
5.2.2

Comparison of impulse response & VNA time-domain transforms as applied to a I-pole low-pass filter

As outlined in section 3.3, the truncation of frequency response data can di stort the
time-domain transform, effectively adding a rectangular window to the analytically calculated impulse response. The effects of truncation can be applied to the parts of equation (5.12). This effect is the convolution of
sin at

(5.14)

at

with each of the individual parts of equation (5.12). The convolution of the first (exponential) part is difficult to calculate analytically, but can be numelicall y computed to
illustrate its effect, or the discrete inverse FOUlier transform can be pelfonned on
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(5.15 )

which is the frequency response associated with the exponential part. The second part
(delta function) convolution is easy to calculate analytically, as convolution of a delta
with any function returns that function. For this part of the investigation , the frequenc y
span is increased to 10 times the bandwidth, and the linear magnitude is di spl ayed. The
frequency responses of the individual parts of equation (5.11) are shown in figure 5-8
(left); note the flat frequency response (blue trace along the top graticule) associated
with the delta function in the time response of equation (5 .1 2). The log magnitude of
the impulse responses of the two parts are shown individually in figure 5-8 (right), with
the portion attributable to the delta function in blue, and the portion attributable to the
frequency dependent function in red. This time response is calculated as though the
magnitude of the frequency response is zero outside the plotted region, thus truncating
equation (5.11) for

Iml > 10.

Here one can see that the time responses become confus-

ing due to the side lobes caused by the truncation function.
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Figure 5-8 (left) Frequency response associated with the impulse (blue) and
the exponential (red) portions of eq. (5.11), (right) the time response of the
truncated impulse (blue) and exponential (red) portions of eq. (5.12).
In the VNA time-domain transform, the side lobes are controlled by a window function that makes a smooth transition to zero at the edges of the frequency response . The
window function used in the VNA is a Kaiser-Bessel window , typically of factor 6.
The effect of the window function is shown in chapter 3, figure 3-5 .
The windowed frequency response of the two parts of equation (5. 11 ) is shown in
figure 5-9 (left). The impulse response of these function s is shown in figure 5-9 (ri ght ).
The data is re-normalized such that the amplitude of the transfOtTIl of a unit input frequency response is unity at t=O (that is , normalizing the time response to the sum of the
window coefficients, as described in section 3.3.5). Compared with figure 5-8. thi
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display is visually clearer, with less of the detail obscured by the side-l obes. The penalty for this is a widening of the impulse respon ses, which if windo wed too much
would lead to a lack of resolution in the display.
Figure 5-10 shows the result of taking the individual displays of figure 5-9 (right ),
and combining them into one display that represents the overall impulse response of the
windowed

S))

function. By adding the effects of windowing and truncation to the imOr---~------------~
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Figure 5-9 (left) The two parts of equation (5.11) windowed in the frequency
domain with the delta portion in blue, and the other portion in red; (right) the
time response of the respective parts with windowing applied.
pulse response of equation (5.12), it becomes the same as the VNA time-domain transform. This has a deep null near t=O. Inspection of these parts show that the null is
caused by the windowed delta portion of equation (5.13) exactly canceling the windowed exponential portion. Thus the deep null is a function of the truncation and windowing of the frequency response widening the delta portion of SII (t) such that it exactly cancels part of the exponential portion.
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Figure 5-10 Impulse response of a I-pole network with truncation & windowing
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Figure 5-11 (left) shows the SII frequen cy respon se of each portion of a filter shifted
by

(j)o

= -0.5. It is clear that the delta function portion has not changed at all (the delta

function in time-domain is a constant in frequenc y domain ), but the frequency dependent portion has changed. Inspection of equation (5.13) shows th at since oCt) is zero at

t:;tO, and e

Jwo1

=lat t=O, the delta function portion of SII (t) is not affected by the fre-

quency shift. Figure 5-11 (right) shows the impulse response of the shi fted fil ter after
windowing. This shows no deep null , thus confirming that offset tunin g a filter will
affect the null in the time domain.
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Figure 5-12 (left) frequency response of the individual portions of SII of a
windowed and frequency shifted I-pole network; (right) combined impulse response of the frequency shifted I-pole network.
The depth of the null becomes even more clear if one looks at the real and imaginary
time responses of the individual parts of windowed version of equation (5.13) as shown
in figure 5-12 (left) and 5-12 (right), respectively. Equation (5.13) describes the impulse response when the "center frequency" is changed (that is, a constant reactance
added so that the S II frequency response is no longer centered at zero). Note that for a
zero shift, it is the same as equation (5.1 2). The behavior of the individual parts of
equation (5 .13) can be observed to better under the effect of frequency shift.
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Figure 5-11 (left) Real part of exponential (red) and delta portion (blue); (right)
imaginary part of exponential (red) and delta portion (blue) of equation (5.13).
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The imaginary portion related to the delta function is always zero regardless of the
shift. The imaginary portion of the rest of the time response portion of equation (5.13 )
however grows as the sine of the shift grows, and the real portion is reduced as the cosine of the shift is reduced (both are functions of the complex exponential element).
For small shifts, the size of the imaginary portion is very small, but it is noti ceable on a
log magnitude plot. Since the S II (t) function is pure real only if there is no shift, the
deep null is possible only if each portion, both real and imaginary, of equation (5.13)
cancel, but the delta portion is always pure real. Thus, the depth of the null is directly
proportional to the remaining imaginary part of the exponential portion of S 11 (t).
This becomes quite clear if the total result of SII (t) is plotted against the imaginary
part of the exponential portion, as shown in figure 5-13 . The depth of the null cannot
go below the magnitude of the imaginary part. From this it is clear that for a one-pole
resonator, a deep null will exist if the resonant frequency is exactly on the center of the
data used for the transform. If the resonator is not on the center, the depth of the null
will be proportional to the sine of the shift of center frequency.
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Figure 5-13 Log magnitude of the overall impulse response of a shifted 1-pole
network (blue, dashed), along with only the imaginary part (red).
From the examples above, it is clear that the impulse response of a I-pole filter differs from the VNA time-domain response only because of the windowing and truncation effects. These effects cause a spreading of the individual portions of the impulse
response, and this spreading creates a null in the VNA time response near time t=O .
Further, if the response is shifted from being centered on the transform, the resulting
time-domain response will no longer have a deep null , wi th the depth of the null bein g
'
. 0 f t he response, w h'1ch in tum is proporti onal to
.
proportIOnal
to the .
Imagmary
portIOn
the frequency shift. This one-pole response can be extended to multi-pole filters, by
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realizing that the filter response can be modeled as the concatenation of a series of 1pole filters, as discussed below.

5.3

Time-domain response of multi-pole fIlters

To extend the results of the previous section to mUlti-pole filters , it is only necessary
to realize that the reflections seen at the input port are the sums of reflections occurring
at each of the resonators, in tum. That is, the time-domain of the S\\ response of a filter
can be thought of as a series of responses from I-pole filters, coupled by the coupling
factor. Consider the filter from figure 2-3: it can be re-configured to show explicitly
the resonators and coupling structures as shown in lower portion of figure 5-14. Here,
the coupling elements include (non-realizable) negative shunt capacitances, with a positive capacitance of the same value in-between. Note that with this re-configuration , the
resonators are all tuned to exactly the same frequency.
The effects of each resonator on the time-domain can be studied by adding a dual directional coupler between resonators 1 and 2, taking a portion of the incident and reflected signals thus coupled out, passing the reflected signal through a copy of the coupling elements and first resonator, to a third port, and the incident signal to a fourth
port. This will act as a probe to allow the individual effects of the resonators to be
studied. The copy of the coupling elements and resonator for the third port enable
viewing the portion of the signal reflected off resonator 2 as it would appear at port 1, if
it were separated from the reflection off resonator 1. An experimental schematic of a 5pole filter thus configured is shown in figure 5-14. Note that a gain block is added to
remove the effects of the coupling loss. Only the first two couplings are shown, and
,

- --- - - ------- --- - - - -- ---- - --- --- - ---- -- - ---- - -- - --- -- ----- -- -------- -- ---- -- - - - -- ---- - - - ~,

"Probe" for testing reflections
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Figure 5-14 Schematic of a 5 pole filter with the signal to port 2 (incident and
reflected) coupled off for testing.
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resonator 4 is not shown.

Simulations were performed on thi s filter to investigate the

effects of each resonator, and demonstrate the reasons for the interacti ve effects of tuning in the time-domain.
Figure 5-15 shows the filter's transmission and reflection response (thin red and blue
lines, respectively) and the response from the resonator 2 incident signal probe (t hi ck
red line). This is the signal that is applied to resonator 2, and shows the bandwi dth reduction effects of the first resonator. That is, the thick red line shows that the incident
signal to resonator 2 does not have a flat frequency response, but is reduced outside the
bands of the filter. (The ringing on the signal is likely due to the way in which the
source impedance of the coupling network reacts with the coupling element used as a
10
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Figure 5-15: Transmission response (red) and reflection response (blue) from
the overall filter (thin lines), along with reflection from just before resonator 2
(thick blue) and incident signal to resonator 2 (thick red)
probe in the circuit). Also shown in figure 5-15 is the reflection signal from the input
to resonator 2 (thick blue line) including the effects of passing back through the copy of
the first coupling and resonator elements.
The reflection probe couples the signal off with -40 dB coupling to avoid affecting
the overall frequency response. This signal is then amplified to account for the coupling loss, and finally, is passed through a network that is identical to the first interstage coupling and first resonator. Thus, this signal represents the contribution of resonators 2 to 5 of this filter on the overall SII reflection, but does not include the contribution from the first resonator. Adding in the extra circuitry provides for the same
band limiting and delay as that which occurs on the same reflection signal as measured
at S II. This can be most easily understood by viewing this trace in the time-domain .
Figure 5-16 shows the time-domain transf01m of the SII trace (blue) and the condi-
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Figure 5-16: Time-domain response of the S11 of the 5-pole filter (blue) and of
the reflection from just before resonator 2 (red)
tioned reflection from resonator 2 (red). The time of the null for the second resonator is
offset by exactly the delay of the first resonator, as can be determined by calculating
the delay of only the filtering elements associated with the first resonator in the output
of the probe circuit.
Also, it is remarkable that past the second null in the blue trace in figure 5-16 (that
is, past the first null in the red trace), the two time-domain plots are identical. This
confinns that the red trace represents the reflection from the rest of the filter beyond the
first resonator, and that the circuitry added to the reflection probe properly conditions
the signal to represent the contribution of resonators 2 through 5 on the S II response.
From this plot, the contribution of the resonators 2 through 5 (red trace) can be subtracted from the overall S II response to gi ve the contribution of only the first resonator
to the overall

Sl\

response. Figure 5-17 shows the overall S II response (blue) and the

response created from subtracting the resonator 2 input response from the overall S II
response to give the response from only the first resonator (red) , after shifting the second resonator to account for 270 degrees of phase shift from the first resonator and
coupling.
Note that the red trace is nearly identical to that found in the previous section , figure
5-6, for a I-pole resonator, and which has been shown to have a null that is proportional to the tuning of the resonator center frequency (of course the delay is different as
it is scaled by the frequency span of the filter). This remarkable result indicates th at th e
time-domain response can truly separate individual resonator respon ses, for mUlti-pole
fi lters.
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Figure 5-17: Time-domain transform of overall S11 (blue) and from only the
first resonator (red) found by subtraction of the two traces in figure 5-16.
The technique to display this individual resonator response can be repeated for each
additional resonator in the filter to demonstrate the individual response of each. Some
observations on these plots are appropriate. Notice that the first resonator null does not
land exactly at the same time point as the overall S \\ response. This is easily understood by recognizing that the overall response also contains some portion of a real signal from the reflection of resonators 2 to 5 occurring at the same time as the null associated with the overall response of S \\. This causes an apparent shift in the null of the
overall response from that of the single resonator response. This also may account for
why the resonator null associated with the first resonator sometimes appears just before
the t=O axis.
Also note that these nulls will not be deep if the resonator associated with the null is
not properly tuned, as that will yield an imaginary portion which cannot be cancelled
out by the real response that occurs from the windowed delta function as shown in figure 5-13 of the previous section.
This also demonstrates why there appears some interacti ve effect of one resonator
tuning on another. The interactive effect can arise from insufficient bandwidth on the
frequency response measurement, which will result in a spreading of the time-domain
transfonn, causing the imaginary part of one resonator to land in the region of a null
associated with a different resonator. An additional cause of interaction is due to the
shift in the center frequency of the signal applied to the second and subsequent resonators. To illustrate this interactive effect, the capacitor on the first reson ator of th e filt er
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from figure 5-14 was adjusted up by 1%. The resulting frequency is shown in figures
5-18, and time-domain in figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-18: Frequency response of a 5 pole filter with the first capacitor mistuned 1 %, S21 (thin red), Sl1 (thin blue), and the input to resonator 2 (thick red)
and the reflection from resonators 2-5 (thick blue).
Note from figure 5-18 that while the frequency response of the input reflection, S 11,
(thin blue line) is dramatically degraded (to only about -5 dB), the response of the reflection to the second resonator (thick blue line) is substantially unchanged in the pass
band when compared to figure 5-15. The input to the second resonator (the thick red
line) is tuned lower in frequency, resulting in more signal below the pass band center
incident on the second resonator, causing a higher reflection in the stop band below the
center frequency than in the tuned case. Presumably, this may result in the center fre-
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quency of he second resonator appearing higher than it reall y is. Thi s effect will be ex plored further in the next chapter.
The time-domain response of the mistuned filter shows all the nulls have nearl y di sappeared (thin blue trace, figure 5-19). The response from input to the second reson ator (thin red line) also shows the nulls associated with the second resonator have been
apparently reduced. Subtracting this reflection response from the overall S II response
yields the response expected from only the first resonator, mistuned, as though it were
terminated in the reference impedance (thick blue line). This is very similar to the plot
of the mistuned single resonator response as described by figure 5-7 (right). In another
simulation experiment, the filter was terminated after the first resonator, and the timedomain response obtained was found to be identical to the calculated time-domain response of figure 5-19 (thick blue line), confirming that this simulation technique does
properly render the response of individual resonators even when they are not properly
tuned.
A similar experiment was performed on the input to resonator 3, using simulation
and inter-stage probes to characterize the input reflection response at resonator 3. This
response was subtracted from the overall S II input to produce a signal that corresponds
to only the reflection of the first two resonators. Further, the response from the first
resonator, as calculated above was also subtracted to produce a response that corresponds to the reflection from only the second resonator, as shown in figure 5-20 below.
The response of the second resonator has two nulls: the first is due to the frequency of
just the second resonator, and the second null is likely due to the reflection and rereflection of the signal off of the first resonator. Note that the second resonator time
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response is considerably spread out due to the filtering of the first stage, and the narrower bandwidth of the associated coupling, when compared to the Sl1 trace, but is
quite similar to the null associated with the second resonator found in figure 5-16 (red
trace).

5.4

Conclusions

A closed form analysis has been presented for a I-pole filter, and has shown for the
first time that a deep null must appear in the VNA time-domain transform when the filter is tuned to the center frequency of the VNA, and that the null disappears in proportion to the amount of mistuning of the resonator. Further, it has been demonstrated that
the case of a multi-pole filter can be reduced to cascaded I-pole filters, such that the
time-domain response of the multi -pole filter is a sum of responses of I-pole filters, and
as such, the nulls in the time-domain response of a multi-pole filter should be associated with each resonator in tum, and that the nulls are separated in time by a delay that
is essentially the delay of each individual I-pole response.
From these simulations and analysis it is clear that the nulls in the time-domain are
directly related to the tuning of the associated resonators. The experiments in chapter 4
indicate a tuning method that depends upon tuning each resonator for a deep null. There
is no way to determine from the tuning method whether a resonator is tuned too high in
frequency or too low in frequency. However, the results of figure 5-19 suggest a new
idea for determining the frequency of individual resonators. In this figure, constructed
by sampling the signal after resonator 1 and subtracting it from the overall SII, the time
response of only resonator 1 is displayed. From this, taking the forward transform of
this response should yield the single resonator frequency response of resonator 1. Of
course, it is not practical to sample the internal signals or real-world filters, but considering the discussion in chapter 3 on time-domain gating, a new technique for isolating
the individual resonators is suggested, and is developed fully in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 The Time-Domain Gated Response of Filters.
While the time-domain response has clear application in the tuning of filters, the
practical application of interpreting the response has limits . For example, while the
tuning of an individual resonator can be identified, it is not clear from the time-domain
response alone whether the resonator is too high or too low in frequency. For filters
such as filters with cross coupling, where the apparent frequency of resonators may not
all be at the same frequency, resetting of the VNA center frequency for each resonator
is required to apply the methods developed. The investigation described below develops a new method that overcomes these limitations.

6.1

Time-domain gated response of filters

Since individual resonators appear to be associated with specific nulls in the timedomain, it may be possible to isolate the individual responses of these resonators . To
investigate this , concepts of time-domain gating from chapter 3 are combined the relationship between a time null and frequency shift described in section 5.2 in an experiment on a 5-pole band-pass filter. The time-domain response of this fi Iter is shown in
figure 6-1 (blue) along with a gated time-domain response (red), where the start and
stop gates are set to the peak just before and just after the null associated with the second resonator. The time-gated response of figure 6-1 is similar to the impulse response
for a I-pole filter, as shown in figure 5-6.
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Figure 6-2 shows the frequency response of the filter, with time gating off (blue) an d
gating on (red). The time-gated response shows a single null exactl y centered at the
filter center frequency. Again, this is similar to the frequen cy response one wo uld ex pect from a I-pole network.
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Figure 6-2 Frequency response of a 5-pole filter (blue), and with gating of resonator 2 (red)
Next, resonators 2 and 4 of the filter were mistuned lower, and the time-domain response was observed as shown in Figure 6-3 with the time gate still applied to resonator
2. The response shows the null associated with the second resonator is not deep, which
is evidence in the time-domain that the second resonator is mistuned. Note that the
gated response resembles the response of a shifted I-pole filter (figure 5-7, right).
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Figure 6-4 shows the frequency response of the mistuned filter wi th gating (red) and
without gating (blue) applied. The gated response associated with the second resonator
shows the resonator tuned low in frequency. Unlike the time-domain response, it is
clear from the gated frequency response that the resonator is low in frequenc y, and by
what amount.
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The gated time-response is similar to the response seen in section 5-2, where a direct
relationship between the frequency shift of a I-pole response and the depth of the null
in the time-domain is demonstrated. Figure 6-5 shows the result of applying the gate
function individually to the time nulls associated with each resonator, and overlaying
the resulting gated frequency responses on a single plot. It is clear that one can di scern
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an equivalent resonator frequency for each resonator. Note that even though only resonators 2 and 4 were mistuned (both tuned low in frequenc y), resonator 3, and to a lesser
extent, resonator 1, both appear to be shifted up in frequenc y. Thi s interacti ve effect
will be quantified below.
The effectiveness of tuning a filter utilizing the time-gated response is demonstrated
by sequentially tuning each resonator to move its gated frequency response to the center of the VNA display. Figure 6-6 shows the response after tuning resonator 2 to be
centered on the VNA display. From this display it is the apparent that effect of a mi stuning resonator 2 on the shift of resonator 3 is diminished, and the shift of resonator 1
is eliminated entirely. That is, as resonator 2 is tuned to bring the frequency response
associated with resonator 2 in the figure 6-6 closer to the center frequency, the response
associated with resonator 3 also moves closer to the center frequency.
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Figure 6-6 Gated frequency response, after tuning resonator 2
These interactive effects are observed in resonator 3, and to a lesser extent, resonator

l. Resonator 3 appears to be mistuned high in frequency, even though it is known apriori that only resonators 2 and 4 have been mistuned.

These interactive effects

caused by the mistuning adjacent sections, are anticipated by the results of section 5. 3,
and are further examined in the next section.
Finally, resonator 4 is tuned to be centered on the VNA center, figure 6-7 , and after
this tuning, the apparent frequency of resonator 3 is also on the VNA center frequency.
The frequency response of the filter thus tuned is identical to that of figure 6-2, demonstrating that tuning the gated response of individual filter reson ators is an effecti ve wa y
to tune filters. This method has not been previousl y publi shed in any journ al, though
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patents have been applied for and granted based on this idea of tl'me -do mam
' gatm
. g tuning methods [85 ,86].
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Figure 6-7 Gated frequency response with all resonators tuned.

6.2

Understanding interactive effects

The development of this time-gated tuning method establishes a very simple way to
evaluate the frequency of individual resonators in a coupled resonator filter.

This

method is found to be quite useful in tuning all-pole filters of high order, but as with
the time domain tuning method of chapter 4, the tuning effecti veness suffers by the interactive effects that one resonator's tuning has on other resonators. These interaction
effects may be investigated using the techniques of chapter 5.3 combined with the timegating techniques presented above and the time-domain gate masking effects described
in chapter 3, to come to a new explanation of the interactive effects. Reducing the interaction effects promises to reduce the number of tuning passes required to align filters.

6.2.1

Using probing and simulation to evaluate interaction compensation

The interacti ve effects of tuning one resonator on the apparent frequency of an adj acent resonator can be better understood by evaluating the responses seen in figures S18, 5-19 and 5-20, and comparing them to the gated responses as described in the section above. Figure 6-8 shows the frequency response of the reflection off the second
resonator of the filter from figure S-14 , with the Cl mi stuned hi gh, thus mi stuning
resonator 1. The respon se of the input reflection to reson ator 2 (thi ck red) is overl aid
along with a "nOlmalizing" function (thin blue), and a response where the mi stuned re-
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sponse is normalized (thick blue). The normalizing function is created by taking the
square of ratio of the transmitted signal incident to resonator 2 (see figure 5-15 , thickred) in the tuned case and the signal incident to resonator 2 in the mistuned case (see
figure 5-18, thick red). The ratio must be squared to account for the fact that the response is shifted due to the incident signal changing from the mistuned filter case as it
passes through the first resonator, as well as the reflected signal which passes back
through the first resonator as it is reflected off resonator two.
This normalizing function is anticipated from the discussion of gating compensation,

l-IT'21

particularly equation (3.46) and recognizing that

represents the square of the

transmitted signal, from equation (2.20). Note that the nonnalized resonator 2 reflection response in figure 6-8 (thick blue) is a very close fit to the response seen in figure
5-15, indicating that the nonnalization is almost perfect. Of course, in practice it is not
possible to sense the signals used in the probing experiment, but the time-gate masking
compensation provides an alternative to probing the transmitted signals.
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6.2.2

Appling time gating to verify resonator interaction effects

Time gating may be used with the frequency responses of figure 6-8 to show the effects of nonnalization on the time gated frequency response of resonator 2, as shown in
figure 6-9 below.

These traces are the reflection response of resonators 2 through 5,

obtained by coupling off a portion of the reflection signal at resonator 2. The blue trace
on the left of figure 6-9 shows the response as it would appear if gating is applied to the
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reflection response associated with resonator 2, while the red trace is the un-gated response. The plot on the right shows the response after normalizing to account for the
differential signal loss caused by mistuning the first resonator. These plots show a response much more similar to the time-domain response of the tuned filter, with resonator 2 showing a deep null.
Finally, the time-gated frequency response of the two-gated signals is calculated, in
figure 6-10, below.

In this figure, the gated frequency response of the input reflection

of resonator 2 is shown in the red trace, and the gated frequency response of the normalized trace is shown in the blue trace. Clearly, the normalization results in a proper
reading of the frequency of resonator 2, when compared to the un-normalized response.
These experiments demonstrate that the apparent frequency of the time-gated resonator response is affected by masking of the signal occurring from previous resonators .
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An interesting area for future work might be appl ying more full y the de-masking tech niques of chapter 3 to the time-gated tuning method presented in thi s chapter. An alternative method of accounting for these interactions is described in chapter 7.

6.3

Time gated tuning with cross-coupled filters.

This method of inferring the resonator frequency from the time gated frequen cy response can be combined with the methods of tuning filters with transmission zeros (or
other arbitrary frequency responses), as described in section 4.3. As an example , the
time gating technique is applied to the filter shown in figure 4-

. The indi vidual gated

resonator responses are shown in the time-domain in figure 6-11. In this figure , the
thin black trace is the normal time-domain response of S 11 ; S22 looks similar. Even
though the filter is properly tuned, it is clear that the second null, associated with the
second resonator, is not deep, indicating that the second resonator is not tuned exactl y
to the center frequency of the VNA sweep. Gating can be applied to each null to determine the resonator frequency. The thick red and thin blue traces represent the timeIJ)
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Figure 6-11: The time-domain response of a cross-coupled filter, with gating
applied to individual nulls associated with each resonator
gated response of SII for the first resonator, and S22 for the last reson ator, respecti vel y.
The thick mauve and thin green traces represent the time-gated respon ses of S II of the
second resonator, and S22 of the third resonator, respectivel y. Thi s plot shows one ungated trace, and four gated time-domain responses associated with eac h resonator.
With time-gating remaining on for each trace, the time-domain transform can be
turned off to show the gated frequenc y response of eac h of th e fo ur resonators, as
shown in figure 6-12. Note that the minimums of each trace closely approximate th e
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resonator values detennined in table 4-2. From thi s time-gated example , it is clear that
the need for changing VNA center frequencie s for tuning the indi vidual resonators is
eliminated. All that is required is to tune the indi vidual reson ators to the target values
as detennined by applying time gating to a properly tuned reference filter.
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Figure 6-12: Time-gated frequency response of individual resonators for a
four-pole cross-coupled filter. The resonator values match closely to the values
determined in table 4-2.

6.4

Conclusions

With the conclusion of this chapter, the theoretical basis of the time-domain tuning
of filters has been established. Chapter 5 provided the theoretical basis for the reason
nulls are found in the time-domain response when a filter is properly tuned, and why
they disappear when it is not properly tuned. This chapter extends that result to establish the cause of interactions between resonators as they are tuned, and introduced a
remarkable new technique utilizing the time gating feature of VNAs applied to tuning
filters in a novel way. The technique of using the time-gated response as a solution for
detennining filter characteristics, and thus providing a method for tuning reson ators to
achieve a desired frequency response, is significant in its simplicity and its fe asibi lit y.
This provides the technological backbone for developing a softw are appli cation for
semi-automated filter tuning. The details of extending the ideas presented in thi s chapter into a practical software application are the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 7 Filter Tuning Software (FTS)
The ideas of chapters 4 through 6 suggest that filter tuning might be easily and deterministically accomplished using time-domain techniques. The problems of tuning
filters in a manufacturing environment include many difficulties not normally considered by a theoretical analysis of the problem of filter tuning, such as filters with interactions between tuning elements, filters for which tuning elements cannot be made to
match the desired values, filters with non-ideal filter elements that exhibit loss and dispersion, and finally, filter tuning personnel that lack experience or education to fully
understand filter tuning processes. Despite these limitations, thousands of filters are
manufactured and tuned everyday, and there has been an ongoing effort to automate the
filter tuning process, as indicated by recent workshops on Computer Aided Filter Tuning [87]. This chapter presents the result of an effort to develop a commercial filter
tuning software application [88], first introduced in 2001 [89] (included as published
paper 5 at the end of this thesis), based substantially on the work of chapters 4,5 and 6.
Throughout this chapter the tuning display of the filter tuning software application
(FTS), is shown as a way to capture the nature and current tuning state of the filter to be
tuned, referred to as the device-under-test (DUT). This display consists of a frequency
domain portion (typically in the upper third of the display), a time-domain portion
(typically in the middle) and a resonator indicator portion (typically in the lower portion of the display). In the frequency and time displays, the target filter responses are
shown as dotted lines, and the current DUT responses are shown as solid lines. The
time domain displays also show the coupling markers, which are indicative of the time
gates for each resonator null, and the peak value used in determining coupling.

7.1

Creating the reference filter

The FTS application relies on two key principles from the chapters above: The
peaks of the time-domain response can be used to determine the coupling values of the
filter, and the time-gated frequency response, found by time-gating around each null,
can be used to determine the associated resonator frequency. From these two aspects of
the time-domain response of filters, a filter tuning method was developed.
The first step in the filter tuning method is to start with a properly tuned "golden" or
"reference" filter, the response of which is the target to which other filters are to be
tuned. From this reference filter, key points are taken to ensure proper characterization
in the time-domain.
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Figure 7-1 shows the set-up screen to start capturing the data for the reference filter.
The values in this screen are used to automaticall y set up the VNA for creating the
time-domain transform, and for picking the peak values for ch aracterizin g the null s and
the peaks of the reference filter. If adjustable coupling is selected, the values of the
peaks are recorded. The center frequency is used to set the center of the VNA frequency sweep, and frequency span is set to 5 times the bandwidth. The number of
resonators is used to determine the proper search for peaks , with the NI2 ([N+l]/2 fo r N
odd) peaks looked for on the SII side of the filter, and N/2-1 ([N-1]/2 for N odd) peaks
looked for on the S22 side of the filter. The number of points is used to set the VNA to
provide a good compromise between measurement speed and frequency resolution .
Finally, the electrical delay setting is used to "normalize" the phase response when
p~ase

measurements are made, providing a convenient display for characterizing devia-

tion from linear phase.
Once these values are set the software sweeps the VNA over the frequency span and
creates two time-domain plots, showing the peaks and nulls , and pre-setting the marker
values on the selected peaks, as shown in figure 7-2. Some practical considerations are
important to note here. The value of the Kaiser-Bessel

f3

factor, see equation (3.16),

controls the height of the side-lobes before the first peak. Marker 1 searches for the
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first -40 dB point in the time-domain trace, then starts the peak searches from there .
The peak search algorithms assume some minimum excursion to assign a valid peak,
thus reducing the effect of noise on finding false peaks. The dB values of the peaks are
recorded, and used as the target values for setting any adjustable couplings in the filter.
The time values of the peaks are used to set the time-domain gate start and gate stop for
applying the time gate to frequency response at each particular resonator. The gated
frequency response is calculated for each of the resonators, and recorded. One issue
addressed in the software, for commercial reasons, is concealing the use of timedomain gating to detennine the resonator frequencies, thus protecting the key intellectual property described in chapter 6.
While this process is essentially automated, allowances are made for manually setting the coupling peaks for both forward and reverse responses, in case there is some
unusual filter response that does not match the expected response of the peak search
algorithms.
Next, the values of the resonator frequencies are detennined and displayed as shown
in figure 7-3, upper, and the coupling peak values are displayed as shown in figure 7-3
.. ~~~._ .~~
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Figure 7-2: The peak values for the forward (upper) and reverse (lower)
time-domain responses are automatically selected, and recorded for the
reference filter.
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lower. Here one can see the tuning indicators. After much experimentati on, these tuning indicators were developed to have useful human interface attributes [90] .
Primarily there is a tuning target represented by the centerline, and a tuning acceptance region, represented by the green zone. The tuning indicator is the blue bar, which
moves higher and lower as the resonator frequency is tuned higher and lower. If the
bar goes outside the acceptance region, the tuning bar turns red. There are al so two
blue lines outside the green pass region that represent the linear portion of the tuning
indicator. In this region, the tuning indicator moves linearly with the resonator fre:c'~',",: -.,..,
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Figure 7-3: Resonator target values (upper) and coupling peak, values
(lower) in the dialog boxes used to set the tuning indicator attnbutes
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quency or coupling peak. Outside this region , the tuning indicator follo ws a log type
movement, where the sensitivity becomes much Jess at the outside edges. This makes a
great deal of sense for a human operator, providing a real-time indication of the current
resonator frequency as it is being tuned. Often, the resonators must be tuned within a
small percentage of the overall measurement bandwidth. In such a case, it is sufficient
to know if the resonator is far above or far below the desired target. However, as the
resonator becomes tuned more closely to the target, it is advantages to increase the sensitivity of the indicator. Finally, when the resonator is quite close, it is best to follow a
linear tuning function to avoid a hypersensitive region right near the target.

7.2 Using FTS to adjust an un-tuned DUT filter
After a reference filter is measured and the values for the resonator targets (and couplings, if adjustable) are captured, an un-tuned DUT filter is connected to the VNA, and
the filter tuning process is started with the software. Figure 7-4 shows the frequency
response (upper) and time-domain response of Sll and S22 (middle) of an 8 pole DUT.
The lower portion shows the values of the resonators as determined by time-domain
gating the DUT filter response for each resonator, according to the peaks and nulls determined during the capture of the reference filter. The complete first pass tuning process, tuning one resonator at a time, is shown on the next page, figure 7-5 .

Ready

[EB3SX VerlFW

[VNA Status: In use

Dyr\MlIC

Peak 5eNch CIt '"

Figure 7-4: An un-tuned fiiter, showing the frequency resp?nse (upper), and
S11 and S22 time-domain response (middle). The lower portion shows the
value of the resonators as extracted by the time gating technique.
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Figure 7-5: Tuning the fliter, one resonator at a time, starting with Rl , moving left
to right. Note that tuning each resonator changes the apparent tuning of the adjacent resonators
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After the first pass through the filter, the filter shape is approximately correct, but the
return loss is not nearly as good as the target filter. From figure 7-5, one can see that
during the first pass through tuning the filter, tuning each resonator has a significant
effect on the adjacent resonators.

Also note the direction of interaction: the adjacent

resonator indicators always move in the opposite direction from the resonator being
tuned, though it is difficult to see the effect if the adjacent resonator is also tuned far off
frequency. For example, when resonator 1 (Rl) is tuned (top, left plot), resonator 2
(R2) indicator shows that it is too high in frequency (top, left plot). When R2 is tuned
lower (top, right plot), the indicator for Rl goes up, as well as the indictor for resonator
3 (R3). But R3 is so far low in frequency that the indicator barely moves, being in the
non-linear region of the tuning indicator. For each plot, the resonator that was tuned is
the one that appears as a blue indicator, centered on the target value.
There are some alternative choices in tuning procedures, for example, one might
tune Rl, then R2, then return to Rl to re-tune it until the tuning indicator shows that it
is tuned, then return to R2 to retune it again in tum. Experience has shown that the interactive effects of one resonator on another diminish as the resonators become closer
to being tuned. In the next section, the resonator interactions will be discussed extensively. Next R3 might be tuned, and R2 re-tuned until its indicator is centered. But,
retuning R2 will cause the indicators for R3 and Rl to show these resonators are not
tuned as well. Thus, the method of re-tuning each resonator after the adjacent one is
tuned causes many iterations of tuning each resonator. Practically, it takes a great deal
more time to change resonator (moving the screwdriver, engaging in the drive in the
screw head) than the time it takes to tune resonators. Thus, tuning each resonator in
tum, without re-adjusting the preceding resonators has proven to be a good technique to
minimize tuning time.
One aspect of the tuning that might be a better choice than that shown in figure 7-5
would be to tune the resonators in a different order, one from outside to inside. Thus,
an order that is Rl, R8, R2, R7, R3, R6, R4, R5 might be optimum. This is because if
resonators 6, 7 and 8 are tuned far off, the tuning of resonator 5 might be more greatly
affected than if the resonators 6, 7 and 8 are somewhat tuned first.
A second pass of tuning was performed on the filter, with the results shown in figure
7-6. The tuning proceeded from Rl to R8 in order, with the end result being a nearly
tuned filter, and three of the eight resonator indicators showing that the resonators are
tuned. It is interesting to note that both Rl and R8 are tuned, as they are least susceptible to interactive effects (they have no masking due to other resonators).
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Figure 7-6: Second pass tuning of 8-pole filter, tuning resonators RI-R8, in order, from left to right, top to bottom. Note that more of the indicators remain
acceptably tuned (blue indicators) as the filter resonators are tuned.
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At the end of the second pass of tuning, the pass-band S2I shape is nearly the same
as the target filter, but the return loss shape is not quite the same as the target filter.
Another pass of tuning is required. In this third round of tuning, fi gure 7-7 , Rl does
not need to be tuned (top-left plot, which is the same as bottom-right of fi gure 7-6), so
tuning starts with R2 (figure 7-7, top-right). When R2 is tuned, the indicator fo r R3
also moves, and shows that it is tuned, so no tuning is done on R3 for this pass . However, when R4 is tuned down, R3 indicator moves back up, showing that R3 is not quite
tuned. This continues for RS, and R6. R7 shows indicator shows that it is tuned until
R6 is tuned. After R6 is tuned, the indicator for R7 shows red, so R7 is also tuned, and

.
. ht) , R4 , RS : R6 and R7 are
only R2 (top fig
7 6adFigure 7-7: Third pass tunmg,
justed this time. Top left plot is the same as the bottom fight of figure - .
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since R8 indicator shows that it is tuned , the third pass of tun mg
' th e f'Ilter IS
' completed,
At the end of this pass, five of the eight resonators show tuned , Th e f'lI ter return loss IS
'
very nearly the same as the target filter, with only a slight di screpanc y on the slope of
the return loss trace. In a production setting ' this tuning would pro bably e
b adequate ,
For this example, a fourth and final tuning pass was performed, as shown in figure 7-8,
The upper-left plot is the starting point, and R3 was tuned, which also brought R4 into
tune (upper-right). When R5 is tuned up, the R4 indicator shows R4 apparently moving down, out-of-tune (lower-left). A fI'nal tun'mg 0 f R4 b nngs
'
a 11 resonators into tune,

Figure 7-8: Fourth pass of tuning. Resonators R3, R5 and then R4 are final tuned.
The preceding tuning process indicates that the tuning of all-poles filters can be deterministically accomplished using the time-gated frequency response as displayed by
the tuning indicators. It is also clear that there are substantial interactive effects between resonators, and it would be desirable to account for those effects to reduce the
number of iterations when tuning filters . These interactive effects are found to be much
more substantial when tuning filters with cross-coupled resonators , to the point of having an adjustment of one resonator affect another resonator more than the one bein g
adjusted. Note that this filter is not quite perfectly tuned, as the final DUT response is
not identical to the target response, and some of the resonators are slightly off target.
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7.3

Compensation for resonator interactions

The interactive effects that adjusting one resonator has on adjacent reson ators in a
filter have been demonstrated in many of the examples presented thus far. The causes
of these interactions have been described, with theoretical explanations for two cases.

In the first case, the cause may be due to physical interaction, such as a tuning screw of
one resonator interacting with the fields of an adjacent resonator. In another case it
may be due to masking or reflection effects, where tuning one resonator up in frequency causes the apparent signal applied to, or reflected from, another resonator to
appear to shift in frequency, as demonstrated in section 6.2. A practical method has
been developed as described below, which allows compensation of one resonator for
the effects of the other resonators, and is effective for whatever mechanism causes the
apparent interaction.

7.3.1

The compensation wizard

The first step in compensating for the interactions between resonator tuning elements is to characterize the interactions that occur. The FrS program version 1.3 and
greater has a "compensation wizard" which guides a user through a series of measurements that are used to capture these interactive effects. The compensation wizard assumes that one has access to a properly tuned filter, for which each of the resonators
can be adjusted. Figure 7-9 shows the dialog box that is guides the user.
1!1

Edit Compensation

!:ielp

R1
Set as lop

J

Please tune the indicator to the green 'a rea at the

.top of the indicator

I

'it I oS 80\1 orn

I
bancel

Figure 7-9: The compensation wizard directs users to tune each resonator up
and down in frequency.
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The wizard is used on a reference filter, after the resonator target values have been
captured. This wizard guides the user to tune each resonator up and down in frequency,
by using one of the tuning indicators with an upper and lower target value. After the
user tunes the resonator up in frequency (by approximately half the bandwidth of the
filter), the wizard moves the tuning target down in frequency automatically, and indicates to the user to tune the resonator down in frequency. After the resonator reaches
the lower target zone, the original target is restored and the user is prompted to return
the resonator to the original target value. During the tuning process, the apparent values of all the other resonators are recorded at several frequency intervals, from which
the change of the apparent frequency of each other resonator as a function of the apparent frequency of the resonator being tuned is established.
The interactions between resonators are not exactly linear; they diminish as the
resonator being tuned varies widely from its target frequency. A linear region of the
function is chosen, and the slope of the apparent frequency of each of the resonators to
the apparent frequency of the resonator being tuned is determined. This is formed into
a resonator interaction matrix, or "compensation table" as shown in figure 7-10.
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Figure 7-10: The "compensation table" which captures the apparent shift in
frequency of each resonator due to a shift in any other resonator

The table in figure 7-10 can be read as follows: the first row records the apparent
relative shift in frequency of resonators R2 through R8 which occurs for a unit shift in
resonator Rl, holding all of the actual resonators R2 through R8 at their tuned (reference) position. For this row, the value of the shift of resonator 1 is determined by the
time-gated frequency response of resonator Rl. After resonator 1 is returned to its
tuned position, resonator 2 is adjusted, and row 2 records the apparent shift of resonators R 1 and R3 through R8 for a shift of resonator R2. The frequency shift of R2 is determined by the time-gated frequency response of R2. The rest of the table is filled out
in similar manner for all the other resonators. One key aspect of determining the values
in this table is to note that since none of the other resonators are mistuned when each
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row is created, the apparent shift in the resonator being adjusted is not obscured by offset values in any other resonator.
It is also interesting to note that the off-diagonal elements are not symmetric, but

rather the upper diagonal elements are larger for the first half of the filter (resonators
Rl through R4) and the lower half of the diagonal is larger for the second half of the
filter (R5 through RS). This can be understood by realizing that since the time-gated
evaluation of resonators Rl through R4 are evaluated from the Sl1 response, masking
of R2 through R4 will cause their apparent shift to be greater. That is, tuning Rl up in
frequency causes a greater apparent shift in R2 when compared to tuning R2 up in frequency, and looking at the effect on Rl. Thus, the interaction matrix includes both real
interaction effects, such as from interactions of tuning screws, and apparent interaction
effects due to masking as described in chapter 3. A similar argument holds for resonators R5 through RS.
The values of this matrix can be utilized to compensate for apparent shifts in frequency of one resonator due to actual frequency shifts in other resonators. Consider the
system of linear equations:

l1/t = 1.11/1+ Cl2 I1/2 + C13I1/3 + .. ·C1N I1/N
11/; = C21 11ft + 1.11/2 + C23 11/3 + .. ·C2N I1/N

(7.1)

where 11ft, 11/2" . ·11/N are the difference between the actual frequency of the resonators
and their respective target frequencies, and I1ft*, 11/2* , .. .11/; are the difference between
the apparent frequency of the resonators as determined by the time-gated frequency response method and their respective target frequency. This can be written in matrix
form as

I1ft*
11/2*
11/;

=

1

Cl2

C1N

C21

1

C2N

11/1
11/2

C N1

C N2

1

I1/N

(7.2)

where the matrix with the Cmn coefficients is called the compensation matrix. One can
see that for the case of a properly tuned filter, all the values 11ft, 11/2". ·11/N are zero, as
are all the values of I1ft*, 11/2* , .. ·11/; . When the compensation wizard directs the op-
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erator to adjust one of the resonators in frequency then only th
I
.
,
e co umn assocIated
with that resonator is not zero, as in the case of resonator Rn:
*

/).f.. =

1· 0 + Cl3 ·0 ... + C1nlJ.!" + .. ,C1N .0
(7.3)

resulting in the simple column matrix

o

1

1

(7.4)

o

1

or

(7.5)

Thus, Cmn

= /)./; / /)./n'

for any resonator Rnh whose apparent frequency shift from

the target frequency is /)./,:, given a change in resonator Rn of frequency !:l/n' with all
other resonators at their respective target frequency. From this it is easy to see that the
compensation matrix coefficients can be detennined by taking each row of the compensation table of figure 7-10 and transposing it to become the respective column of the
compensation matrix in equation (7.2).
Once the compensation matrix is detennined, the actual values of the shift from target frequency of any resonator may be determined, given the inverse of the compensation matrix and the apparent frequencies of all the other resonators, !:l/,: as
/).f..
/)./2

/)./N

=

-I

1

CI2

C 1N

C 21

1

C 2N

C N1

C N2

1

/).f..*

•

/)./2*

/)./;

(7.6)
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The compensation matrix can be inverted one time , as part of th e compen satIon
'.
wIz ard,
and values !1J;,!1f2, .. !1fN can be detennined during the real-time meas urements of th e
filter through a simple matrix multiplication . This compensation method was added to
the FrS application after revision 1.3 , and provides a remarkable Impro
'
. usvement In
ability, as is demonstrated on the 8-pole filter used in the tuning example abo ve [91] .
One can see the effect of using the compensation matrix on an actual filter, by studying the effect of mistuning only one resonator. Figure 7-11 shows the filter from fi gure
7-9, with only resonator R2 mistuned (left). Here it is clear that the apparent frequencies of R1, R3 and R4 are affected. Also shown in figure 7-9 (right) are the tuning indicators with the compensation matrix applied. Here, the compensation is applied to
the target for resonators R1 , R3 and R4, adjusting the target lower to show that the respecti ve resonators are still properl y tuned.

Figure 7-11: FTS display with only resonator R2 mistuned (left), and same condition but with the compensation matrix applied to the tuning indicators (right)
There are several fonnats that might be used to account for the compensation in the
apparent freqf ency. One choice is to display the calculated actual frequency, thus leaving the targets in the center. The choice above is to shift the target by the amount of
change between the actual resonator frequency and the apparent resonator frequency.
Some people find this display pleasing as it gives a visual indication of when compensation is affecting the target frequency, particularly since the compensation curves are
not completely linear, and the compensation may not be correct in instances where th e
a resonator is very far from its target frequency.
Figure 7-12 shows the FrS dialog box that allows the user to choose the opti on for
displaying the compensation effects. Other choices include setting the target value always in the center, or moving the target value, but limiting the region ove r whic h it can
move. Keeping the target always in the center is perh aps a good choice for an unskilled
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Figure 7-12: Dialog box for setting the appearance of the compensation effect on
the resonator indicators

operator, but it can sometimes be confusing if the filter is tuned far off. In such a case,
the target values may be over compensated, and the tuning indicators will not operate
correctly. However, if the target value is moved off the center, then it is clear that substantial compensation is being applied, giving a clue to the operator that the filter may
be tuned far enough away from the target to make the tuning method less effective.
The options for moving the target value include moving it over the entire range, in
which case the apparent acceptance region shrinks as it moves out of the linear portion
of the indicator display. The second, preset option moves the target value in the linear
region, but maintains the target always in the linear region, and if the compensation is
greater than that, the target is held at the edge of the linear region, and the tuning bar
value is compensated. Finally, the target value may move over the entire range of the
indicator, with the acceptance band maintaining a constant visual size, so that the acceptance region becomes larger as the target moves farther from the center region.
A second example of the compensation effect is shown in figure 7-13. Here, only
resonator 4 is mistuned. In this case, only the two adjacent resonators are affected.
Again, the plot on the left is without compensation, and the plot on the right is with
compensation. This is a particularly interesting case, as the interactive effect of resonator R4 on R5 cannot be from masking, as the apparent value for frequency of R5 is
taken from an
SII

S22

measurement, while the R1 through R4 frequencies are taken from an

measurement. Clearly, compensation works very well in maintaining the proper

targets for other resonators when only one resonator is tuned off frequency, but a real-
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world tuning application would see all the resonators off frequenc y at the start of the
tuning process. In the next section, the 8-pole filter used throughout thi s chapter is
completely tuned using the compensation matrix.

Figure 7-13: FTS display with only resonator R4 mis-tuned (left), and same condition but with the compensation matrix applied to the tuning indicators (right)

7.3.2

Tuning a filter using compensation

The compensation wizard in FrS was used to characterize the filter from the previous section. Each resonator was adjusted up and down in frequency while monitoring
the other resonators' apparent frequencies, resulting in the compensation table of figure
7-10. After the compensation wizard completed, the resonators for the filter were mistuned in a manner similar to the filter as found in figure 7-4. Figure 7-14 shows the
results of tuning the filter, one resonator at a time, with compensation on. The top-left
plot shows the result after R1 tuning, with the target clearly compensated lower, presumably due to the apparent frequency of R2 being too high. The top-right plot shows
the result after tuning R2, with its target compensated high, presumably due to R3
resonator being too low in frequency. The other plots proceed through the respecti ve
resonators, and one sees that until resonator R6 is reached, the compensation is nearly
perfect. When R6 is tuned, R5 comes slightly out of tune, presumably due to incorrect
compensation, perhaps due to non-linear effects that are not taken into account. However, when R7 is tuned, R5 returns to being close to its target, though R6 's indicator
shows it to be slightly out of tune. Finally, when R8 is tuned, the filter is very close to
the ideal target value, with only R6 slightly out of tune.
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Figure 7-14: First pass tuning of an 8-pole filter, using FTS with compensation
for resonator interactions. Note that the filter is nearly perfectly tuned after 1
pass

15 3

From this example, we see that compensation provides a remarkable improve ment in
the tuning process, with each resonator tuned only one time for a nearl y perfect tuning.
Also, the tuning might be better still if the tuning order were changed to tune from the
outside resonators first. For this filter, less than 3 minutes was required for the full tuning. Previous experiments with skilled tuners required about 15 minutes for tunin g, and
un-skilled tuners could take more than 1 hour.

7.3.3

Applying compensation to filters with cross coupling

As noted earlier, when filters with cross coupling are tuned using the time-gated frequency response, it is not unusual to have substantially more interaction between resonators, and for substantial interactions to occur between non-adjacent resonators . The
compensation methods described above apply equally well to these cases, provided that
the value of the cross-coupling element does not appreciably change as part of the tuning process. Many filters have nearly fixed cross-couplings, for which this assumption
is true.

However, some filter designs employ adjustable cross coupling, where the

value of the cross coupling can change dramatically. Such filters do not have a constant compensation matrix, and thus compensation techniques do not work well. Figure
7-15 shows a filter with cross coupling (as evidenced by the transmission zero in the
upper part of the pass band), which has been characterized, and for which the third
resonator has been mistuned.
In this filter, it is clear that mistuning resonator R3 has a very strong affect on both
resonators R4 and R5, with a slightly stronger effect on R5, even though it is not an adjacent resonator. In the right of figure 7-15, the compensation matrix is applied, and
resonators R4 and R5 remain near the center of their compensated target values. With-

Figure 7-15: A filter with cross-coupling, with only reso~ator 3 ~jstuned
.
(right), and the same case, while applying the compensatIOn matrix (left). ThiS
filter also has adjustable coupling elements.
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out compensation, filters such as these have substantial interactions between resonator
elements, requiring many iterations to achieve proper tuning.

7.4

Pre-tuning methods in FTS

The time-gated tuning method described in chapter 6 has many advantages in providing deterministic tuning of filters. Unfortunately, the method works best when all
the resonators of a filter are already approximately tuned. For filters where the resonators are not tuned at all, it can be difficult getting the first resonator tuned, as the timegated tuning response cannot determine even an approximate frequency (too high or
too low) if the resonator is so far away in frequency that the time-gated response has no
discemable dip from which to determine the resonator frequency.
In many manufacturing environments, the filter production process includes a pretuning or pre-setting stage that allows an approximate alignment of the resonators and
coupling screws. Often this is done using a mechanical alignment tool, also known as a
pre-setting plate, which consists of a metal template to preset the height of the tuning
screws.

For this type of production process, the filters are already approximately

aligned, and the time-gated tuning method used by the FrS works very well. Note that
tuning methods based on the short circuit response [6, 7] cannot be used with filters
that are pre-tuned.
In other production environments, the filter tuning screws may be constructed in
such a way that they cannot be preset, or the tuning screws may not be assembled into
the filter until the final tuning process. In these cases, the filters are completely untuned, and the time-gated responses can be difficult to use. At the least, the tuning
screws must be applied in order from outside-in, and the response carefully monitored
to ensure that the tuning indicator does not swing completely through its range while
the tuning screw is assembled. Also, one sometimes finds that the time-gated response
indicators show the filter tuned too low (fixed hard against the lower limit) when in fact
the tuning screw is too high. This is due to not having a definitive dip in the frequency
response. As the tuning screw is adjusted, the response will "flip-over" and start to
show the proper indication, but this can be confusing to unskilled operators. For filters
of this type, a robust pre-tuning method is desired that will allow an approximate tuning
of a filter.
The FrS application uses a modified version of Chen's method [6] to pre-tune a filter so that the time-gated tuning method can be used for final tuning of the filter. The
pre-tuning method makes use of the phase response of the filter, and tracks the absolute
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phase as each element of the filter is tuned. However , rather tha n usmg
. t he s hort cIrcUI
. .t
tuning method, the phase of a reference filter is captured as eac h reson ator IS
. "untuned" from a fully tuned filter. For example ' the phase at the c en ter f requenc y 0 f the
. remo ved.
8-pole filter is captured as each resonator's tuning screw , startI'ng WI'th R8 , IS
This is found to be a preferred method as it does not require that the filter elements be
fully short circuited, and can be applied to filters for which the tuning elements may not
be fully removed. The measurement of the phase of the filter as the elements are full y
de-tuned is captured using a "phase-tuning wizard". Figure 7-16 shows the first dialog
box of the phase tuning wizard.
Phase Tune Data

. ~ ~>~. •

Tunable Elements in order
Rl

I

C1

0

Help

0
I

R2 10

C2

0

R3

0

Measure...

< Back

Finish

Cancel

Figure 7-16: Pre-tuning setup dialog, which captures the phase as individual
elements are de-tuned
During the setup procedure, the operator is prompted to detune each element in its
respecti ve order. The phase at the center frequency is recorded for each element. Coupling and even cross-coupling elements can be included as well. However, if coupling
elements do not substantially change the phase of the response while being captured,
they should not be included as part of pre-tuning. This depends greatly on the design of
the filter to be tuned. Some filters have couplings that have a strong effect on resonator
tuning, thus have a strong effect on the S II phase, as they are adjusted. For these cases ,
it is important to include the coupling element in the pre-tuning process. Other designs
are such that the coupling element has little effect. Including these elements in the pretuning process can yield poor results, as the coupling element may be mi stun ed completely, yet still not achieve the same phase as during the reference filter setup. For
these cases, the coupling should be preset physically.
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After the pre-tuning setup is complete using the reference filter, other filters of the
same type may be pre-tuned using their phase response, with guidance from the pretuning wizard. For best results, the reference filter is usually first used to capture the
time-gated response, before any adjustments are made on its tuning. Next, the resonators are adjusted up and down to capture the compensation table. Finall y, the reference
filter can be used in the pre-tuning setup to capture the phase of each element, as it is
de-tuned. As a last step, the reference filter can be re-tuned using the pre-tuning wizard
and the normal time-gated responses.
Figure 7-17 shows the use of the pre-tuning wizard. The upper-left plot shows the
initial response before any resonators are tuned. The phase response is shown in the
graticule portion, and the tuning indicator (similar to the time-gated frequency response
indicators) shows the resonator is tuned too high. The upper-right plot shows the response after resonator R1 is tuned. The pre-tuning wizard can be set to automatically
switch to the next resonator when the current resonator reaches its target. The lowerleft plot shows the response after five of the resonators have been tuned, and the tuning
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Figure 7-17: Pre-tuning (phase-tuning) wizard. Before any tuning (upper-left),
after tuning Rl (upper-right), before tuning R6 (lower-left), and after pretuning all resonators (lower-right).
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indicator for resonator R6 is being displayed. When the last resonator is to be tuned,
the display changes to log-magnitude (dB) return loss, as the phase becomes uncertain
as the input reflection becomes small. Finally, the lower-right plot shows the frequency
domain result of the pre-tuning, where one can see that the

S21

frequency response is

nearly tuned, but the Sl1 response needs further adjustment. This is the normal tuning
mode of the FrS application, and all 8-resonator indicators, as well as the coupling indicators, are shown.

7.5

Changing filter center frequency or bandwidth with FTS

During a filter tuning process, it is not uncommon for a filter to be tuned until the
tuning indicators all pass, but which does not quite meet a specification at one end of its
bandwidth. In many cases, if the filter were merely adjusted up (or down) in frequency
a slight amount, it would pass its tuning specification. In cases like this, it would be
convenient to re-set all the tuning indicators higher by some small frequency shift,
without re-characterizing a new reference filter.
Also, filters are often designed to be tuned across a range of frequencies, using the
same hardware but with a different tuning adjustment. In these filters, the resonators
and coupling elements have a wide adjustment range, and it would be convenient if
only one reference filter were needed to support the wide range of frequencies and
bandwidths desired.
The FrS application provides solutions for both the above cases. In the first case, a
small adjustment can be made to the all the target frequencies values, which results in
all the target indicators moving in the direction of the frequency shift. This is only appropriate for small shifts, as the bandwidth target of the filter remains the same as a
percentage of center frequency. As such, the coupling indicators will change as well as
the bandwidth, and if the target values are changed too far, the filter shape will be affected. This method to shift the frequency is typically used when the change in center
frequency is less than one-half of the filter bandwidth.
For large changes in center frequency, or for changes in filter bandwidth while
maintaining the same return loss or insertion loss ripple, the FrS application allows a
re-scaling of the target filter. In this mode, measured response of the filter is re-scaled
to match the new center frequency and span. The time-domain gates are based on the
new frequency response, and the tuning targets for resonators and couplings are determined for this new scaling. In this way, it is very easy to create target filters having the
same relative return loss or insertion loss ripple, for any bandwidth or center frequency.
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7.6

Case study: applying FTS techniques to duplexer tuning

The gating technique described in section 6.3 may have application to duplexer tuning. However, modifications must be made to account for the fact that the center frequencies of the antenna port, and either the TX port or the RX port, are not the same.
An investigation of using the FrS application for tuning duplex filters in a real-life
manufacturing environment was undertaken at a large European filter producer. In thi s
investigation, statistics were collected on the tuning of one specific filter type. Thi s
filter was a GSM base station duplexer, with each side comprised of an 8-pole filter
with 2 nearly-fixed cross couplings. The TX and RX filters had a bandwidth of approximately 50 MHz, with about 25 MHz separation between the filters. Thus, this filter just meets the criteria established later in section 8.2.3. The data from the manufacturer showed the average filter could be tuned using experienced tuners in approximately 50 minutes, from a completely un-assembled state (all the tuning screws removed from the filter).
For the evaluation of the FrS application, a reference filter response was captured,
and the pre-tuning wizard captured the phase tuning of the reference filter. A set of untuned filters were prepared, and the tuning process was evaluated in detail for one filter.
The filters were set-up with coupling screws set to the same mechanical height as the
reference filter, and al1 the resonator screws backed out fully. The first step in tuning
the filter was following the pre-tuning wizard to insert and tune each coupling screw
and resonator, which took 4 minutes 36 second. It was noted that this is just about the
same time it takes to physically insert the 16 resonator screws. Figure 7-18 shows the
frequency response (S21 and SII) from the antenna port for the RX (left) and TX (right)

fIto4o

Figure 7-18: RX (right) and TX (left) paths of the duplexer, after pre-tuning
(phase-tuning) each side.
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paths after the pre-tuning process is complete. This is essentiall y the tuning of each
filter for the phase response as each resonator is inserted. From the plots in figure 7 -1 8,
it is clear that the filters are approximately tuned (looking at the S21 plots) but the resonator tuning is still far off (looking at the SII plots). Also, from the S21 bandwidth of
the TX side, it is clear that the coupling values are not correct.
Next, the resonators near the antenna (ANT) port for the TX and RX sides (TX8 and
RX8, respectively) are tuned, by looking at the antenna port and tuning the last two indicators (R 7 and R8) for the case where the frequency is set wide enough to capture
both TX and RX side. Experiments indicate [92] that the first TX and RX resonator
will show up as nulls in the time-domain as seen from the Antenna port, and the FTS
program can use the time gating to have indicators R7 and R8 map to TX8 and RX8.
Using this method, the TX and RX first resonators may be more closely set before
the individual sides of the filter are tuned. Figure 7-19 shows the results of this tuning
step, with R8 representing the first TX resonator near the antenna port, and R7 representing the first RX resonator. The tuning time for this step was 1 minute 24 seconds
(6 minutes total).

Figure 7-19: Using FTS and time-gated response to tune the two resonators (TX
Rl and RX Rl)
The next step in tuning the duplexer was to change the frequency sweep to center on
just the RX side, for RX resonator and coupling tuning, then center just on the TX side
for TX resonator and coupling tuning. For each of these steps, the span is reduced to
try to eliminate the effects of the opposite side of the duplexer on the side being tuned.
For the most part, tuning the resonators from the RX side port is quite easy, as is tunin g
the TX side resonators from the TX port. It is only the resonators near the Ant port th at
present difficulties, as the time-domain response for the TX side is di storted by reflec tions from the RX side, as they appear at the Ant port. Figure 7-20 shows the narrow
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Figure 7-20: First pass at narrow band tuning for the RX (left) and TX (right)
sides of the duplexer.
band tuning of the RX side (left) and the TX side (right), after adjusting all the resonators. Note that the TX side middle resonators were not adjusted in the FrS application
as the TX side passed all its specifications without adjustment of the final two resonators. The RX side fails very slightly in the
and

Sll

S21

specification (-0.0805 dB vs. -0.08 dB),

specification (-19.78 dB vs. -20 dB). This tuning takes an additional 14 min-

utes, for a total time of just under 20 minutes.

An additional minute and a half was

spent re-tuning the TX8 and RX8 resonator from the antenna port, returning to the reference state used in figure 7-19.
Next, the RX side was fine-tuned to improve its response as much as possible. A little improvement was achieved by adjusting resonator RX2 for best return loss, even if
the resonator indicator is out of the target zone. The Sll now meets specification, but
S21

is just 0.01 dB out of spec. The TX side was similarly tuned for best improvement,

with the final results shown in figure 7-21. The total time after this tuning was 26 minutes. These particular filters have locking nuts, which secure the tuning screws after

Figure 7-21: Final tuning of the RX (left) and TX (right) filter sections, before
locking the screws
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adjustment. Often, when the locking nuts are tightened, the loss of the filter improves.
However, just as often, the process of locking the nuts causes a small shift in the resonators, which results in a mistuned filter. The FrS application has a "locking" mode,
which is very useful for this process. The locking mode will reset all of the targets to
the current resonator values. When the nuts are tightened, any change in the reson ator
due to tightening the nut is readily apparent, making it easy to maintain the correct
resonator tuning while locking down the tuning screws.
In the final tuning step, all the locking nuts were tightened for all the resonators and
couplers. The RX and TX sides now pass all specifications, with the RX S21 passing by
0.03 dB. The final performance is shown in figure 7-22. The total tuning time, including locking was 42 minutes. This compares very well with the average tuning time of
50 minutes for the filter without the FrS application. Though the time savings is only
about 15 percent, the filter can be tuned by following only the tuning indicators, greatly
reducing the skill and training needed for tuning this type of filter.

Figure 7-22: Final tuning after locking RX (left) and TX (right) sides of the duplexer, passing all specifications

7.7

FTS Conclusions

The FrS application works extremely well for all-pole filters, as well as crosscoupled filters where the cross coupling is small or fixed and well controlled. In these
cases , FrS has been almost 100% successful in providing a complete tunin g solution .
.
. on I y a perc en t ag e of the commerciall y de velUnfortunately, these fIlters
now compnse
' g parts
oped filters, with most filters having multiple, adjustable cross-coup rmgs or bem

of a duplex filter (in fact, the filter in figures 7-15 and 7-17 is one part of a duplex filter, as is the case study filter).
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Some other filter attributes that limit the use of FrS are filters for which the input
coupling is fixed, and differs from the target or reference filter. Fixing the input or
output couplings is common in many filter manufacturing processes, with some allowing minor changes (through bending wires, etc) and some using fixturing to attempt to
get exactly the same input couplings across all filters in a production run.

For these

filters, the inability to adjust an incorrect input coupling means that the other couplings
must be, in essence, re-synthesized to achieve the desired response, such as return loss
over a given bandwidth. In some cases, tuning the remaining couplings to the target
levels results in a filter that is too narrow or broad, or has an insufficient return loss.
This limitation might be overcome if some facility is included to re-synthesize the filter
design based on the measured input couplings.

Also, if any individual resonators or

couplings lack sufficient tuning range to allow them to be tuned to be the same as the
target filter, then the FrS method may fail to allow the filter to be tuned, even if other
tuning methods might allow the filter to pass a tuning specification. This case is quite
similar to the case above where the input or output couplings cannot be tuned.
The FrS application has been tried in cases of duplex filters, with some limited success. Possible extensions of this work to duplex filters and other tuned structures is
discussed in the next chapter, as well as limitations, concepts for further extensions of
this topic, as well as general conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work
8.1

Conclusions

This thesis has documented entirely new ideas in the area of filter tuning, based on
the VNA time-domain response of the filter, and several new and important results are
presented:
The impulse response of the input reflection (Sll) of a filter has not been previously
studied with respect to filter tuning. This thesis for the first time calculates the impulse
response of the reflection of a filter, and compares it with the vector network analyzer
time-domain response. This comparison results in the conclusion that they are not the
same, and that they differ because of the discrete sampling and windowing, which occurs as a part of the time-domain transform. A key contribution in this thesis is the
complete mathematical presentation of the VNA time-domain transform as a series of
mathematical processes (sampling, truncation, windowing, renormalization) on the inverse Fourier transform. As part of this analysis, the area of time-domain gating is extensively discussed, and a new method of accounting for masking effects of gated responses is presented.
The time-domain transform of the input and output reflections of a filter is shown to
be useful in tuning all-pole filters. Using only the time-domain response, a filter can be
completely and deterministically tuned by looking at the peaks and nulls in its timedomain response. Experimental results and computer simulations verify that these responses are a characteristic of the filter, and are sufficient to tune the filter. These results have been submitted by the author to peer reviewed conferences, and accepted for
publication in the proceedings of these conferences. At a recent MIT workshop on
automated filter tuning, the workshop chairman recognized that time-domain tuning
was the "only method with clear physical relationship between displayed feature and
tuning screw location" [93].

The discovery of the relationship between the time-

domain response of a filter and the tuning of its resonators, and the development of the
time-domain tuning method has been a significant contribution to the area of microwave filters. The time-domain masking effects are shown to substantially account for
the interactions seen when using time-domain responses for tuning filters.
The complete theoretical analysis of the time-domain response of a one-pole filter is
presented for the first time in this thesis. This analysis shows that the experimental result, which shows nulls in the time-domain response being associated with resonator
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tuning, has a clear theoretical basis. The results for the one-pole filter are shown to be
extensible to a multi-pole filter, thus generalizing the theory.
An entirely new tuning-method, utilizing the time-gated frequency response of a filter, is shown here. This method, for which two patents have been granted, provides for
a direct readout of the frequency of an individual resonator in a multi-pole filter. With
this method, a software application was developed, and this thesis presents the results
of applying this technique to various filter tuning experiments. As a result, the only
obstacle to single-pass tuning of all-pole filters is the interaction of one resonator with
another during the tuning process. Even this obstacle is addressed with an new method,
for which there is a patent pending, that determines resonator interaction, and provides
a simultaneous correction for every resonator for the interaction with every other resonator.
These methods for all-pole filters are shown here to be extensible to filters with
cross-coupled resonators, in cases where the cross coupling is sufficiently less strong
than the main coupling. This method is also extensible to duplex filters, where the filter responses are not completely adjacent.
Finally, some ideas for extensions of these techniques to more complex filter types,
and to combining these techniques with other filter tuning methods are suggested.

This research topic was instigated from both a personal desired to understand the
time-domain response of filters arising from the discovery of the relationship between
the VNA time-domain response and a filter's tuned response, and a professional desire
to commercialize this invention for benefit of the author's sponsors and the filter community. With the development of ideas for this research, culminated with the conclusion of this thesis, both of these goals have been accomplished.

8.2 Suggestions for further work
An obvious extension of the methods described in the previous chapters for tuning
all-pole filters, and filters with small and fixed cross-couplings is to the area of duplex
filters, filters with multiple cross-couplings, or other filter configurations. While the
time-gated tuning method has been attempted with filters of these types, and has met
with some success, the extension of its application to complex filters presents new challenges. Investigation of a means to extend these tuning methods to other filter types is
one possible area suitable for research to extend the results beyond those reported in
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this thesis. Some of the possible areas for extension to these more complex filter types
are discussed below.

8.2.1

Duplex Filters

The TX and RX filters described in section 1.1.3 are often integrated with an antenna combiner to create a duplexer. Duplexers significantly increase the complexity
of the filter tuning process, especially if the TX and RX channels are very close. One
consequence of close channel separation is the need for transmission zeros (which implies, among other techniques, cross-coupling of resonators) to produce sharp cut-offs
between the TX and RX bands.

8.2.2 Duplex filter configurations:
The combiner for the TX and RX side can take on several different configurations.
The method of combining can also affect the interaction between the TX and RX sides
of the duplexer. Two common configurations include the common resonator configuration, and the common port configuration.

8.2.2.1 Common resonator configuration
The common resonator configuration utilizes one resonator coupled to the antenna
port. This resonator is coupled to the first RX resonator and the first TX resonator. For
this configuration, the common resonator must form a filter element with a bandwidth
that covers both the TX and the RX bands. This configuration is sometimes used when
the RX and TX channels are closely spaced. FTS can be setup to have a one section
filter tuned from the common port, with a frequency span that covers both TX and RX
frequencies. The effects of the two following resonators have not been extensively
studied, but some preliminary experiments indicate that it is possible to align the first
common resonator using a properly configured frequency sweep in FrS.

8.2.2.2 Common port configuration
The common port configuration utilizes coupling structures from the RX and TX
sides of the duplexer to couple to the common antenna port, and is more commonly
used in practice than the common resonator approach. These coupling structures are
designed to isolate one side from another, for example, using quarter wave type structures from the first resonator on of each side to the common antenna port. The phase is
adjusted such that the TX resonator presents a short at the RX frequency, and the quar-
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ter wave line transfonns this to a high impedance at the common port for the RX band.
A similar arrangement is used for the TX side.

8.2.3

Effects of adjacent channel resonators on time-domain responses

The adjacent channel, if closely spaced, affects the time-domain response of the
other channel. Typically, if the channel spacing is greater than one-half bandwidth at
the 3-dB down points of the filter, the TX and RX sides can be tuned independently. If
the channels are more closely spaced, the response from one side will substantially affect the other side.

8.2.4

Strategies to tune duplex filters in time-domain

Tuning duplex filters with close spacing in the time-domain requires different strategies than those presented in the case study of section 7.6 above. Some tuning strategies
for closely spaced duplexers were first described by the author in [92], also included as
published paper 6. It describes an experiment in which the techniques from Chapter 4
were extended to a duplexer with close spacing. Figure 6 from [92] shows a model of a
duplexer with a common port configuration. Figure 8 from this paper shows the timedomain response and frequency response of a real duplexer. As described in [92], the
resonators are identified with specific nulls, and the methods of the paper are used to
determine the effective frequency of each resonator.

8.2.5

Isolating the effects of adjacent filter resonators

The first resonator of the TX side (the low side channel) is set as low as possible to
isolate the RX side from the TX side. This affects the response of the RX side, and distorts it from the desired response. However, this new response is the appropriate response with the TX side isolated, and the effective values of the RX resonators are recorded as described. The TX first resonator is returned to its original position, the RX
first resonator is set as high as possible, and the TX is similarly recorded. These values
are recorded as shown in Table 3 of [92].
To tune a duplexer, the RX resonator is set high, and the TX side tuned according to
Table 4 of [92]. Next the TX side first resonator is set low, and the RX side is tuned
according to the same table. Finally, the first TX resonator is tuned according to Table
2 of [92].
Just as with the cross-coupled filter of chapter 4, using the time-domain response to
tune a duplex filter may be possible, but it is very tedious. These early experiments
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with tuning duplexes indicate that more study is required. Some interesting possibilities might be subtracting a calculated response of one path, say the RX path from the
other path, say the TX path, where the RX path resonators are set far off. After tuning
the TX side, its response might be able to be subtracted in some way from the overall
response to leave just the Rx response.

8.2.6

Closely spaced duplexers and FTS

Experiments with duplexers that have the pass-bands closer than one-half a bandwidth have proved very difficult to tune using FrS. The problem appears to be one of
overlapping time-domain responses. That is, looking from the antenna port, one can
consider the overall time-domain response to be the superposition of two responses,
one from the TX side and one from the RX side. As such, the nulls typically associated
with each resonator are no longer sufficiently distinct.
One consequence of this overlap is that the nulls appear to move in time as the resonator associated with the null is tuned. This implies that the null is a consequence of
more than just one resonator, and moves in time as the value of the sum of the two
time-domain responses cancel at different times as one resonator is tuned. Since the
time-gated technique pre-supposes that the gate times are fixed, these moving nulls present a significant problem.
Duplexers that are quite closely spaced often achieve the sharp cut-off frequencies
by adding cross coupling to sections in each filter. As the cross coupling becomes
strong, further difficulties are seen in tuning filters with time-domain techniques.

8.3 Areas for investigation for applying FTS methods to other fIlters
The success of the case study in the previous section also illustrates the limitations
of the FrS method for tuning complex filters. The following sections describe areas
for further investigation of the time-domain and time-gated (FrS) tuning methods.

8.3.1

Filters with extracted resonators

Other filters which exhibit similar problems are filters with an additional resonator
extracted at the input or output port, which sharpens the stop-band response [94]. In
these filters, a single shorted resonator (or more rarely, multiple resonators) is connected to the input and/or output port of the filter, in much the same way as a duplexer.
This resonator is shorted, that is, it is not generally connected to other resonators. As a
shorted resonator, it presents a short circuit to the input at a frequency determined by
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the resonator. Alternatively, it can be designed to present an open circuit at resonance,
connected by a quarter wave transmission line, thus presenting a narrow band short. It
acts in many ways as a duplexer, where the duplex path is terminated in a short. This
short creates a transmission zero for the desired path.
Some experimentation has been done on these filter types, using FrS, with limited
success. It seems the duplex aspect is such that one might consider the extracted resonator as a very closely spaced duplex path. Some of the techniques presented in [92]
might apply, and in general these filters are tuned by shorting the first resonator in the
main path, and tuning the extracted resonator. From this it is hoped that its effect on the
time-domain response of other resonators is the same as that of a reference filter, so
that the other resonators may be deterministically tuned. If the extracted resonator is
very close in frequency, any mistuning in it results in errors in tuning all the other resonators, yielding an unsatisfactory tuning process.

8.3.2 Filters with strong cross coupling
Strong cross coupling causes a similar problem to that of filters that are closely
spaced. Strong cross coupling is characterized by the coupling value for the cross coupling approaching that of the main coupling. In this case, the time-domain response of
the input to the cross-coupled stage can be thought of as the sum of the response from
the main coupling and the response of the cross coupling. In the case where the cross
coupling is not strong, the response is only slightly perturbed.

Often, the cross-

coupling value can be set precisely by looking at the S21 transmission response, and setting the zero value. Once this is fixed, the nulls associated with various resonators are
also fixed, and it is simple to characterize the frequency for each resonator.
However, for filters that designed using cascaded triplets [95], the cross coupling
may be very strong, and it is quite difficult to establish a reasonable tuning order using
FrS. An interesting extension to this technique might be to establish some tuning
method for triplets, based on reflection response, then use time-domain techniques
along with de-masking to apply the method to cascaded triplets.

8.3.3 Filters with embedded amplifiers or isolators
Many filters used in wireless systems have embedded isolators at the inputs, in the
case of TX filters, or low noise amplifiers (LNA) in the outputs, as in the case of RX
filters. The addition of these non-bilateral devices causes substantial problems when
trying to apply FrS or time-domain techniques to their tuning.
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Time-domain based techniques rely on the reflection response of filters, as do many
of the other techniques presented in chapter 1, and as such they are not successful if any
element in the filter is substantially unilateral. Adding an isolator at the input to a filter
means the time-domain response at the input will be that of the isolator load, regardless
of the filter resonator tuning. For this type of filter, the input response is difficult to see,
so any reflection based tuning must be done based only on the output reflection response, with it's associated limitations of tuning a filter from only one end. Adding an
LNA at the output of a filter causes a similar unilateral behavior. However, with the
advent of higher dynamic range VNAs, it might also be possible to tune these filters
using FTS by looking at the leakage back through the isolator or LNA, if some way can
be made to account for the larger, but unchanging response of the LNA.
While this thesis has looked primarily at reflection responses from both sides, there
may be some way of applying the de-masking techniques to allow better tuning from
only one side of the filter. Or perhaps the time gating can be applied to some of the
input sections to remove their effects from the transmission response of the remaining
elements, thus simplifying the tuning process by reducing the order of the filter that
remains to be tuned.

8.3.4

Combining FTS methods with other methods

Another natural extension of the FTS method is to apply some of the time gating
techniques discussed here to other methods presented in chapter 1, in hopes that attributes of each method enhances the other. One area in particular might be in using timedomain responses as part of an optimization criteria, as together they may provide
faster convergence or avoid local minima problems. The fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks techniques might also be well served by using both frequency and timedomain data for training data and evaluation data. This is particularly intriguing as the
time-domain methods have been shown to be quite intuitive in tuning simple filter
structures, and adding fuzzy logic or neural network ideas to time-domain methods may
overcome the difficulties observed in tuning more complex structures.
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Appendix 1

Time domain reflection response of 3 pole Butterworth filter
A 3-pole Butterworth low-pass filter was chosen for the first calculations, due to its
relatively simple transfer function. Once the time domain response of the low-pass filter is known, the envelope for a 3-pole Butterworth band-pass filter is determined.

The frequency response of the input reflection of a 3 pole Butterworth filter is

(Al.7)

The transfer function (in the s domain) is,
-s 3
S (s)-----11

-

(Al.8)

S3 + 2S2 + 2s + 1

Which through long division becomes
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-2s 2 -2s-I)
2S2 +2s+ 1

(Al.9)

or

2S2 +2s+1
SI1 (s) = -1 + S3+ 2/ + 2s + 1

from which the denominator may be factored to get

(Al.IO)
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(Al.ll)

which can be further factored to obtain
S2+ s
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or
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1
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s
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From [96] the Laplace transform is given in the form of

L{ e-
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L{e- at sin((Ot)} =
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and

and factoring the middle portion of equation (Al.13) in a similar form such as
s
---=
S2 + s + 1

s
s
=
and
2
S2 + 2as + a + (02
(s + a)2 + (02
setting 2a = 1, and a 2 + (02 = 1, and solving for a and (0

(Al.16)

we find a =.12 and (0 = .J32
and finally, taking the middle portion in the form of equation (Al.16) and factoring
again one gets
(Al.17)

which is now in the form of equations (Al.14) and (Al.15). The first portion of equation (Al.13) is recognized as the transform of a delta function, and the last portion is
recognizable as the transform of a simple exponential such that the inverse Laplace
transform of equation (Al.13)can be found from Laplace transform tables with the result
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Sll(t) = -J(t)
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(A1.l8)

Response of a 1 pole network

The Sll frequency response of a I-pole network (for example, an RC network with
source and load impedance of R, and consisting of a shunt C) is

(A1.l9)

In the s domain, the input impedance is
1
Zl1 (s) =-1--

(A 1.20)

-+sC
R

and the input S-parameter S 11 is

s

11
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-

(A 1.21)

sCR+2

which can be put in the form of a proper fraction by long division to yield

2

Sl1(S) =-1+---

(A1.22)

sCR+2

which for C=2, and R=l reduces to

1
S (s)=-l+11
s+l

(A1.23)

for which the inverse Laplace transform may be determined directly from transform
tables to find
(A 1.24)
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Tuning Band Pass Filters in the Time Domain
Joel Dunsmore
Hewlett-Packard, Microwave Instruments Division
1400 Fountaingrove Parkway, Santa Rosa, Ca., USA 95403

Abstract -This new idea in coupled-resonator nIter
tuning is based on the time domain response of filter
return loss. With this method, individual responses of
each resonator and coupling coefficient can be distinguished and can be precisely set to a desired filter response; interactions can be immediately determined
and accounted for.

I. Introduction:
With this entirely new technique, coupledresonator bandpass filters can be easily and precisely
tuned. Coupled-resonator filters are the workhorse filters
of the RF and microwave communications industry. The
center frequency of each resonator must be precisely
tuned, and each coupling between resonators must be
precisely set to achieve the proper passband response,
and to get low return loss (or reflection) and small passband ripple. Until now, the resonator tuning and setting
of the coupling coefficients has been as much art as science. This paper presents a method of tuning filters
based on the time domain response of its return loss,
where the time domain response is obtained by a special
type of discrete inverse Fourier transform of the frequency response. It was previously thought that there
could not be sufficient resolution in the time domain to
make it useful in looking at bandpass filters, but this paper demonstrates that when properly set up the time domain response can distinguish the individual responses of
each resonator and coupling aperture. From this, each
resonator may be individually and deterministically
tuned. If a filter has adjustable coupling, the coupling
coefficients may be precisely set based on the desired
filter response, and any interaction caused by adjusting
coupling structures and resonators can be immediately
determined and accounted for. With this method, rela+

Term
Term1
N...".1
Z=R i n Ohm

tively inexperienced filter tuners, with only a few minutes
instruction can be tuning multiple pole filters with great
success.

II. Details, Coupled Resonators in the Time Domain:
A five-pole coupled-resonator filter with four
coupling structures will be used to illustrate the new tuning technique. A schematic of the filter is shown in Figure
1. To set up the measurement for time-domain tuning, the
frequency sweep must be centered at the desired center
frequency of the bandpass filter. Remarkably, the tuning
method will tune the filter to exactly the chosen center
frequency. The frequency span must be set to approximately two to five times the expected bandwidth. The
appendix explains why this setup guarantees sufficient
resolution to distinguish individual resonators. The time
domain response is obtained by activating the BANDPASS MODE under the TRANSFORM menu of the
Vector Network Analyzer (e.g. HP 8753E). To setup the
time domain response display, it is helpful to set the start
time somewhat before zero, and the stop time somewhat
beyond twice the delay of the filter (remember: reflections must travel through the filter twice). The proper
start and stop times may be estimated from the number of
filter resonators (N) and the bandwidth (BW) of the filter: start time at t=-(2htBW), and the stop time at
t=(2N+l)htBW).
Figure 2 shows the frequency response and the
bandpass mode time response of the return loss of a fifthorder Chebyshev filter with 0.25 dB of passband ripple
(lighter trace) and the same filter with the second resonator mis-tuned. Notice the distinctive dips in the time
response (right) of S 11 of the filter. These are characteristic nulls that will occur if the resonators are exactly
Term
Te rm2

Coup1
C=C12 F

Coup2

C=C23 F

Coup4

C=C45 F

Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of a coupledresonator filter
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Figure 2: Frequency response (left) and Time Domain response (right) of the return loss (Sl1) of a
perfectly tuned iIIter (lighter trace) and a fIlter with the second resonator mis-tuned (darker trace).
tuned. If the center frequency of the measurement were
changed even slightly, all the nulls would start to disappear, indicating that the filter is not longer tuned. The
peaks between the nulls relate to the coupling factors of
the filter. This type of response holds true for any allpole filter, regardless of filter type.
The essence of the tuning technique is that the
dips in the time domain response correspond exactly to
each resonator in the filter. When the resonator is tuned
properly, the null is deep. If the resonator is not tuned, the
null starts to disappear. Though it may seem remarkable
that this exact relationship exists, extensive testing with
many different kinds of filters, as well as simulations and
direct mathematical derivation confirm this relationship.
The nulls in the time domain associated with the five
resonators are marked in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows
the results of a simulation with only the second resonator
mis-tuned from its ideal (derived) value. In this case the
capacitor ClI was tuned to a few percent above its ideal
value. It is clear that the dip has nearly disappeared. The
dip will only be maximized when the capacitor is returned
to its ideal value. Note that severely mis-tuning one resonator can affect the response from the other "down
stream" resonators.

cal for mis-tuning of either the second or fourth resonator.
But in the time domain representation, it is easy to see
which resonator is mis-tuned.
The benefits of looking at filters in the time domain go beyond tuning the filter during the manufacturing
process. Many filters must be qualified over extensive
environmental conditions.
With this technique, any
changes in the filter performance due to changes in the
resonators can be easily seen, when compared to a reference time domain trace taken before the environmental
stress is applied. For the first time, the contributions of
individual elements inside the filter can be determined.

III. Filters with Adjustable Coupling:
For all-pole filters, the coupling coefficients
uniquely determine the filter attributes. To change from a
0
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Figure 3 shows a similar response to the adjustment of resonators 3 and 4. In the dark gray trace, resonator 3 is mis-tuned, in the light gray trace resonator 4 is
mis-tuned. Note that though the frequency response for
the 4th resonator mis-tuned will be identical to the frequency response trace in Figure 2 where the second resonator is mis-tuuned, the time domain responses are quite
different. In a symmetric filter, such as this Chebyshev
filter, one cannot determine which resonator is mis-tuned
from the frequency response. Thus, for a symmetric filter
the magnitude response in the frequency domain is identi-
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Figure 3: Time Domain response of a fIlter
with only resonator 3 (dark gray trace) and
only resonator 4 (light gray trace) mis-tuned.
The perfectly tuned fIlter case is shown in the
black trace
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Butterworth to a Chebyshev, you need only change the
coupling. The effect of coupling is also apparent in the
time domain, as shown in Figure 4. The peaks of the time
response correspond to the coupling between the resonators, with the first peak representing the input coupling.
In Figure 4, the coupling between resonators 2 and 3 was
reduced 10%, resulting in a higher return loss peak. Note
that the peaks from the input coupling and first coupling
did not change at all! This leads us to a method for adjusting the coupling of an un-tuned filter. One detail to
note is that for the peaks before the peak for which the
coupling was adjusted, there is no change in height. But
for peaks after the adjusted coupling, the peak values are
different. This makes sense if we consider that by reducing the coupling factor K32, we cause a greater reflection
of energy at that point in the filter, thereby reducing the
energy available to reflect off the other stages of the filter.
In Figure 5, we see the result of increasing KI2
by 10%. In this case, the peak corresponding to K 12
(darker trace) is lower. This corresponds to larger coupling, and thus, less energy reflected. The peaks from the
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Unlike the resonator tuning, where the adjustment of one resonator only weakly affects the adjustment
of another, when tuning the coupling factors one must
consider the effects of previous coupling. Therefore,
tuning must be done in order from the input (and output)
ports to the center of the filter. Also, coupling must be
adjusted to some target value, which is most easily established by some sort of template filter. For the first example of coupler tuning, we will consider a real filter example where the target response is established by a "golden"
filter standard that was tuned in the frequency domain by
an experienced engineer. This "golden" filter is measured
and stored in the network analyzer memory. In this case,
the desired bandwidth was about 80 MHz, with better
than 3dB return loss desired over the center portion of the
bandwidth. The filter to be tuned was measured and the
measurements are overlaid, as shown in Figure 6. The
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following filter couplings will increase, due to the larger
energy passing through coupling KI2. With this understanding, it is possible to propose a tuning method that
would allow adjusting coupling of a filter to realize a
desired filter response.
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lenge is creating the template filter in the first place. Using time domain tuning, it is possible to create a new filter
shape without explicit knowledge of the coupling response of the filter. The idea for this design method is to
use a circuit simulator to create a filter response from a
lumped element model of the desired order. This can be
done by optimizing for return loss, pass band ripple, cutoff, bandwidth, among other attributes. The frequency
response of the simulation can be downloaded into the
network analyzer memory trace, and the time domain
transform then applied. From this, a template trace is
created that provides a target for tuning the coupling
structures. The center frequency of the filter is simply
tuned using the nulling method. Figure 8 shows two filter
responses. The light trace is a simulation of an 8-pole
filter, optimized to give 25 dB return loss and a 130 MHz
bandwidth. The coupling coefficients and resonator tuning were variables in the optimization. The other trace is
a real 8-pole filter, tuned in the time domain. This is in
fact the same filter as in the previous example, but adjusted to have an 80% wider bandwith. The coupling was
tuned to match the peaks, and the resonators were tuned
to maximize the nulls. This 8-pole filter with 7 adjustable
couplings was tuned in about 6 minutes. The final result
is remarkably close to the simulated response, especially
considering that the simulated filter was a lumped element, capacitively coupled filter, and the real filter was a
distributed coupled-resonator filter with inductive (Bfield) coupling.
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tuning process entails first pre-adjusting the tuning
screws, visually setting the screws to approximately the
same position as the "golden" filter. From this we see
that the resonators are not properly adjusted, as the nulls
associated with them are not as deep as the template filter.
Next the resonators are tuned using the nulling process to
tune the filter to the center frequency. Finally, the peaks
associated with the coupling are adjusted to match the
peak values of the "golden" filter template, followed by
re-adjusting the resonators to compensate for any interaction from the coupling adjustment. Figure 7 shows the
result of this tuning. In fact, the return loss of the
"golden" filter (darker trace) is not quite as good as the
final return loss of the filter to be tuned. Examining the
time domain trace of the "golden" filter reveals that the
first resonator is not perfectly tuned, as noted by the lack
of a deep null associated with it.

IV. Conclusion:
This filter tuning technique is remarkably flexible, works
with a wide variety of filter and resonator structures, and
can be used during both the design and manufacturing
stages to gain insight into the filter behavior and to speed
the final tuning process.

The method above works well if there exists a
properly tuned filter, but an often difficult design chalS i mu I ate d v s.
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Introduction

The increase in wireless communications services
is forcing more and more channels into less frequency spectrum. To avoid interference, very stringent filtering requirements are being placed on all
systems. These systems usually employ coupled
resonator filters to handle the power levels and
provide the needed isolation. The difficulty of tuning these filters quickly and accurately often limits
manufacturers from increasing their production
volumes and reducing manufacturing cost.
In a coupled-resonator cavity-tuned filter, the center frequency of each resonator must be precisely
tuned. The couplings between resonators must also
be precisely set to achieve the proper passband
response, low return loss (reflection), and small
passband ripple. Setting coupling coefficients and
tuning the resonators are as much art as science;
often a trial-and-error adjustment process. Until
now, there has been no alternative.
This application note describes a method of tuning
a filter using the time-domain response of its
return loss, which makes filter tuning vastly easier.
It is possible to tune each resonator individually,
since time-domain measurements can distinguish
the individual responses of each resonator and
coupling aperture. Such clear identification of
responses is extremely difficult in the frequency
domain. Coupling coefficients may be precisely set
to provide a desired filter response, and any interaction caused by adjustment of the coupling structures and resonators can be immediately determined and accounted for.
Perhaps the most important advantage of the timedomain tuning method is that it allows inexperienced filter tuners to successfully tune multiplepole filters after only brief instruction. Such rapid
proficiency is impossible with previous tuning
methods. This technique also lends itself well to
the automated production environment, which has
always been a challenge.

Difficulties of filter tuning
The interactive nature of coupled-resonator filters
makes it difficult to determine which resonator or
coupling element needs to be tuned. Although some
tuning methods can achieve an approximately correct filter response, final tuning often requires the
seemingly random adjustment of each element
until the final desired filter shape is obtained.
Experienced tuners can develop a feel for the
proper adjustments, but months are often required
before a novice can be proficient at tuning complex
filters. The time and associated cost of tuning, and
the difficulty and cost in training new personnel
can limit a company's growth and responsiveness
to changing customer needs.
Some companies have attempted to automate the
tuning process, using robotics to engage and turn
the tuning screws, and an algorithmic process to
accomplish the tuning. The tuning algorithms are a
particular problem, especially when a filter is nearly
tuned, at which point the interaction between
stages can be so great that final tuning cannot be
achieved. New filter designs may require entirely
new algorithms, making it even more difficult for
test designers to keep up with changing requirements. Manufacturing changes that affect the filter
components, such as tool wear or changing vendors,
may also cause algorithms and processes to
become less effective.
In some cases, tuned filters go through temperature cycling or other environmental stress as part
of the manufacturing process, and their characteristics may change as a result. It can be very difficult to identify which resonators or coupling apertures need to be retuned using conventional filter
tuning methods.
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Ideal tuning method
The solution to these difficulties would be a tuning
method that is simple, flexible, and deterministic.
That is, one in which the individual adjustment
goals for each tuning element, resonator, and coupling aperture would not depend upon the other
elements in the filter. The response to each tuning
screw would be easily identified, and any interactive
effect would be immediately seen and accounted for.
Ideally, each screw would only need to be adjusted
once. Finally, the tuning method would not depend
on filter type or shape, or number of filter poles.
This application note presents a technique that
clearly identifies the resonator or coupling aperture
that needs to be tuned, and enables the operator to
see and correct for interactions. Filters can be tuned
to match any filter shape within their tuning ranges.
Although this technique does not meet the ideal goal
of requiring only a single adjustment of each screw,
it greatly simplifies and speeds up the filter-tuning
process.
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Basic characteristics of bandpass filters

First, let's review some basic information and characteristics about bandpass filters.
Bandpass filters are commonly designed by transforming a low-pass filter response to one that is
centered about some new frequency. Coupled resonators, which may be lumped LC resonators,
coaxial line resonators, cavity resonators, or
microwave waveguide resonators, are used to create the upward shift in frequency. The terms resonator, cavity resonator, and cavity will be used
interchangeably in this application note. More
details on bandpass filter design can be found in
Appendix A.
The center frequency of the filter is determined by
setting the resonators. In most designs, all resonators are set exactly to the center frequency,
with the effects of adjacent coupling included in
the calculation of the resonant frequency.
The filter shape, bandwidth, ripple, and return loss
are all set by the coupling factors between the resonators. When properly tuned, the resonators have
almost no effect on the filter shape. The only
exception is that the input and output resonators
set the nominal impedance of the filter. Usually an
input or output transformer is used to match to a
desired impedance. Of course, when the resonators
are not properly tuned, the return loss and insertion loss will not be at the optimal levels.
Because the resonators are coupled to each other,
tuning one resonator will have the most effect on
the adjacent resonators, but it will also have some
smaller effect on the remaining resonators. The
extent of the effect depends on the coupling factor.
With this information in mind, we are ready to
explore the new time-domain tuning technique.

Time-domain response of simulated filters

To introduce this tuning method, we will use simulations to examine what happens to the timedomain response of a bandpass filter when it is
tuned. We will start with a relatively simple filter:
a five-pole coupled resonator filter with four coupling structures, designed for a Chebyshev
response with 0.25 dB of passband ripple. In this
example, a filter response will be simulated by
Agilent Technologies' Advanced Design System
(ADS) microwave design software, so that the
exact values of constituent components are known.
The frequency sweeps will be performed in the
simulator, and the results will be downloaded to
the vector network analyzer (VNA), where the
instrument's time-domain transform application
can show the effects of filter tuning. The schematic
for the filter is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows the frequency response and time
response of the filter. Notice the distinctive dips in
the time-domain Su response of the filter. These
are characteristic nulls that occur if the resonators
are exactly tuned. The peaks between the nulls
relate to the coupling factors of the filter, as we will
see later. Markers 1 through 5 have been placed to
show the characteristic dips corresponding to resonators 1 through 5 in the filter. Although there are
some dips to the left of marker 1, those are not part
of the filter response. Generally the peaks corresponding to the filter response will be much higher
in magnitude than the ones in the t<O region, whi ch
are not meaningful, and usually the dip corresponding to the first resonator will occur near t=O.

To set up the measurement for time-domain tuning,
the frequency sweep MUST be centered at the
desired center frequency of the bandpass filter.
This is critical, since the tuning method will tune
the filter to exactly that center frequency. Next, the
span should be set to approximately two to five
times the expected bandwidth.
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Figure 1. Schematic for five-pole coupled resonator bandpass filter
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Effect of tuning resonators
The example filter starts out with the ideal design
values, which yields the desired response since it
is properly "tuned" by definition. To understand
the time-domain response to tuning the resonators,
we will monitor the time-domain response while
changing (mistuning) the resonator components in
the simulation. Figure 3 shows the time-domain
traces for three conditions (with the ideal response
in the lighter trace). The upper plots show the filter with the second resonator mistuned 2% low in
frequency. Note that the first dip has not changed,
but the second dip is no longer minimized, and neither are the following dips. If a resonator is substantially mistuned (more than 1%), it will significantly mask the dips of following resonators.
Therefore, to identify the mistuned resonator, look
for the first dip that is no longer at a minimum. In
this case, we see that mistuning resonator 2 causes
the second null to move away from its minimum
value.

The lower plots show one response with only t he
third resonator mistuned 2% high and another one
with only the fourth resonator mistuned 2% low.
Again, it is easy to identify which resonator is mistuned by looking for the first dip that is no longer
minimized. Additional simulations have shown that
the characteristic dips are minimized only when
the corresponding resonators are set to their correct values. Changing the tuning in either direction
causes the dips to rise from the minimum values.
The key to this tuning technique is to adjust the
resonators until each null is as low as possible. The
adjustment will be mostly independent, although if
all the resonators are far from the final value the
first time through, adjusting a succeeding resonator
may cause the null of the previous resonator to rise
from its minimum. If this occurs, the null for the
previous resonator should be optimized again. Once
the succeeding resonator has been tuned and the
previous one optimized, additional smaller adjustment to the second resonator will have very little
effect on the dip corresponding to the first resonator.
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Those who are familiar with the resolution limits
of time-domain measurements will know that timedomain resolution is inversely proportional to the
frequency span being measured, and t hey may
wonder how it is possible to resolve individual resonators in a filter w hen the frequency span is only
two to five times the filter's bandwidth. Appendix B
explains how t he time-domain transform relates to
bandpass filter measurements in more detail.

In the time-domain, there is no change in the first
peak, but the second peak is smaller. While it
might seem that the first peak would be associated
with the first coupling factor, remember that the
first coupling factor comes after the first reso nato r
in the filter, and we have already seen that the first
dip after the first peak is related to the first resonator. It turns out that the first peak can be associated with the input coupling, which has not been
adjusted in this fi lter.

One more thing to note from Figure 3 is that the
SII frequency response when resonator 2 is mistuned looks almost identical to 8 11 response when
resonator 4 is mistuned. This ill ustrates why it can
be difficult to determine which resonator requires
tuning when viewing only the frequency-domain
measurements.

The reduction in height of the second peak whe n
coupling is increased makes sense, because
increasing the coupling means more energy is co upled to the next resonator. Thus less energy is
reflected, so the peak corresponding to reflected
energy from that coupling should decrease. Note
that the following peaks are higher than before.
More energy has been coupled through the first
coupling aperture, so there is more energy to
reflect off the remaining coupling apertures.

Effect of tuning coupling apertures
Although simple filters may only allow adjustments
of the resonators, many filters a lso have adjustable
coupli ngs. To understand the effects of adjusting
the coupling, we will go back to our original
"tuned" simulated filter. First, we will examine
what happens when we increase the first coupling
factor by 10%. Figure 4 shows the 8 11 response in
both frequency and time domains, both before and
after changing the coupling factor. In the frequency
domain, we see that the filter bandwidth is slightly
wider and the return loss has changed. Th is makes
intuitive sense, because increasing t he co upling
means more ene rgy should pass through the filter,
resulting in a wider bandwidth.

It is important to recognize that changing the first
coupling factor will affect the responses of all the
following peaks. This suggests that coupling factors
should be tuned starting with the coupling closest
to the input and moving towards those in the ce nter of the filter. Otherwise, improperly tuned co upling near the input can mask the real res ponse of
the inner coupling factors.
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Now consider what happens if we take the original
filter and decrease the second coupling coefficient
by 10%. Figure 5 shows that in the frequency
domain, the bandwidth of the filter has been
reduced slightly and the return loss has changed.
Again, this makes sense because decreasing the
coupling means less energy will pass through the
filter, corresponding to a narrower bandwidth.

Thus, we have seen that the coupling factor can be
related to the height of the time-domain refl ection
trace between each of the resonator nulls. The
exact relationship also depends on the ratio of the
filter bandwidth to the frequency sweep used to
compute the time-domain transform. The wider the
frequency sweep (relative to the filter 's bandwidth), the more total energy is reflected, so the
higher the peaks.

Examining the time-domain trace, we see no change
in the first 2 peaks, but the third peak is higher,
consistent with more energy being reflected as a
result of the decreased coupling. Since the amount
of energy coupled to the following resonators and
apertures is reduced, the following peaks are all
lower in value. Note how well the time-domain
response separates the effects of changing each
coupling, allowing the couplings to be individually
adjusted. In contrast, the SI1 frequency response
trace in Figure 4 is very similar to the one in
Figure 5, so it would be very difficult to know
which coupling changed from looking at the
frequency-domain response.
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The magnitudes of the peaks are difficult to compute because changing the coupling of one stage
changes the height of the succeeding peaks. A
detailed explanation of relationship between the
time-domain response and coupling coefficients is
beyond the scope of this application note. Even
though it may not be easy to calculate these peaks
simply from the coupling coefficients, once the
desired values of the peaks are determined , the
apertures may be tuned directly in the time
domain. One method for determining the desired
magnitudes of the peaks is by using a template as
described in the next section.
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Practical examples of tuning filters

Now that we have an understanding of the relationship between tuning resonators or coupling
apertures and the corresponding results in the
time-domain response, we are ready to to put the
theory into practice.
For multi-pole cavity filters that have flxed apertures, it is only necessary to tune for the characteristic dips in the time domain in order to achieve
optimal tuning of the filter. To tune a filter with
variable coupling coefficients, it is easiest to tune
the coupling to a target time-domain trace or template. This target time-domain response for any filter type may be determined in several ways. One
method is to use a "golden" standard filter that has
the same structure and is properly tuned for the
desired filter shape. This filter can be measured
and the data placed in the analyzer'S memory.
Each subsequent filter can be tuned to obtain the
same response.

An alternative is to create a filter from a simulation tool, such as Agilent's Advanced Design
System. The simulated response can be downloaded into the network analyzer and used as a
template. This is a very effective approach, as
there is great flexibility in choosing filter types.
The only caution is that each real filter has limits
on the Q of the resonators and the tuning range of
the coupling structures and resonators. It is important to make the attributes of the simulation consistent with the limitations of the structures used
in the real filters.
In this section, we will begin with a discussion of
how to set up the network analyzer to tune bandpass filters in the time domain, and then we will
show three examples to illustrate how to tune both
resonators and coupling apertures in real filters.
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Setting up the network analyzer
It is essential to set the center frequency of the
analyzer's frequency sweep to be equal to the
desired center frequency of the filter, since tuning
the filter in the time domain will set the filter's
center to this frequency. Choose a frequency span
that is 2 to 5 times the bandwidth of the filter. A
span that is too narrow will not provide sufficient
resolution to discern the individual sections of the
filter, while too wide a span will cause too much
energy to be reflected, reducing the tuning sensitivity.
The primary parameter to be measured is 8 11
(input match). However, for time-domain responses
more than halfway through the filter, the responses
often get more difficult to distinguish. Even in lowloss filters, there can be significant return loss differences between the input and output due to loss
in the fllter. In addition, there is a masking effect
that tends to make reflections from couplings and
resonators farther from the input or output appear
smaller, since some of the incident energy has been
lost due to earlier reflections in the device. For
these reasons, the most effective way to tune is to
look at both sides of the filter at once, so a network analyzer with an 8-parameter test set is recommended. To aid in tuning, the instrument's
dual-channel mode can be used to measure the
reverse return loss (8 22 ) on a second channel. With
this setup, you will tune the flrst half of the resonators and couplings using the 8 11 response, and
tune the remaining ones using the 8 22 response.
Keep in mind that you need to count resonators
and coupling apertures starting from the port
where the signal is entering the filter for that
measurement. Thus for 8 11 , the flrst dip would correspond to the resonator closest to the input port
of the filter. For 8 22 , the flrst dip would correspond
to the resonator closest to the output port of the
filter.

For the network analyzer time-domain setup, the
bandpass mode must be used. The start and stop
times need to be set so that the individual resonators can be seen. For most filters, the start time
should be set slightly before zero time, and the
stop time should be set somewhat longer than
twice the group delay of the filter. If the desired
bandwidth is known, the correct settings can be
approximated by setting the start time at t=-(2/nBW)
and the stop time at t=(2N+ 1)/(nBW), where BW is
the filter's expected bandwidth, and N is the number of filter sections. This should give a little extra
time-domain response before the start of the filter
and after the end of the filter time response. If you
are tuning using both the S 11 and S22 responses of
the filter, you can set the stop time to a smaller
value, since you will use the S22 response to tune
the resonators that are farther out in time (and
closer to the output port).

Experience has shown that it is best to begin tuning from the input/ output sides and move toward
the middle. Figure 6 shows the time-domain
response after the first and fifth resonators have
been tuned to obtain the lowest dips. Note that the
first resonator closest to the input corresponds to
the first dip in Sl1, while the fifth resonator, whi ch
is the first one when looking in the reverse direction, corresponds to the first dip in S22' These
responses are good illustrations of masking. Even
though the fifth resonator is correctly tuned, you
cannot see that from looking at the Sll response.
Similarly, you cannot see that the first resonator is
tuned by looking only at the S22 response .
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The format to use for viewing the time-domain
response is log magnitude (dB). It may be helpful
to set the top of the screen at 0 dB.

The first example is a simple five-pole cavity filter
with fixed apertures, so only the resonators can be
tuned to adjust the center frequency. This filter
has a center frequency of 2.414 GHz and a 3 dB
bandwidth of 12 MHz. The network analyzer is set
up for this same center frequency and a span of
50 MHz. Dual channel mode is used to display both
S" and S22' The time-domain response is set up to
sweep from -50 ns to 250 ns.
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Example 1: Tuning resonators only
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Figure 6. Time-domain response of 5-pole filter after tuning resonators 1 and 5
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Next, we tune the second resonator, readjusting
the first one as needed to keep its dip minimized.
Then we go back to the output side and tune the
fourth resonator, readjusting the fifth one as needed. Finally, we tune the third resonator in the middle, readjusting the second and fourth resonators
as needed. It may be necessary to go back and
readjust each of the resonators again to fine-tune
the response. Figure 7 shows the time-domain
response after the filter has been tuned. Figures 8
and 9 show the frequency domain reflection and
transmission responses. Note that the center
frequency has been set precisely to 2.414 GHz
without looking at the frequency domain while
tuning. With frequency domain tuning methods, it
is often possible to tune the filter to have the correct
shape while the center frequency is slightly off.
The time-domain tuning method centers the filter
very accurately.
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Now, what if we want to change the center frequency of the filter, for example to 2.42 GHz? We
simply need to repeat the tuning process with the
analyzer's center frequency set to the new frequency.
Figure 10 shows the time-domain response (in
bold) that results from measuring the 2.414 GHz
filter after changing the network analyzer's center
frequency to 2.42 GHz. The original time-domain
response is shown in the lighter trace. It is clear
that the resonator dips are no longer at their
minimums, so the resonators need to be retuned.
Adjusting the resonators to minimize the dips
again will result in a filter tuned to a center
frequency of 2.42 GHz.
CHI SI1 &M

Example 2: Tuning to a "golden" filter
The second example uses a filter that has eight
poles with seven tunable interstage coupling
structures , along with input and output coupling.
In the discussion that follows , we use a "golden"
filter that was tuned by an experienced engineer
to obtain the desired frequenc y response and
return loss. A second, untuned test filter, shown
in Figure 11, was used as a test example. Figure 12
shows the time-domain and frequ ency-domain plots
of both filters . A four-parameter display mode is
used to show both the Sll and S22 (input and output return loss) in both the time and freque ncy
domains.
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Figure 11. Eight-pole, seven-aperture filter used for
Examples 2 and 3
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Following example 1, each of the eight reso nators
are tuned, starting with the two outside reso nators
and continuing until the center resonators are
tuned. Each is tuned by minimizing the respons e
(making the deepest dip). Again we begin by first
tuning the two outside resonators (numbers one
and eight), looking at both Sl1 and S22, then retuning them after the next inside resonators (two and
seven) are tuned. After the third set of resonators
are tuned (three and six) the second resonators
(two and seven) are re-tuned. This continues one
more time for the fourth and fifth resonators .
After this initial tuning is complete , the filter
exhibits a very nice frequency response (Figure 13),
but does not match the desired response. Now it is
time to tune the coupling structures.
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Figure 12. The response of a "golden" filter (lighter trace)
and an untuned filter of the same type (darker trace)

The test filter was pre-tuned by arranging the coupling screws (the long screws in the picture) to
about the same height as the "golden" filter. Such
pre-tuning is commonly done to get the coupling
apertures closer to the correct value before beginning to tune, but it doesn't work for situations
where a previously tuned filter is not available.
The first step in tuning this filter is to assume that
the inter-stage coupling is close to correct, and
adjust the resonators to optimally tune the filter
without adjusting the coupling screws. The setup
for this filter is a center frequency of 1220 MHz
and a span of about 320 MHz. The filter bandwidth
is about 80 MHz, so the time domain is initially
set up from about -8 ns (-2/ 7tBW) to about 70 ns
CC2N+ l )j1tBW). After the first tuning, -20 ns and
80 ns are determined to be a good choice for time
settings.
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Figure 13. The response of a "golden" filter (lighter trace)
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trace)

To tune the coupling structures, the scale can be
changed so that it is easy to see the peaks of the
time-domain response. For this example, fourparameter display capability is used to show the
time domain in full scale with a close-up view of
the peaks. With this display it is easier to adjust
both the peaks and the dips. To tune the coupling,
start by tuning the coupling apertures that are
closest to the input and output of the filter and
work towards the center, to avoid masking effects
from improperly tuned outer couplings. Turn the
screw in to increase the coupling (reduce the
peak). After each coupling screw is adjusted, readjust the resonators on each side to make the dip as
low as possible, starting from the outside and
working in. Figure 14 shows the result after the
first pass of adjusting the coupling structures and
resonators from the outside in.
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Also, note that the filter tuned in the time domain
has better return loss than the "golden" filter, and
that from the time-domain trace, we can see that
the first resonator is not optimally tuned according
to the time-domain tuning process , even though th e
filter has been tuned by an expert.
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This filter response is nearly identical to the template filter. The coupling (and hence return loss) is
not symmetrical for input and output, but it is al so
not symmetrical for the "golden" filter used as a
template. If the filters had no loss, the input and
output match would be the same. The loss in the
filter causes the input match to be different from
the output match. It is possible to tune this filter
to have exactly the same input and output match,
but with a lossy filter, one match may be improved
only at the expense of the other.
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Example 3: Using simulated results for a
template

Each coupling aperture and reso nato r is tuned to
achieve the same time response as t he simulated
template, following the procedure described in
Example 2. The last coupling structure is not tunable, but it is close enough to avoid distorting t he
overall resp onse.

Using a simulated filter response to create a template for tuning the filter is the basis for the final
example of tuning. An ideal eight-pole Chebyshev
filter is simulated, and any value can be chosen for
bandwidth or ripple. For this filter, a wider bandwidth with larger ripple was chosen. We will
attempt to tune the same filter used in example 2
to yield this new filter shape. Since the example
filter does not have adjustable input and output
coupling, there are limits on the filter shape that
can be achieved. In this case, the bandwidth was
fixed , and a return loss value that yields the same
value for input coupling in the time domain as that
of the example filter was chosen.

Figure 15 shows the result with the simulated
trace, and the final tuned filte r. The res ults are
remarkably close, considering that t he filter was
tuned only in the time domain , and t hat t he simulation used capacitively-coupled lumped elements,
while the real filter had magnetically coupled distributed elements. Using this technique, virtually
any filter shape that can be simulated can be used
as a template for a real filter that can be easily a nd
deterministically tuned , as long as the fil ter elements have the tuning flexibility . Eve n inex perienced tuners can follow thi s simple tuning tec hnique because each coupling and reso nator structure can be distinguished in the time domain .

The frequency response of the simulation was
downloaded into the network analyzer and used as
a template. In the simulation, loss was added to
the resonator structures to approximate the total
loss of the real filter. This allows the SI1 and S22
from the simulation to better match the actual
time-domain response of the filter. The effects of
loss are discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 15. An example of a simulated filter and a real filter tuned to match the time-domain response.
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Effects of loss in filters

Earlier, there was a caution about considering the
effects of loss when using simulation to generate
the time-domain trace. A lossy filter has peaks in
the time-domain trace that are lower than those of
a loss less filter, and the differences in the peak levels are greater for the apertures that are farther
into the filter. Therefore, tuning a lossy filter to a
template based on the simulation of a lossless filter
will probably result in incorrect settings of the coupling factors.
Trying to set the coupling apertures in the lossy
filter to match the template of a loss less filter
requires increasing the peaks in the time-domain
trace higher than the proper value, so the coupling
must be reduced to get more reflection. Usually it
will not be possible to match all of the peaks, especially the ones for the apertures that are farther
into the filter, because as we observed earlier in
Figure 5, decreasing one coupling factor will cause
the corresponding peak to increase, but the following peaks will all decrease.

If a template for a lossless filter must be used, you

may need to adjust the coupling apertures so they
don't completely match the peaks; that is, allow
them to be a little lower to account for the loss in
the filter.
Sll Frequency Response

o
-10 -

v Lossy filter

-20 -

For many cases, filter loss may be ignored, but for
higher-order filters, it may be necessary to include
the loss of each resonator in the model. Further,
while many simulators allow loss to be applied to
filter shapes, they do not distribute the loss
throughout the filter. Thus, to properly account for
loss, it may be necessary to create a filter structure
using lossy resonators with discrete coupling in
between.
To match a filter 's return loss to a lossless filter
Simulation, it may be necessary to tune a lossy filter primarily from the SII (input) side. The loss of
the filter will cause the S 22 time-domain response
to differ from the S2 2 of a lossless simulated filter.
Since the forward reflection and transmission (SII
and S21) are more important in most cases, tuning
from the SII side will provide better results .
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In the frequency domain, the result is that you may
be able to achieve a similar return loss, but the filter will be narrower due to the higher reflection, as
shown in Figure 16.
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More complex filters

Cross-coupled filters
Finally, many filters are more complex than the
traditional all-pole filters. Cavity-resonator filters
often have "cross-coupling" that effectively adds
one or more transmission zeros, similar to an ellipticfilter response. If these zeros, which create very
narrow isolation regions in the transmission
response, are close to the filter passband edges ,
they can distort the time-domain filter response so
that it no longer shows a deep null associated with
the resonator near the structure that creates the
zero. In general, the resonators that are not crosscoupled can still be tuned using the nulling technique described earlier. But what about the crosscoupled resonators?
Some filters have transmission zeros that are symmetrical as shown in Figure 17; the response from
the zeros can be seen on both sides of the passband. These filters can usually be tuned with the
methods previously described. The symmetry of
the zeros keeps the cross-coupled resonators at
approximately the same frequency as the other resonators, so all of the resonators can be tuned close
to their proper values by tuning for deep nulls in
the time-domain response.

For filters that have asymmetri cal zeros as shown
in Figure 18, t he reso nato rs that are cross-coupled
do not have the same frequency as the other resonators, so the dips in the time-domain res ponse
that correspond to these resonators will not be
minimized when viewed with the network analyzer's center frequency set to the filter's cente r frequency. Tuning the resonators to a template may
not yield the correct response, because t here is
more than one setting of the tuning sc rew that can
yield the same amplitude response. Recall t hat
when we were discussing the time-domain
response of a simulated filter, we found t hat tuning
the resonator either too high or too low will both
cause the dip to rise up from the minimum value.
The setting is unique only when you are tuning for
a null. However, we can modify the time-domain
filter tuning technique to acco unt for t his.
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Some fine-tuning may be necessary, either by tuning in the frequency domain, or by using the techniques described in the next section.
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Recall that the all-pole filters we've been examin ing have resonators that are all t uned to t he same
frequenc y, with the effects of coupling incl uded.
We set the network analyzer's cente r freq ue ncy to
that frequency, and when we look at the refl ection
response in the time domain , we get nulls co rre- .
sponding to each resonator when th at reso nato r IS
set to the analyzer 's ce nte r fr eq uency. For fi lters
wit h asymmetrical res ponses , if we can dete rmin e
the correct frequency of t he cross-co upled resonato rs, we should be a ble to set t he a nalyze r'S
cente r freque ncy to t hat new value, a nd tune t he
dip corresponding to t he cross-coup led reso nator
to its minimum value to p roperly t un e t he res onato r. Now t he chall enge is how to deter mine th e
co rrect frequ ency of the cross-cou pled reso nators.

One way is to calculate the correct frequency
mathematically based on the filter design.
Simulation tools can be very useful for doing this.

An alternative method is to derive the information
empirically using a "golden" or template filter. You
can set up the analyzer for a frequency sweep on
one channel and the time-domain response on
another channel. Identify the dip in the timedomain trace corresponding to the cross-coupled
resonator. Watch the change in this dip as you
slowly vary the center frequency of the analyzer's
sweep. You should see the dip reach a minimum
when the analyzer's center frequency is set to the
correct frequency for that resonator. Use this information to set up a new instrument state for use in
tuning that particular resonator. All of the resonators that are not cross-coupled will probably
still need to be tuned with the analyzer's center
frequency set to the filter's center frequency.
However, depending on the coupling, a cross-coupled
resonator may also pull the frequency of its adjacent resonators slightly off from the filter's center
frequency, so you may need to find the correct frequencies for some of the neighboring resonators
using this method as well.
In general, cross-coupling will not have much
impact on tuning the coupling apertures, since the
amount of cross-coupling tends to be light and has
minimal effect on the peaks in the time-domain
response corresponding to the coupling apertures.
For filters with cross-coupled resonators, the recommended order of tuning is:
1. Start out with the coupling screws pre-tuned (to
match the physical settings of a "golden" filter), as
described in Example 2.

3. Tune the coupling apertures to match the timedomain response to the template values.
4. Go back and fine-tune the cross-coupled resonators and any other resonators that need to be
tuned to a frequency other than the filter's center
frequency.

Duplexers
Tuning duplexers using the time domain can be a
problem if the pass bands are too close together. If
the passbands are separated by at least one bandwidth, and you can set up the analyzer for a span
of at least two times the bandwidth without seeing
the other filter, you should be able to tune the
duplexer using the techniques described in this
application note. If the passbands are closer than
one bandwidth apart, you will get interference
from the response of the other filter, and you may
not be able to clearly distinguish the responses due
to individual resonators in the time domain. In this
case, you may be able to partially tune the filter
using time domain, but you will need some other
method to complete the tuning.
Many duplexers have common elements (one or
more resonators) in the antenna path that will
form part of the response for both the Tx-Ant and
the Ant-Rx paths. To tune these resonators, it may
be necessary to set their frequencies to the center
frequency between the Rx and Tx bands, instead of
tuning them to the center frequency of either passband.
Both cross-coupled resonator filters and duplexers
are more advanced topics that require more
research. Further refinement of time-domain filter
tuning techniques for dealing with such filters is
currently under development.

2. Set the analyzer's center frequency to the filter's
center frequency and tune all of the resonators to
minimize the dips to get all of the resonators close
to the proper settings, ignoring the error for the
cross-coupled resonators for now.
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Conclusion

While various techniques to simplify the process of
filter tuning have been tried, until now, none have
succeeded fully because coupled-resonator filters
are inherently resistant to techniques that cannot
account for characteristics such as coupling interaction. The method described in this application
note goes a long way toward solving this problem.
It allows coupling apertures to be tuned to match
any filter shape within their tuning ranges, and
resonators to be adjusted to provide a perfectly
matched filter, with interaction immediately seen
and corrected.
While a better understanding of some types of filters such as cross-coupled filters is needed, this
technique already shows enough promise in allowing filters to be tuned easily that the current trend
to automate filter tuning on the production line
may not be needed. Alternately, this time-domain
tuning may allow automation to become practical
for the first time. It certainly makes it easier to
train inexperienced filter tuners quickly. These
attributes alone make the technique worthy of
implementation and further study.
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Summary: Hints for time-domain filter tuning

o Set the center frequency of the network analyzer
equal to the desired center frequency for the fIlter.

o If the filter has tunable apertures, set the coupling screws approximately correct; for example,
by adjusting them to the same physical height as
those on a "golden" filter.

o Set the frequency span to be 2 to 5 times the
bandwidth of the filter.

o Use 201 points in the sweep for a good compro-

o Tune the resonators first, adjusting for deepest
dips in the time-domain trace. Start with the
resonators at the input and output sides and
work towards the middle.

mise between sweep speed and resolution.

o Measure Sll on one channel and S22 on the other
channel. If desired, 4-parameter display can be
used to view both the frequency- and timedomain responses at once. Viewing both domains
while tuning may provide better insight for optimizing the filter's response.

o Select the bandpass time-domain transform.
o In the time domain, choose the start limit to be
about one resonator's delay on the minus side;
approximately t = -(2/1tBW). Choose a stop limit
of about 2 to 3 times the full filter's delay;
approximately t = (2N+ 1)/(1tBW), where N is the
number of filter sections (resonators) and BW is
the filter's 3 dB bandwidth in Hz.

o Use log magnitude format (dB), and set the reference position to 10 (top of the graticule) and
the reference value to 0 dB.
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o

Tuning one resonator may cause the previous
resonator to become slightly untuned. In this
case, go back and retune the previous resonator,
then optimize the current resonator again.

o Tune the coupling apertures from the input and
output sides first and work towards the middle.
After adjusting each coupling screw, readjust
the resonators on each side to make the dips as
low as possible.

o If the filter has cross-coupled resonators, finetune the cross-coupled resonators to their correct frequencies.

o Repeat the tuning process at least once to finetune, or as needed to achieve desired response.

Appendix A: Understanding basic bandpass filter design

Many bandpass filters are designed by starting
with a low-pass prototype that has the desired
characteristics, such as passband ripple, input
return loss, or stop-band rejection. The values for
the prototype low-pass filter elements that are necessary to obtain these characteristics may be found
in most filter design books (see References). This
prototype low-pass filter can be transformed into a
bandpass filter by changing the inductors and
capacitors into LC circuits, with the center frequency of each LC circuit at the desired bandpass
filter center frequency. Figure 19 shows an example of a prototype 3-element low-pass filter with
the corresponding bandpass filter structure. The
equations for calculating the values of the filter
elements are also found in most filter design
books.

Rl

This design technique results in filters that approximately retain the desired filter shape. However,
many narrowband (less than 10% bandwidth relative to the center frequency) bandpass filters
designed with this method end up with LC elements that cannot be realized. For these narrowband filters, an alternative design technique has
been developed that uses coupled resonators as the
main elements. With this technique, each resonator
is tuned to the filter's center frequency, with the
effects of the adjacent coupling elements included.
The resonator's center frequency is calculated by
treating the adjacent coupling capacitors as though
they were shorted to ground, so that the capacitances will be in parallel with the capacitance in
the resonator. Figure 20 shows the bandpass filter
from Figure 19 transformed into its equivalent coupled-resonator structure.
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3-pole Coupled Resonator Filter
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Figure 20. Equivalent 3-pole coupled resonator filter
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Figure 19. 3-element prototype low-pass filter and corresponding bandpass filter

A second aspect of the coupled-resonator design
technique is that any changes in filter type and
order affect only the coupling factor between the
resonator structures. Thus the filter shape, bandwidth, ripple, and return loss depend only on the
coupling between resonator sections, when the resonators have been properly tuned. These filters
retain the shape factors of the prototype low-pass
filter.
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A circuit simulation program has been used to
model the response for the mathematically simple
three-pole Butterworth low-pass filter. Examining
this filter's response using the time-domain transform shows that the characteristic nulls in the
time-domain transform are indeed a consequence
of the filter design. Repeating this simulation with
a bandpass filter shows that the bandpass filter
has exactly the same time-domain reflection
impulse magnitude response as the low-pass prototype. Since the low-pass prototype's impulse
response has the characteristic dips, and this filter
has optimal circuit element values since it has no
tunable components, we can conclude that the dips
must also be present in a properly tuned bandpass
filter.
The actual values of the elements used in the resonator are of little consequence, except that they
affect the input and output impedances, so input
and output coupling often include an impedance
transformer to ensure a 50-ohm match.
These couplings can be capacitive, which is frequently the case in lumped-element filters, or
inductive (sometimes called magnetic or B field
coupling) which is often the case in cavity-tuned
filters. In the latter, the coupling structure is an
opening in the wall between sections that permits
the circulating magnetic fields to couple. These
openings or apertures can be made adjustable by
narrowing the width of the opening, which reduces
coupling, or adding a shorted tuning element, such
as a machine screw, which increases coupling.
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For many filters, the coupling factor changes only
slowly with frequency, so that the center frequency
of the filter can be changed over a substantial
range without changing the basic shape of the filter. This is because the center frequency of the filter is determined only by tuning the center frequency of each resonator.
An intuitive way to think about this is that the cou-

pling of other sections is what slightly pulls the
center frequency of different resonators to move
the poles about the necessary amount to produce
the desired filter response. So, if a tuning technique can assure that each resonator is properly
tuned, the total filter response will be correct.
In a simple cavity resonator filter, all resonators
have the same center frequency, with the effects of
the resonator coupling included in the calculation
of resonator frequency. This frequency is also the
center frequency of the filter. However, this is not
true for filters with transmission zeroes, where
cross-coupling between resonators will cause the
cross-coupled resonators to be at a different center
frequency than the other resonators. These crosscoupled resonators may pull the adjacent resonators slightly off from the center frequency of
the filter as well. Thus, in tuning these filters, we
need to determine the correct center frequency of
the cross-coupled resonators (and possibly some of
the adjacent resonators), and tune those resonators
for that frequency, while tuning the remaining resonators to the filter's center frequency. A better
understanding of using time-domain filter tuning
for cross-coupled filters is still needed, and more
research is being done on this topic.

Appendix B: Using time-domain in the network analyzer for
filter tuning

To understand how to set up the network analyzer
for time-domain filter-tuning measurements, it is
helpful to review some basics of the time-domain
transforms.
Normal time-domain reflectometers (TDRs) are
inherently broadband and low-pass in nature.
This means they are only useful for measuring DCcoupled circuits. They cannot be used for measuring bandpass filters, since the filters will appear to
be almost totally reflective. However, a special mode
of the network analyzer time-domain transform
called bandpass mode can be used on band-limited
devices.
In this mode, the center frequency of the frequency
sweep is effectively translated to DC, and the
inverse Fourier transform is applied from minus
one-half of the frequency span to plus one-half of
the span. This is important when looking at a bandpass filter with a frequency response that is the
same as a low-pass filter response translated up in
frequency to the center of the bandpass filter.
The time-domain transform represents the return
loss as a function of length through the device
under test. For time-domain transforms to be
useful, they must have enough resolution to resolve
the distinguishing characteristics of the network
being measured. In general, the resolution of a
transform is inversely proportional to the frequency
span, although in bandpass mode the resolution
is reduced by half because half the span is for negative frequencies and half for positive frequencies.

Looking at measurements of bandpass filters with
a broad frequency sweep causes the same problem
as in a low-pass TDR measurement: you see a neartotal reflection at the input, and almost no other
reflections. A normal network analyzer sweep of
the bandpass filter, perhaps over two or three
times the filter's bandwidth, would be a narrow
sweep and was previously thought to have insufficient resolution to determine any characteristics of
the filter. However, if the measurement is properly
set up, the resolution limitation does not apply in
measuring filters.
When a filter is examined in the time domain, each
filter section has substantially more delay than its
physical size would suggest. This is because the
delay of a filter is inversely proportional to its
bandwidth. The narrower the bandwidth, the
longer the delay. For multiple-section filters, the
transmission delay is approximately N/rtBW, where
BW is the bandwidth in Hz and N is the number of
sections. Each section can be considered to add
about l/N of the delay. Thus the reflection delay of
each section is about 2/rtBW, and the total delay
for reflection is about 2N/rtBW (twice as much as
the transmission delay because the signal must go
through the filter and back).
If the frequency bandwidth used to sweep the fil-

ters is at least two times the filter bandwidth,
there will be sufficient resolution to discern the
individual sections of the filter. The frequency
span should not be too wide, or too much of the
energy will be reflected, and tuning sensitivity will
be reduced. Depending upon the filter, a frequency
span of two to five times the filter bandwidth can
be used.
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Advanced Filter 'funing using Time Domain Transforms
Joel Dun smore
Hewlett-Packard Company, Santa Rosa, California, U. S.A.
Abstract - The author has continued development on
advanced techniques in tuning coupled-resonator filters based on the time domain response of a filter. This
paper presents techniques to precisely tune filter coupling and resonators accounting for coupling masking,
and effects of transmission zeros from cross coupled
resonators.

sponse of the filter, a fi fth-order Chebys hev wi th 0. 25 dB
of passband ripple. Eac h plot shows two traces. one is the
filter return loss response with idea l values for all the
components,
and the second trace showin co the effect of
.
.
ml s-tumng one of the resonator elements (in thi s caSe. the
second resonator). The upper plot is the freq uency response and the lower plot is the time domain res p~) n se.
Freq .

I. INTRODUCTION:

o

In previous presentations, the author has shown that coupled-resonator band-pass filters can be easily and deterministically tuned [1,2]. To achieve the proper pass band
response, and to get low return loss and small pass band
ripple, the center frequency of each resonator must be
precisely tuned, and each coupling between resonators
must be precisely set. In these papers, Dunsmore demonstrated a method of tuning filters based on the time domain response of its return loss, where the time domain
response is obtained by a special type of discrete inverse
Fourier transform of the frequency response. The technique works well for all-pole, low-loss filters, but there
were several difficulties in tuning filters with more complex structures. This paper reviews the time domain tuning techniques, and presents a method that resolves the
problem of dealing with filters that have cross-coupled
resonators which result in transmission zeros near the filter passband. With this method, relatively inexperienced
filter tuners, with only a few minutes instruction can be
tuning multiple pole filters with great success.
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Basic ALL-PoLe FiLters:
Fig. 2: Freq. and Time Response of a band pass filter .

A five-pole coupled resonator filter with four
coupling structures will be used to illustrate the basic tuning technique. A schematic of the filter is shown in Fig. 1,
with the distributed loss of the filter represented as shunt
resistance. To apply the tuning method, the network analyzer's frequency sweep must be centered at the desired
center frequency of the bandpass filter. The frequency
span must be set to at least two to fi ve ti mes the expected
filter bandwidth . The BANDPASS mode of time domain
transform is applied to the return loss trace. Fig. 2 shows
the frequency response and the band-pass mode time re-
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Figure I: Schematic of a band pass filter
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Notice the distincti ve dips in the ti me response S I I of the
filter (indicated by the trian gles labeled 1-5). These are
characteristic null s that occ ur if the resonators are exac tl y
tuned. If the center frequency of the measuremen t were
changed even sli ghtl y, the null s wo uld start to di sappear.
indicatino that the filter is no longer tuned. The peaks between th; null s rel ate to the couplin g fa ctors of the filt er.
Thi s type of response hold s true for any all -pole fi lter.
reoardless
of filt er type.
I:>
The essence of the tuning tec hnique i:- th :ll the
dips in the time domain respon e corresponded exac tl ) tll
eac h reso nato r in the fi lter. When the reso nator I!> tuned
properl y. the null is deep. If the re~o n J to r i!> not tu ned . the
null starts to di sappear. Though it may ee rn rernar l-- abk
that thi s exac t relationship exists. ex t en~i\e te~ting \\Ith
many di ffe rent kinds of fi lters. as \\ : " a~ ~ il11ul at l \lIl~ anJ
direct mat he mati cal deri va ti on conllrrn thl ~ relatl lln , hq1 .
Figure :2 shows the time do main re~ptln~e \\ Ith (lnl~ the

second resonator mis-tuned from its ideal (derived) value.
In this case the capacitor CII was tuned to a few percent
above its ideal value. It is clear that the dip has nearly
disappeared. The dip will only be maximized when the
capacitor is returned to its ideal value. Note that mistuning one resonator can affect the response from the other
"down stream" resonators.
II. BASIC TUNING METHOD
The basic time domain tuning method for simple, all-pole
filters is to measure the time domain response of S 11 and
S22 of the filter. The filter resonators are adjusted with
the following steps:
1) Starting with the first and last resonator, tune to create
a deep null in the time response (it will be at approximately t=O) .
2) The next resonator from the input and output are then
tuned for deep nulls (which will appear approximately
at t=IIBW where BW is the filter bandwidth). Tuning
the second resonator will slightly pull the first, since
they are coupled.
3) The previous resonators (first and last, in this case)
are re-adjusted to restore the null in the time domain
trace to make it as deep as possible.
4) Continue in this manner, working in toward the center, until all the resonators have been adjusted for a
deep null.
This first adjustment will exactly center the filter and provide optimum tuning for the coupling factors given. Many
filters have adjustable coupling factors that must be tuned
to generate the desired filter response, particularly bandwidth and return loss. The coupling adjustment can be
accomplished with the following steps:
I) Create a filter template, from measuring an existing
filter or from a filter simulation, and load it into the
network analyzer's memory traces for Sl1 and S22.
2) After the initial resonator tuning above, adjust the
input (and output) coupling to match the amplitude of
the first (and last) peak of the target filter response.
Re-adjust the first (and last) resonator to restore the
first (and last) nulls to make them as deep as possible.
3) Adjust the next coupling from the input and output to
match the associated peak in the template response.
Re-adjust the resonators adjacent to this coupling to
restore the nulls to be as deep as possible.
4) Continue in this manner until all couplings have been
adjusted to match the peaks of the filter template, and
all resonators have their associated nulls as deep as
possible.
Note that adjusting one coupling will affect all couplings
that follow. More information on this can be found in [2].

tors whi ch th e coupli ng "ski ps o ver" will determine the
characteristics of the transmi ssio n zeros . Skipping over an
odd number of reso nators, as seen in Fig. 3. results in an
a~ymmetric frequenc y respo nse, with a zero o n o nl y o ne
Side of the pass band . Skipping o ver two reso nators results in transmissio n zeros on both sides of the pass band.
The time do main respo nse of th ese fi lters differs fro m the
all-pole filter s, in that tunin g the charac teristic null s to be
as deep as possi ble does not result in the fi lter being properly tuned . Fig. 4 shows the frequenc y and tim e respo n e
of the 4 pole filter with asymmetric cross co upling fro m
Fig. 3. The filter , in thi s case, had co uplin g adjustments
for only the input, o utput and cross-couplin g. The coupling between resonators was fixed . The filter was optimized for return loss in the pass band and rejection in th e
upper stop band.
Notice from the time response that the nulls are not deep
for many of the reso nators. To understand why thi s is, and
how to tune these filters, one must first look back at th e
design methods for the simple, all-pole filters.
All-Pole Filter Design:

All-pole filters are designed by starting with a low pass
prototype filter , then applying a transform to shi ft it up in
frequency fro m "DC-centered" to th e desired ce nter frequency [3,4]. The essence of the design process is th at the
coupling values are derived only from the low-pass proto-
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Fig. 3: Schematic of a filter with cross coupling (2-4).
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For many communication applications, it is necessary to
make a filter skirt response steeper than normall y o btained
by all-pole type filters . Discrete transmission zeros (where
the S21 goes to zero) can be obtained in the filter stop
band by adding cross-coupling (coupling between resonators other than nearest neighbors). The number of reso na-
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type component values. The resonator values are deri ved
by making the resonant frequency of the node (which includes the input and output coupling) equal to center frequency of the filter. For example, in the filter in Fig. I ,
the resonant frequency of the second node is defined by
the elements L2 in parallel with ClI plus Cl2 and C23 (the
coupling elements), and it exactly equals the filter center
frequency. This is true for all the nodes, including the first
and last, which, however, add in only one coupling.
The time domain response of a filter node is found to
have a deep null whenever the frequency sweep of the
network analyzer is exactly centered on the resonant frequency for that node. Further, the time domain response
shows the response of the filter nodes separated in time.
This separation is caused by the delay through each filter
section, which Fano showed to be inversely proportional
to the filter bandwidth. The time domain response will
have sufficient resolution if the frequency sweep is at least
twice as wide as the filter bandwidth.
To illustrate this point, consider the response of a filter to
an impulse, as shown in Fig. 5. As the impulse proceeds
though each node of the filter, part is reflected and most is
transmitted. If the filter is uncharged before the pulse arrives, the reflection from the first node will look as though
the coupling capacitance, C12, is grounded on the far side.
That is the time domain reflection will be the same as a
circuit that is tuned to the "node frequency" consisting of
el2 + CI in parallel with Ll. Since the pul se goes to zero
after time zero, the reflection from node 2 will look as
though both Cl2 and C23 are grounded. The delay between these pulses will be due to the coupling, thus less
coupling (which results in a narrower filter) will have
more delay. From above, note that is exactly the same
relationship that is used to design the all-pole filter. Thus,
it becomes clear why tuning for deep nulls with the network analyzer tuned to the filter center frequency suceeds:
The response from each individual node is centered on the
same frequency.

when eac h node freq uency is centered at the filter center
frequency. (Recall that the node frequency is he re defined
to be the resonant frequency of the node wit h all connected couplings -- including cross co upling - gro unded ).
The resonators are often "pulled" to compensa te for the
effect on the pass-band of the transmi ss ion zeros in the
stop-band , thus ac hiev in g the desired pass-band return los '
specification. Thi s results in an asymmetri c shape to the
return loss, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. Tu nin2. for deep
nulls results in a filter that does not meet the ; etu rn loss
specifications. However, the discussion about Fig. 5
points to a method that will allow tuning filt ers with c~ross
coupling in the time domain .
The argument for the time response of an y parti cul ar
node of a filter having a deep null when the node frequency is exactl y centered on the network analyze r frequency still holds. The difficulty with these co mplex tl lters is that the node frequencies are no longer easy to determine. But one can use the network analyzer itself. on a
properly tuned or "golden" filter , or on a simul ated filter,
to discover the indi vidual node frequencies. Thi s is done
setting up the vector network analyzer (Y NA) in dual
channel mode, with one channel on frequency domain and
one on time domain. The center frequ ency of the YNA is
adjusted while looking at the null associated with a particular resonator. When the null is max imi zed, that frequency is recorded as the node frequency for that reso nator. Fig. 6 illustrates the time response of the fi lter tuned
at the filter center frequency, and then tuned to a frequency which max imi zes the null associated with resonator 2 (one of the resonators with cross co upling) .
This process is repeated for eac h of the fi lter 's resonators, adjusting the YNA center frequ ency unt il eac h null is
maximized. For best sensiti vity, the frequency span is
reduced to just two times the band width . Table 1 be low
gives the node frequencies determined fo r eac h reso nator
for the filter from Fig. 4. Armed with thi s in formation,
and using the meas urement fro m Fi g. 4 as the tuning template, a filter tuning process for complex fi lters ca n be
defined .

Th e Effects of Cross-Coupling:
T ABLE I : Node
Resonator No.
I
2
3

With cross-coupling added to the filter, the time domain
response is no longer has the simple relationship to filter
tuning. Further, especially in filters with asymmetric
transmission zeros, the tuning of the filter is not optimum
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Time Domain Tuning Process for Complex Filters
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The filter from Fig. 4 with all four resonators, the input
and output coupling and the cross coupling de-tuned, is
used to demonstrate this process.
1) Assuming that the input and output coupling is sufficient to produce an approximate filter shape, start by
tuning the filter as though it were an all-pass filter.
Figure 7 shows the frequency response before any
tuning, and after the resonators (but not coupl ing)
have been adjusted for maxim um null.
2) Adjust the coupling to align the peaks with the target
filter, remembering to re-adjust the resonators to get
deep nulls. Fig. 8 shows the result of coupling adjustment.
3) Adjust the cross coupling to set the zero frequency to
match the S21 frequency response target, as sho wn in
Fig. 9.
4) Finally, to get the resonators tuned to their correct
final value, set the VNA center frequency to that
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Fig. 9: Freq. Response after Adjusting Cross Coupling

li sted in Table 1 for each reso nator. and tune that
resonator. for maximum null. After a fir st pass. go
back agam and retune each resoantor to account for
the pulling affect of tuning the other reonators. Fig. 10
shows the final result of tuning this filter. It is clear
that the final response is nearl y identi ca l. Remembe r
that the return loss tuning was done entirel y in the
time domain .
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IV . CONCLUSIONS :
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This paper has presented a tuning method for adjusting
complex coupled-resonator fi Iters . This method allows
determini stic tuning of resonator frequen cy, co upling factor, and cross-couplin g.
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Introduction
The level of experience and
expertise required to accurately
tune coupled-resonator cavity
filters, cross-coupled filters, and
duplexers effectively precludes
these devices from mass production at high speed. Ironically,
these same filters are increasingly needed in large quantities, as
a result of the spectral density
resulting from the runaway success of wireless communications
services. The time required to
tune these filters accurately limits manufacturers from increasing their production volumes
and reducing manufacturing
cost. Fortunately, it is possible to
dramatically reduce both the
time required to tune these
types of filters, as well as the
experience and expertise
required. The method removes
filter tuning from the realm of
art, and makes the process predictable and repeatable. Even
relatively inexperienced filter
tuners can tune multiple-pole
filters with great success with a
minimal amount of training.

2

The basic technique has been
comprehensively covered in
Agilent application note 1287-8,
which also describes how
coupled-resonator band-pass
filters can be easily and deterministically tuned. To achieve
the proper passband response,
and to achieve good return loss
and passband ripple, the center
frequency of each resonator is
precisely tuned, and each
coupling between resonators
precisely set. The method is
based on the time-domain
response of a filter's return
loss, in which the time-domain
response is obtained by a special
type of discrete inverse Fourier
transform of the frequency
response. Readers are encouraged
to review the material contained
in application note 1287-8 for
information about the basic
technique and how it is applied
to tuning coupled-resonator
cavity filters.

This application note re\iews
these time domain tuning
techniques, and extends the
technique for use in tuning
filters with cross-coupled
resonators that produce
transmission zeros near the
filter passband, as well as
duplexer filters that have a
common (antenna) port, an
upper passband (transmit) port,
and a lower passband (receive)
port.
Together with application note
1287-8, this application note
provides a comprehensive
compilation to filter tuning in the
time domain, including theory,
application, set-up, and tuning
procedures.

The technique defined
A five-pole coupled resonator filter with four coupling structures
will be used to illustrate the
basic tuning technique. A
schematic of the filter is shown
in figure I , with the distributed
loss of the filter represented as
shunt resistance. To apply the
tuning method, the network
analyzer's frequency sweep is
centered at the desired center
frequency of the bandpass filter.
The frequency span is set to two
to five times the expected filter
bandwidth. The bandpass mode
of time domain transform is
applied to the return loss trace.
Figure 2 shows the frequency
response and the bandpass
mode time response of the filter,
a fifth-order Chebyshev with
0.25 dB of passband ripple.

Fig ure 1.
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one of the resonator elements
(in this case, the second resonator). The upper plot is the
frequency response and the
lower plot is the time domain
response. Notice the
distinctive dips in the time
response 811 of the filter
(indicated by the triangles
labeled 1-5). These are characteristic nulls that occur if the
resonators are exactly tuned. If
the center frequency of the
measurement is changed even
slightly, the nulls start to disappear, indicating that the filter is
no longer tuned. The peaks
between the nulls relate to the
coupling factors of the filter.
This type of response holds true
for any all-pole filter, regardless
of filter type.
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The essence of the tuning technique is that the dips in the time
domain respons e correspond
exactly to each resonator in the
filter. When the resonator is
tuned properly, the null is deep .
If the resonator is not tuned , the
null starts to disappear. Though
it may seem remarkable that thi s
exact relationship exi sts, extensive testing with many different
kinds of filters , as well as simulations and direct mathematical
derivation , confirm this relationship. Figure 2 shows the time

domain res ponse wi t h onl y the
second resonator mistuned from
its ideal (derived) value. In thi s
case the capacito r ell was tuned
t o a few perce nt above its ideal
value. It is clear that the d ip has
nearly di sappea red. The d ip will
only be maximi zed when the
capacito r is returned to its
ideal value. Note t hat mi stun ing
one reso nato r ca n affect t he
response from t he oth er
"downstream" reso nato rs.
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Basic tuning method
The basic time domain tuning
method for simple all-pole
filters, is to measure the time
domain response of 811 and 822
of the filter. The filter resonators
are adjusted with the following
steps:
1. 8tarting with the first and last
resonators, tune to create a
deep null in the time responses
of the 811 and 822 measurements respectively (the nulls
will be at approximately t=O).

2. The next resonator from the
input and output are then
tuned for deep nulls (which
will appear approximately at
t= IjBW where BW is the filter
bandwidth). Tuning the
second resonator will slightly
pull the first, since they are
coupled.
3. The previous resonators (first
and last, in this case) are
readjusted to restore the null
in the time domain trace to
make it as deep as possible.
4. Continue in this manner,
working in toward the center,
until all the resonators have
been adjusted for a deep null.

4

This first adjustment will exactly
center the filter and provide
optimum tuning for the given
coupling factors. Many filters
have adjustable coupling factors
that must be tuned to generate .
the desired filter response, particularly bandwidth and return
loss. The coupling adjustment
can be accomplished with the
following steps:
1. Create a filter template by

measuring an existing tuned
filter or from a filter simulation, and load it into the net
work analyzer's memory
traces for 811 and 822.
2. After the initial resonator
tuning described above, adjust
the input and output coupling
to match the amplitude of the
first peak of the target 811
and 822 filter response.
Readjust the first and last
resonator to restore the first
811 and 822 nulls to make
them as deep as possible.

3. Adjust the next coupling from
the input and output to match
the associated peak in the
template response. Readjust
the resonators adjacent to this
coupling to restore the nulls
to be as deep as possible.
4. Continue in this manner until
all couplings have been
adjusted to match the peaks
of the filter template, and all
resonators have their
associated nulls as deep as
possible.
Note that adjusting one coupling
will affect all couplings that
follow, so it is important to start
with the couplings at the input
and output and work toward the
center.

Tuning filters with
cross -coupled
resonators
For many com mun ication applications, it is necessary to make a
filter skirt respo nse steeper than
normally obtai ned by a ll-pole
type filters. Discrete transmission zeros (where the S2 1 goes
to zero) can be obtained in t he
filter stopband by adding crosscoupling (cou p ling between resonators other than nearest
neighbors). The number of resonators that the coupli ng "skips
over" will determi ne t he characteristics of the transmission
zeros. Skipping over an odd
number of resonators, as seen in
figure 3, results in an asymmetric frequency response, with a
zero on only one side of the
passband. Skipping over two resonators results in transmission
zeros on both sides of the passband . The t ime domain response
of these filters differs from t he
all-pole filters, in t h at tu ning the
characteristic n ulls to be as deep
as possible does not result in t he
filter being properly t u ned.
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Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the frequ ency
and time response of the fourpole fi lter with asymmetric cross
coup li ng from figure 3. The filter,
in th is case, had coupling adjustments for only the input, output,
and cross-coup ling. The coupling
between resonators was fixed .

The filter was optimized for
return loss in th e pas ba nd and
rej ection in the upper stop ba nd.
Notice from the time res ponse
that the null s a re not dee p for
ma ny of the reso nato rs. The
design meth ods for s imp le,
all-pole filters help illustrate
why this is so, a nd how to tu ne
these fil te rs.

5

All -pole filters
All-pole filters are designed by
starting with a low-pass prototype filter, then applying a transform to shift it up in frequency
from "DC-centered" to the
desired center frequency. The
essence of the design process is
that the coupling values are
derived only from the low-pass
prototype component values.
The resonator values are derived
by making the resonant frequency of the node (which includes
the input and output coupling)
equal to the center frequency of
the filter. For example, in the filter in figure 1, the resonant frequency of the second node is
defined by the elements L2 in
parallel with CII plus CI2 and
C23 (the coupling elements), and
it exactly equals the filter center
frequency. This is true for all the
nodes, including the first and
last, which have only one coupling added.
The time domain response of a
filter node has a deep null whenever the frequency sweep of the
network analyzer is exactly centered on the resonant frequency
for that node . Further, the time
domain response shows the
response of the filter nodes
separated in time. This separation
is caused by the delay through
each filter section, which Fano
showed to be inversely proportional to the filter bandwidth.
The time domain response will
have sufficient resolution if the
frequency sweep is at least twice
as wide as the filter bandwidth.

R1

Compsite Time Reflection

Figure . 5. The time domain response separates
the response from each node.

To illustrate this point, consider
the response of a filter to an
impulse, as shown in figure 5.
As the impulse proceeds though
each node of the filter, part is
r eflected and most is transmitt ed. If the filter is uncharged
before the pulse arrives, the
reflection from the first node
will look as though the coupling
capacitance, CI 2, is grounded on
the far side. That is, the time
domain reflection will be the
same as a circuit that is tuned to
the "node frequ ency" cons isting
of CI2 + CI in parallel with Ll.
Since the pulse goes to zero after

time ze ro, t he refl ectio n fro m
node 2 will look as t hough both
C12 and C23 a re grounded. The
delay betwee n t hese pulses will
be due to the co uplin g, so less
coupling (which res ul ts in a
narrower fil te r) will have more
delay. This is the same relationship used to des ign t he all- pole
filter. It t hen becomes clear why
tunin g for deep nulls wi t h t he
network a nalyzer t uned to t he
filte r ce nte r frequency succeeds:
The response from each ind ividual node is cente red on the sa me
frequency.

Effects of cross coupling
With cross-coupling added to the
filter, the time domain response
no longer has the simple
relationship to filter tuning.
Further, especially in filters with
asymmetric transmission zeros,
tuning of the filter is not optimum
when each node frequency is
tuned to the filter center
frequency . Recall that the node
frequency is defined to be the
resonant frequency of the node
with all connected couplings,
including cross coupling,
grounded. The resonators are
often "pulled" to compensate for
the effect on the pass-band of
the transmission zeros in the
stopband, thus achieving the
desired passband return loss
specification. This results in an
asymmetric shape to the return
loss, as demonstrated in figure 4.
Tuning for deep nulls results in
a filter that does not meet the
return loss specifications.
However, the discussion about
figure 5 points to a method that
will allow tuning filters with
cross coupling in the time
domain.
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Figure 6. Change in time response when the
VNA center frequency is tuned.

The argument still holds for the
time response of any particular
node of a filter having a deep
null when the node frequ ency is
exactly centered on the network
analyzer frequency . The difficulty with these complex filters is
that the node frequencies are no
longer easy to determine. But
the network analyzer itself can
be used, on a properly tuned or
"golden" filter, or on a simulated
filter, to discover the individual
node frequ encies. This is don e
by setting up the vector network
analyzer (VNA) in dual-cha nnel
mode, with one channel on frequency domain and one on time
domain. The center frequency of
the VNA is adjusted while looking at the null associated with a
particular resonator. When the
null is maximized , that frequency is recorded as the node
frequency for that resonator.

Figure 6 illustrates t he time
response of th e fil ter tun ed at
the filter ce nte r freq uency, and
then tuned to a frequency t hat
maximizes the null assoc iated
with resonator 2 (o ne of t he resonators wi t h cross coupling).
This process is repeated fo r each
of th e filter 's reso nato rs, adjusting the VNA cente r frequency
until each null is maximized. For
best se nsitivity, the frequency
span is reduced to just two times
the bandwidth . Table 1 gives t he
node frequencies dete rmined for
each resonator for t he fil te r from
figure 4. Armed with t hi s information, and using the meas urement from figure 4 as the t uning
template , a filter tuning process
for complex fil te rs can be
defin ed.

Table 1. Node frequency for each resonator
Resonator no.

1
2
3
4

Node frequency

836.25
833.85
834.55
836 .45

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

7

Tuning of complex filters
The filter from figure 4, with all
four resonators, the input and
output cou pli ng, and the cross
coupling detuned, is used to
demonstrate this process.
1. Assuming th at t he input and
output coupling is sufficient
to produce a n approximate
filter shape, start by tu ning
the filter as though it were an
all-pole filter. Figure 7 shows
the frequency response before
any t uning, and after the resonators (but not coupli ng)
have been adj usted for
maximum nulls.

2. Adjust the coupling to align
the time domain response
peaks with th ose of the target
filter, remembering to readjust
t he resonators to get deep
nulls. Figure 8 shows the
result of coupling adjustment.
3. Adjust the cross coupling to
set the zero frequency to
match the S21 frequen cy
response target, as shown in
figure 9.
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4. Finally, to get the reso nators
t uned to t heir co rrect fin al
values , set the VNA cent er
frequency to t hat listed in
table 1 for eac h reso nator,
and tu ne t hat resonator for
maximum null. After a first
pass , go back again a nd retu ne
each reso nato r to account for
the pulling effect of tu ning t he
ot her resonato rs. Figure 10
shows t he final res ult of
tuning this filte r. It is cl ear
that the final res ponse is
nearly identical. Remember
that the return loss tunin g
was done entirely in t he time
d omain .

Figure 10.

0

Duplex filter tuning
Duplex filters (sometimes called
duplexers), as seen from the
antenna port, have two paths
that contribute to the return loss
response, each with its own
delays and responses. The task
for the filter tuner, and the focus
of this section, is to separate
these responses so that each
side of the filter can be deterministically tuned.
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Figure 11.

Duplex filters are used primarily
to separate the transmission
channel (Tx) from the receive
channel (Rx) in a wireless communications base station.
Because the Tx and Rx are nearly adjacent, the filters tend to be
very asymmetric to create sharp
cutoffs for each band. Figure 11
shows the schematic of such a
duplexer. Note that a single
cross-coupling is used in each
side, but that the cross-coupling
is capacitive in one side and
inductive in the other. This gives
a lower transmission zero for the
Rx band (Rx is upper in this
case) and an upper transmission
zero in the Tx band as shown in
figure 12.
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Figure 12.

Duplexers that have more than
a bandwidth of separation
between the Tx and Rx bands
are easily tuned with the method
noted above for tuning filters
with cross-coupling. That is
because the network analyzer
can be centered on the Tx band,
with the span at greater than
two bandwidths , and still not
have the Rx band interfere with
the input or output reflection
response. However, most duplexers have substantially less than
one bandwidth between the
edges of the Tx and Rx bands
(a typical filter might have an
80 MHz bandwidth with 20 MHz
of separation). These types of
duplexers make time-domain
tuning difficult, because

resonator responses at the
common port can come from
either the Tx side or the Rx side.
In figure 11 , the duplexer uses
quarter-wave transformers to
isolate each side of the dupl exe r
(the input impedan ce of t he Tx
side is a short circuit at the Rx
frequen cy). Other topologies
couple the common port to a
broader-band co mm on reso nato r,
which is in turn coupled to t he
first reso nator on both t he Tx
and Rx sid es. Wi t h t hi s configu ration, th e co mmon reso nato r
cl earl y ca nnot be ce ntered on
eit her the Tx or Rx pass band s,
in stead it is ce ntered so mewhere
in betwee n.

9

Time domain response of
duplexers
The time domain response of
duplexers is complicated by the
fact that at the common port,
reflections from both the Tx side
and Rx side will cause some
nulls in the time domain. Figure
13 shows the time domain and
frequency response of a real
duplexer. To view the timedomain response in a way that
makes sense, it is necessary to
set the network analyzer center
frequency to the frequency
between the Rx and Tx passbands. The span of the analyzer
must be set to at least two times
the overall bandwidth of the Tx
and Rx bands. The following
example of tuning a real duplex
filter uses a duplexer which has
the common port coupled to a
common resonator, which in
turn is coupled to both the
last (5th) Tx resonator and the
last (6th) Rx resonator.
Setting up the tuning process
Just as with the complex filter of
figure 4, the tuning process for a
duplexer requires a properly
tuned prototype filter to allow
the node frequencies and target
couplings to be determined.
However, the nodes will be more
difficult to associate with individual resonators, especially
from the common port.
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Lower half of display: Upper trace = antenna common
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Identifying the resonator
The upper half of figure 13
shows that there are more nulls
in the time domain response of
the reflection from the common
port than there are from the Tx
port. The first null is associated
with the common resonator
(figure 14). The second null association is found by changing the
tuning slightly on the last Tx resonator, and in the same manner
the last Rx resonator can be
associated with the third null
from the common port (figure 15).
Depending upon the filter, it may
also be possible to identify other
resonators in the Tx or Rx filter,
but soon the nulls become confusing, with the tuning of one
resonator affecting two nulls.
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Figure 14. Tuning the common ANT resonator shows a response change primarily in
the first null. In this way the first node resonator is determined and the first node
frequency can be found by changing the VNA frequency to find the deepest null
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Figure 15. Tuning the Rx 6 resonator shows the primary effect at the second null.. By
looking for the frequency of the VNA, which makes the null deepest .we know thiS
node frequency. Note: the next null also shows some effect from tuning
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Finding node frequencies
Once the association of nulls
with resonators has been done
from the common port for the
last Tx and Rx resonators, the
individual node frequency for
each resonator is found by tuning the analyzer's center frequency until the associated null
is deepest. This frequency is also
recorded for each null while
measuring reflection from the Tx
and Rx ports, and for the first
several nulls from the common
port. These frequencies (in MHz)
are shown in table 2.

Table 2. Node frequency for tuned duplexer
Common port
Tx port
Rx port
Node Freq.
Node Freq .
Node Freq.

Com
RX6
TXS
RXS
TX4
RX4

1800
1800
1796
180S
1788
1810

TXl
TX2
TX3
TX4

1747
1749
17S0
1760

RXl
RX2

1848
1848
18S1
1841

RX3
RX4
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Separating Tx and Rx
Responses
These node frequencies will be
used for the final tuning of the
duplexer, but experimental
research shows that it is not
practical to try to tune the
duplexer directly to these frequencies. This is because there
is so much interaction from the
Rx side on the Tx response,
especially at the common port,
that the resonators cannot be
sufficiently isolated unless they
are already very close to their
correct values. The solution for
initial tuning is to mistune one
side (say the Tx side) and then
recharacterize the filter for the
Rx side node frequencies. Figure
16 shows the response of the
duplexer with Tx5 (the one
closest to the common port
resonator) mistuned.
In figure 16, the VNA center frequency is changed such that the
null associated with the Rx 6
resonator measured at the common port is deep (time domain,
upper trace). This frequency is
recorded in table 3 as Rx 6 frequency. But with the same filter
measured at the Rx port, with an
analyzer center frequency of
1850 MHz (time domain , lower
trace), each Rx node is nearly a
null.
12
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Figure 16. The upper trace shows the Rx path frequency response with a VNA center
frequency selected to obtain the deepest null for the respective resonators. These
frequencies are recorded for the Rx filter tuned and the Tx first resonator tuned low,

Table 3. Node frequency for duplexer with sides isolated
Common Port
Freq.
Node

Tx Port •
Freq.
Node

1803"
TXl
1793'
RX6"
1829
TX2
TXS'
TX3
1762
TX4
RXS "
1848
TX4'
1738
RX4"
1860
'Rx untuned; " Tx untuned
Com

Rx Port ••
Node

Freq.

1746

RXl

1848

1749
1749
1787

RX2
RX3
RX4

1848
18S0
18S0

After the Rx frequencies a re
determined , the Rx 6 resonator
is set high, and the Tx resonator
frequencies are determined in a
similar way. The prec ise node
frequency for each node was
recorded in table 3.

Note th at from t he Tx and Rx
ports , t he node frequ encies are
nea rly un cha nged , ind icating
that t hese are ve ry near ly iso lated from t heir respective oth er
s ides even in a tun ed dup lexer.

Tuning a filter
A duplexer tuning process
proceeds as follows:
!.

- , - ... - .- -

, -

1. Start with resonator RX6
tuned high in frequency. Tune
the Tx side of the filter, and
common port according to the
starred (*) frequencies in
table 3. Tune coupling and
cross-coupling as described in
application note 1287-8.

2. Tune resonator TX5 as low
as possible. Tune the Rx side
of the filter using the double
starred (**) frequencies in
table 3. Figure 17 shows
tuning starting with Rx1 and
common. The result of tuning
all Rx resonators is shown in
figure 18. The VNA is set to
the common resonator
frequency (about 1800 MHz)
so the Rx nulls don't appear
deep. Here, Tx 5 resonator is
not yet tuned.
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Figure 17. The Rx side of the filter is being tuned here. The upper plot shows
the Sll and S22 of the filter; each set to a different center frequency appropriate for the first and last resonator. The lowest plot shows the null from
each resonator.

3. Final tune TX5 and TX6 to
the frequency in table 2.
Final tune all resonators to
table 2 values. Results shown
in figure 19.
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More complex
filter tuning
Dealing with multiple or
strong cross couplings
In the example filter shown in
figure 3, the coupling value for
the cross coupling was much less
than the main coupling. For
such cases, the cross coupling
does not have a strong effect on
the time domain response.
However, some filters have very
strong cross coupling (coupling
of the same order as the main
coupling), or multiple cross couplings. In these cases, it may be
necessary to take a different
approach to tuning the filters.
One approach that has been
effective is to remove the cross
couplings (either by tuning them
to a very low value, or shorting
out cross couplings if they are
not adjustable). This will result
in a filter that does not have the
desired shape, but does have
the correct settings for the resonators and main coupling.

14

This is similar to the method
used to isolate the Tx side of the
duplexer from the Rx side. The
resulting filter has only one path
for coupling, and can be characterized as an all pole filter. A
"golden" trace of this filter can
be captured without the cross
coupling.
When tuning an untuned filter, it
can be set to have the same
response as the "golden" filter,
with the cross coupling removed.
All that remains is to set the
cross coupling back to verify the
final filter response.
Another option for filters with
adjustable cross couplings is to
set the cross coupling first,
before tuning the rest of the filter. This method may be effective
for filters where the cross coupling has a strong effect on the

pass band response. To do
this, one may short out the resonators beyond the cross coupling, essentially making a new
filter with the cross coupling
being the main path through the
filter. A "golden" trace may be
taken with a filter thus modified,
and the value of the cross coupling in the time domain may be
recorded. When tuning an
untuned filter, the process is
reversed. The resonators beyond
the cross coupling are shorted
and the cross coupling is set in
the time domain. The shorting of
the resonators is removed, and
the filter is tuned as described
above. This may be effective in
dealing with cross coupling that
is used for linearizing group
delay in filters.

Conclusions

Other resources

In this application note, we have
shown ways to extend the time
domain tuning techniques to
more complex filters. These filters may contain complex transmission responses, with cross
couplings. These filters may also
contain multiple paths, such as
in duplexers, or even multiplexers. While good progress has
been made on extending these
techniques, there remain many
opportunities for enhancements
to these methods, and many filter types that require further
investigation. Agilent
Technologies is continuing
research into the area of filter
tuning, and will continue to provide state-of-the-art tuning techniques and applications to
support innovation in the area of
coupled resonator filter design.
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NOVEL TUNING APPLICATION FOR COUPLED RESONATOR FILTE
TUNING
R
JOEL DUNSMORE
Agilent Technologies
1400 Fountaingrove Parkway
E-mail: joeLdunsmore@agilent.com
This paper describes a novel so~war~ application that provides a method by which coupledresonator
be tuned
wIth httle or no experience. The value of each resona tor and
· .filters
d' 1may
ed
.
1
coup mg IS ISP ay re~at1ve to a target value. The filter is properly tuned simply by adjusting
each resonator and couplIng such that the displayed value equals the target value.

1

Introduction

This paper describes the new FrS (Filter Tuning Software) that provides a graphical guided interface
for tuning coupled-resonator filters. With coupled-resonator filters, the center frequency of each
resonator must be precisely tuned, and each coupling between resonators must be precisely set to
achieve the proper pass-band response, and to get low reflection and small pass-band ripple. Recently,
there have been several papers describing methods to achieve tuning of these filters. One of these
methods requires that the filter is short-circuited [1], rather than terminated in their characteristic
impedance, extracting values for filter poles and zeros. Another method proposes using optimization
techniques to match a filter's response to a polynomial filter function [2], but was tested against only
simulated filters, and does not address the interactive problems faced in real-world tuning situations.
In previous papers [3],[4] Dunsmore reported tuning techniques that make use of the time
domain response of filters. These papers demonstrated that the individual resonators and couplings of
a filter could be identified with aspects of the time domain reflection response of the filters. In
particular, the peaks of the response are identified with the filter coupling factors, and the nulls of the
time domain response are associated with the resonator tuning. Unfortunately, while these methods
were deterministic, it was difficult for an inexperienced operator to evaluate the time domain response
of the filter. Further, for filters with cross coupling, the methods required many different frequency
sweeps to allow tuning of the resonators. Finally, the methods presented could not identify easily
whether the resonators were tuned too high or too low.

2

Description of the Novel Filter Tuning Software

This paper presents the results of new processing algorithms and innov~tive gr~phi~~l dis~lays that
extend these previous methods to create a software application that proVIdes an mtUltlve, SImple and
real-time tuning display for tuning coupled-resonator filters.

2.1 Reference Filters
This new tuning method derives values for resonator tuning targets by evaluating the response of a
target or "golden" filter. This golden filter can be a physical prototype ~lter, properly tuned, or.can be
the response generated from a simulated filter. Fig. 1 shows one step m the process o~ captun.ng the
golden filter data, where the individual peaks of the target ~lter (those peaks aSSOCIated With the
coupling values, as described in [3]) are automatically detenmned. T~e nulls bet,,:een t~e pea~~ a:~
associated with the individual resonators of the filter. The upper trace IS from the mput sld~
~
the filter' the lower trace is from the output side (S22) of the filter.. This process is repeate or. t reef
,
.'
d fine tunmg span By proper processmg 0
spans: a coarse tuning span, a medIUm-tunmg span, an a
.
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. using new algorithms that isolate eac h resonator e h
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Figure 1: Capturing the "golden" filter data for the medium tunin o
span: the data shown is in time domain
0
Figure 2 shows the tuning display after
t '
h
I
S-parameters of the filter along with li~:1nue~n;r tm:r~~:~:lufielsterTdhatal' The upp~r portio~ shows the
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Figure 2: The FrS display of S-parameters (upper), resonator tuning
indicators (center) , and coupling indicators (lower) of the golden fi lter

2.2 Applying Filter Tuning Software to un-tuned filters
Figure 3 shows the tuning display of an un-tuned filter, in the coarse tuning mode. The S-parameter
of the golden filter are shown as dashed lines. Coarse tuning sets the freq uency -swee p pan. by
default, at 10 times the target bandwidth. This wide frequency span is cho en so that eve n if the fi lter
is badly mistuned, all the resonators will be with in the frequency sweep. In rhe coarse tuning mode .
the order of tuning is important. For exa mple. if the input coupli ng is ve ry fa r off. it will not be
possible to resolve couplings or resonators past the input coupling. For thi s rea n. tunin g hou ld
proceed from the outside elements to the center elements. For eac h tu nin g element. the tu ning di pi:.!)
indicator has 3 configurable ranges. For exa mple. if the resonat or is too lo\\'. the indictor \\ ill tilL

below the target line. The middle (green)
. d'
"
zone represents an
bl
'
In Icator IS Imearly proportional to the reso t
f
accepta e tunIng region. The tu ni na
'd '
d
na or requency 0
h
I::'
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ver t e center third of the dis pla\'
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e 0 t IS rang th ' d'
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. ' . e e In Icator compresses the tun in a
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19 SenSitI vity when the tuning is close to the tarae~
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Figure 3: FrS display of an un-tuned filter

Figure 4a shows the respons~ of the filter after tuning each resonator and eac h coupling to be in the
~e~n target zone. The filter IS very nearly tuned. However, there is not sufficient resolution in coarse
t un~ng to exa~tly t~ne th~ fiIt~r. The same filte~ is shown in Figure 4b in fine tuning mode (medium
unmg mode ~s skipped, m thIS case): From thIS display, it is clear whi ch resonators and couplings
mu~t b~ re-adJust~d t? perfect the tumng. The result of tuning each resonator to be in the gree n target
regIOn m fine tunmg IS .a response with the S-Parameters from the golden filter being nearly ident ica ll y
matched to the filter bemg tuned.

!BJioIlNA

Figure 4a: Filter tuned in coarse tuning range,

Figure 4b: The same filt er sho wn in fi ne tun ing range

There are some limitations on this tuning technique. The tuning of resonators and co upl ers are
interactive, requiring several iterations to achieve perfect tuning. The effec ts of these interac ti on and
possible methods for compensating will be di sc ussed . The algorithms de veloped app ly to all-pole
filters with adjustable couplings and adjustable resonators, and to filters with cross coupling where the
cross coupling is either not adjustable, or can be tuned with an independent method. The paper will
also describe possible extensions to dupl ex filters, and fi lters with mult iple, adj ustable cro s couplin gs.
Finally, experimental results in reduction of tuning time and new operator trainin g will be presented.

3

Extensions to more complex filter types

A tu~ing metho? fo~ complex. filters, ~uch as filters with cross coupling or duplex filters, has been
descnbed [5] usmg time domam technIques. Though deterministic, these methods are limited in that
they require many steps to tune filters. The filter tuning software can be applied to these more
complex filter types. For duplex filters with channel separations of greater than 1 filter bandwidth,
each filter path can be treated individually. For duplexers with closer spacing, special tuning
techniques must be used to separate the RX from the TX side. Additionally, a third reference filter file
can be used that spans both the TX and RX frequency range. The first two nulls in time domain
response of the ANT port connection represent the first TX resonator (if it is the higher frequency) and
the first RX resonator.
Filters with cross coupling may also be tuned with this method. For cross-coupled filters, the target
frequencies for each resonator will be different, but are easily determined from a reference filter.
These frequencies are represented by the center of the tuning indicator. Currently, this method does
not provide an explicit tuning indicator for the cross coupling, if it is adjustable. However, filters with
adjustable cross coupling can be adjusted by observing other parameters. For example, filters with
transmission zeros can be adjusted as described, with the cross coupling adjusted while observing the
zero frequency in the S21 log magnitude display. For filters with cross coupling intended to flatten
group delay, the group delay of S21 can be observed while adjusting the cross coupling.

4

Conclusion

The tuning techniques presented provide the first simple, easy to learn application for tuning complex,
coupled resonator filters. The techniques and algorithms used provide for a visual and intuitive
understanding of the effect of tuning selected elements in a filter structure, and ensure that proper
tuning is accomplished.
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Abstract - The author has continued development on
advanced techniques in tuning coupled-resonator filters based on the time domain response of a filter. This
paper updates techniques to precisely tune filter coupling and resonators, accounting for effects of transmission zeros from cross-coupled resonators, and presents new methods for tuning duplex filters.
1. INTRODUCTION:
In previous presentations, the author has shown that coupled-resonator band-pass filters can be easily and deterministically tuned [1,2] . To achieve the proper pass band
response, and to get low return loss and small pass band
ripple, the center frequency of each reso nator must be
precisely tuned, and each coupling between reso nators
must be precisely set. In these papers, Dunsmore demonstrated a method of tuning filters based on the time domain response of its return loss, where the time domain
response is obtained by a special type of discrete inverse
Fourier transform of the frequency response. The technique works well for all-pole, low-loss filters , but there
were several difficulties in tuning filters with more complex structures. In further work, Dunsmore demonstrated
methods for tuning more complex filters, such as those
with cross-coupled resonators [3] . This paper reviews
these time domain tuning techniques, and presents a new
method that resolves the problem of dealing even more
complex filters: diplex filters. These filters have a common (antenna) port, an upper pass band port (e.g. TX
port), and a lower pass band port (e.g. RX port). Thi s ne w
method may be extended to filter types with arbitrary pass
band characteristics.

TIME DOMAIN TUN ING RE \ lEW

II.

Bas ics: Tuning A ll -Pole Filters:

Before presenting the ne w method, it wo ul d be
helpful to re view time do main tunin g o n sim pler fi lter . A
five-pole co upled reso nator filt er with fo ur coupling tructures will be used to illustrate the bas ic tun ing tec hni q ue.
A schematic of the filter is shown in Fig. 1. To apply th e
tunin g meth od, the network analyzer's frequency sweep
must be centered at the desired cent er frequency of th e
bandpass filter. The frequency span must be set to at least
two to fiv e times the expec ted filt er bandw idth . T he
BANDPASS mode of time do main transform is applied to
the return loss trace. Fi g. 2 shows th e frequency respo nse
and the band-pass mode time response of the filt er, a fi fth order Chebyshev with 0 .25 dB of pass band rippl e. Eac h
plot shows two traces, o ne is the filt er return loss res ponse
with ideal values fo r all th e co mpo ne nts, and th e seco nd
trace showin g the effect of mi s-tuning o ne of the reso nato r
elements (in thi s case, the seco nd reso nator). T he up pe r
plot is the frequen cy respo nse and the lowe r plot is th e
time doma in respo nse. Noti ce the di stincti ve di ps in the
time respo nse S 11 of the filt er (indicated by th e tri angles
labeled 1-5). These are charac teri sti c null s th at occ ur if the
reso nators are exactly tuned . If th e ce nter frequ ency o f
the measurement were changed eve n sli ghtly, the null s
wo uld start to di sappear, indi catin g th at th e fi lter is no
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The time domain tuning method presented earlier relied on the filter having a unique time domain respon se.
But with diplex filters, as seen from the antenna port,
there are two paths that contribute to the return loss response, each with its own delays and responses. What
was needed was a method to separate these respo nses 1n
such a way that each side of the filter could be deterministically tuned.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a band pass filter
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Fig. 2: Fr eq . and T ime Res ponse of a band p a~~ ruler.
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longer tuned to the analyzer center frequency. The peaks
between the nulls relate to the coupling factors of the filter. This type of response holds true for any all-pole filter ,
regardless of filter type.
The essence of the tuning technique is that the
dips in the time domain response corresponded exactly to
each resonator in the filter. The nulls in the time domain
will be deep if the resonator associated with that null is
tuned exactly to the network analyzer center frequency.
For simple all-pole filters, their design dictates that the
node frequencies are all centered on the filter center frequency. (In [3] the node frequency is defined to be the
resonant frequency of the node with all connected couplings -- including cross coupling -- grounded) . Figure 2
shows the time domain response with only the second
resonator mis-tuned from its ideal (derived) value. In this
case the capacitor en was tuned to a few percent above its
ideal value. It is clear that the dip has nearly disappeared .
The dip will only be maximized when the capacitor is returned to its ideal value. Note that mis-tuning one resonator can affect the response from the other "down stream"
resonators.
The coupling adjustment can be accomplished by matching the peaks of the time domain response with a target
trace. The target can be generated from a simulation or
from a previously tuned "golden" filter. Note that adjusting one coupling will affect all couplings that follow.
More information on this can be found in [2] .

piing in the upper trace . Figure 5 shows the time domain
response wi th two different ce nter frequencies on the \ector net work analyzer (VNA).
The time response of any particular node of a filter will
have a deep null when the node freque ncy is exactly centered on the net work analyzer frequency. The diffi cult y
with these complex filters is that the node freq uencies are
no longer easy to determine . But one can use the network
analyzer itself, on a properl y tuned or "golde n" fi lter. or on
a simulated filter, to di scover the ind ividual node freq uencies. Thi s is done setting up the VNA in dual chan nel
mode, with one channel on frequency domai n and one on
time domain. The center frequenc y of the V A is adjusted while looking at the null assoc iated with a parti cul ar
resonator. When the null is max imi zed, that frequency is
recorded as the node frequen cy for th at reso nator. Fig. 5
illustrates the time response of the filter tuned at the filt er
center frequen cy, and then tuned to a frequency which
maximizes the null associ ated with reso nator 2 (o ne of the
resonators with cross coupling).
This process is repeated for eac h of the filt er' s reso nators, adjusting the VNA center frequ ency until eac h null is
maximized. For best sensiti vity, the frequency span is
reduced to just two times the band width . Table I gives the
node frequencies determined for eac h resonator for the
filter from Fig. 4. Armed with thi s informati on, and using
the measurement from Fig. 4 as the tuning templ ate, a fil ter tuning process for complex filt ers ca n be defin ed.
TABLE 1: Node Free uency for Each Resonator
Resonator No.
Node Frequency
1
836.25 MHz
2
833 .85 MHz
834 .55 MHz
3
836.45
MHz
4

FiLters With Cross-CoupLed Resonators

For many communication applications, it is necessary
to make a filter skirt response steeper than normally obtained by all-pole type filters. Discrete transmission zeros
(where the S21 goes to zero) can be obtained in the filter
stop band by adding cross-coupling (coupling between
resonators other than nearest neighbors), as shown in Figure 3.

10
0
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With cross-coupling added to the filter, the time domain
response no longer has the simple relationship ~o filter
tuning. That is, especially in filters with asymmetrIc transmission zeros, the tuning of the filter is not optimum when
nulls in the time domain are maximized. This corresponds
to the fact that each node frequency is no longer centered
at the filter center frequency . One way to look at this is
that the resonators are "pulled" to compensate for the effect on the pass-band of the transmission zeros in the stopband, thus achieving the desired pass-band return loss
specification. This results in an asymmetric shape to the
return loss. Tuning for deep time nulls results In .a filter
that does not meet the return loss specifications. Figure 4
shows the frequency response of a filter with cross cou-
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Time Domain Tuning Process for Complex Filters
0

The tuning process for complex filters can be summarized in the following steps (these steps are presented with
detailed plots of each response in [3]) .
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Assuming that the input and output coupling is sufficient to produce an approximate filter shape, start by
tuning the filter as though it were an all-pass filter.
2) Adjust the coupling to align the peaks with the target
filter , remembering to re-adjust the resonators to get
deep nulls.
3) Adjust the cross coupling to set the zero frequency to
match the S21 frequency response target.
4) Finally, to get the resonators tuned to their correct
final value, set the VNA center frequency to that
listed in Table 1 for each resonator, and tune that
resonator for maximum null. After a first pass, go
back again and retune each resonator to account for
the pulling affect of tuning the other resonators .

III.

DUPLEX FILTER TUNING

Duplex Filters (sometimes called duplexers or diplexers)
are used in primarily to separate the transmission channel
(TX) from the receive channel (RX) in a cellular phone
base station. Because the TX and RX are nearly adjacent,
the filters tend to be very asymmetric to create sharp cutoffs for each band. Figure 6 shows the schematic of such
a duplexer. Note that a single cross-coupling is used in
each side, but that the cross-coupling is positive in one
side and negative in the other. This gi ves an upper transmission zero for the RX band (RX is lower in thi s case)
and a lower transmission zero in the TX band as shown in
figure 7.
Duplexers which have more than a bandwidth of separation are between TX and RX are easily tuned with the
method noted above for tuning filters with cross-coupling.
That is because the network analyzer can be centered on
the TX band, with the span at greater than 2 bandwidths
and still not have the RX band interfere with the input or
However, most duplexers
output reflection response.
these days seem to have substantially less than 1 bandwidth between the edges of the TX and RX bands (a typIcal filter might have an 80 MHz bandwidth with ~O MHz
of separation). These types of duplexers make tIme do-
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Figure 7: Frequency Response of a Simulated Duplexer

main tuning difficult, because reso nator res ponses at th e
common port can come from either the TX side or th e RX
side. In figure 6 the duplexer uses qu arter wave transformers to isolate each side of the duple xe r (th e input im pedance of the TX side at the RX frequen cy is a short ci rcuit). Other topologies co uple th e co mmon port to a
broader-band co mmo n reso nator whi ch is in turn co upled
to the first resonator on eac h of the TX and RX side. With
this configurati on, the commo n resonator clearl y cannot be
centered on either TX or the RX pass band , but so mewhere in between .

Tilli e DOlllaill Respollse of Duplexe rs
The time domain response of dupl exers is co mpli cated
by the fact that at the co mmon port, refl ec ti ons fro m both
the TX side and RX side will cause some null s in the time
domain . Figure 8 shows the time do main and freque ncy
response of a real duplexer. To view the time domain response in a way that makes sense, it is necessary to set th e
network analyzer center frequency to the frequen cy between the RX and TX pass bands. The span of th e analyzer must be set to at leas t two times the over all bandwidth of the TX and RX ba nd s. The foll owing exa mple of
tunina a real duplex filter uses a dupl exer whi ch has the
com~on port co upled to a co mmon reso nator, whi ch in
turn is coupled to both the fir st TX reso nator and the fir st
RX resonator.
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Setting up the tuning process

Just as with the complex filter of figure 4, the tuning process for a duplexer requires a properly tuned prototype filter
to allow finding the node frequency and target couplings.
However, the nodes will be more difficult to associate with
individual resonators, especially from the common port.
The upper trace in figure 8 from the common port
shows more nulls in the time domain than from the TX
port. The first null is associated with the common resonator. The second null association is found by tuning
slightly the TX last resonator, and in the same manner the
RX last resonator can be associated with the third null
from the common port. Depending upon the filter, it may
also be possible to identify other resonators in the TX or
RX filter, but soon the nulls become confusing, with tuning of one resonator effecting two nulls. Once the association of nulls with resonators has been done from the common port for the last TX and RX resonator, the individual
node frequency for each resonator is found by tuning the
analyzer center frequency until the associated null is deepest. This frequency is also recorded for each null from the
TX and RX port, and for the first several nulls from Common port. These frequencies (MHz) are shown in table 2.
TABLE 2: Node Frequency
Common Port
TX Port
Node
Freq.
Node
Com
1800
TXl
RX6
1800
TX2
TX5
1796
TX3
RX5
1805
TX4
TX4
1788
RX4
1810

for Tuned Duplexer
RX Port
Freq.
Freq.
Node
1848
1747
RXI
1848
RX2
1749
1851
RX3
1750
1841
RX4
1760

These node frequencies will be used for the final tuning of
the duplexer, but experimental research shows that it is not
practical to try to tune the duplexer directly to these fre5 11
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quencies. Thi s is because there is so much interac tion
from the RX side on the TX response, espec iall y at the
common port, the resonators ca nnot be uffi cientl y isolated unless the y are very close to being tuned exac tl y on,
The solution for initial tunin g is to mi s-tune one side (say
the RX side) and re-characteri ze the filter for TX ide node
frequencies . Figure 9 shows the response of the du plexe r
with RX6 and RX5 mi s-tuned (the two closest to the common port resonator). With thi s di spl ay it is clear th :ll nea r
the common center frequen cy of 1800 MHz (li ghter trace)
the common reso nator null is quite deep. But with the
same filter measured with an anal yzer center frequency of
1850 MHz, each TX node is nearl y a null. Th is was repeated for the RX side, and the precise node frequency for
each node was recorded in table 3 below.
Note that from the TX and RX ports, the node frequencies
are nearly unchanged , indicating that these are very nearl y
isolated from their respecti ve other sides even in a tuned
duplexer.
TABLE 3: Node Freq . for Duplexer with sides iso lated.
Common Port
TX Port *
RX P Or! **
Node
Node
Freq .
Freq.
Node
Fr~.
Com
1803 * TXl
1746
RXI
1848
1793 **
RX6*
1749
RX 2
1848
1829
TX2
TX5 ** 1762
TX3
1749
RX 3
1850
RX4
1850
TX4
1787
RX5*
1848
TX4 ** 1738
RX4*
1860
*TX untuned; **RX untuned
From thi s a duplexer tunIng process proceeds as follows.
1) Start with resonators RX6 and RX5 tuned hi gh in frequency. Tune the TX side of the filter, and common
port according to starred (*) frequen cies in t~bl e 3.
Tune coupling and cross-coupling as deSCribed In [3 ].
2) Tune resonators TX5 and TX6 as low as poss ible.
Tune the RX side of the filter using the double starred
(**) frequencies in table 3.
3) Final tune TX5 and TX6 to the frequen cies in tabl e 2,
Final tune all resonators to tabl e 2 values.
IV. CONCLUSIONS :
Thi s paper has presented a tuning method for adj usting
duplex co upled-resonator filters, The key brea kthrough I
o the RX and TX Side resonators In
et hod for isolatin
m
o
.
time domain to all ow independent tuning, More de taIl s on
the example will be presented in the fin al paper.
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